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SUMMARY
Chapter one considers iterations of complex mappings of the form fc : z w z2+ c 
and gives sufficient conditions for the Julia set J(fc) to be homeomorphic ( and conjugate) 
to a quotient £ ^  of the shift £  ■ {0,l)w . the equivalence relation being given by 
x ,x2. . .x k 0 $  ~  x ,x 2. . . x k l £  ( k i O ,  X jC tO .l}) 
where £ is a fixed element o f £ .  The partition of J(fc ) used involves an external ray 
from the Douady-Hubbard theory which converges to the critical value c . Theorem 1.5.3 
establishes the conjugacy when the associated "kneading itinerary" £ is non-recurrent.
Subsequent chapters deal abstractly with spaces £ ^  for general £ . Chapter two 
establishes that £j; and some slightly more general quotient spaces £ j- are "dendrites" . 
It also initiates an investigation o f what combinatorial information about the space £ ^  can 
be deduced from the location of ^  in a particular space £ ^  ( akin to the Mandelbrot s e t) .
Chapter three developes a theory of "factorization" for sequences \  which 
corresponds to "renormalisation" properties o f the spaces £ ^  .
Chapter four is concerned with giving the topological space £js a "geodesic" metric 
which is ( piecewise) uniformly expanded under the shift action . Theorem M establishes 
that such a metric can exist if and only if  % does not admit a factorization of either of two 
types : either where the kneading itinerary is o f generalised Feigenbaum type or where £^ 
contains a number of disjoint embedded copies of another such space £ y  which are 
permuted cyclically under the s h if t . In the latter case £jj is given a pseudo-metric which 
collapses the embedded copies of £ y  to points .
Chapter five is a reformulation o f the Vere-Jones "Perron-Frobenius" theory for 
countable nonnegative matrices to allow for a relaxation o f the assumption of irreducibility 
( necessary for the proof of Theorem M ) .  We restrict to matrices which act as 
"quasi-compact" linear operators over the space f* .
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years , due to the advent of computational power and computer graphics , 
there has been an explosion of interest in the dynamics o f iterated rational maps on the 
Riemann sphere, which lay dormant since the classical theory of Julia and Fatou 
( — 1 9 1 9 ). The Julia set o f  such a map f  is defined as the complement o f the domain of 
normality ( or of equicontinuity ) for the iterates if” } . Benoit Mandelbrot , in 
appears to have been the first to produce high-resolution graphic images of Julia sets for a 
complex parameter family o f quadratic polynomials and give a detailed description of the 
parameter space. An extraordinary variety of fractals is observed.
Every complex quadratic polynomial is conjugate by an affine transformation to one 
of the form fc: z -*  z2+ c  where c e i .  Douady and Hubbard , in [ D H l], undertake a 
rigorous analysis of this family with the full proofs appearing in [ DH2 ] ( where more 
general polynomials are considered) .  For a polynomial f  of degree at least two the point 
oo is a super-attracting fixed point and its basin o f attraction is connected . The 
complement K(f) , the set o f z whose iterates remain bounded , is known as the "filled in 
Julia s e t" :-  corresponding to the fact that its boundary is the Julia set J ( f ) . The dynamics 
o f f  on components o f the interior of K(f) is governed by the general theory of rational 
maps . For a discussion o f  rational maps ( and a much more complete list o f references) 
the reader is directed to Blanchard's survey article [ B ].
As is generally observed for one-dimensional dynamics , the behaviour of the 
iterates of the critical points of f  is o f  crucial importance . The critical points are the 
branch points of f  regarded as a branched cover o f the Riemann sphere ( points where f 
fails to be locally a homeomorphism) and , excepting oo , are the points where F 
vanishes . For the family z »-» z*+ c the only finite critical point is 0 .  The Mandelbrot 
set defined as
M ■ [  c  e  C : (fc)n(0) -A oo as n -♦ oo J
provides an important dichotomy of behaviour. For c e  C \X  the set K(fc) -  J(fc) is 
homeomorphic to a Cantor s e t . For c « X  the set K(fc) is connected .
Computer pictures o f  other complex parameter families of analytic maps have been 
observed to contain copies o f the set X  . In particular the family of rational maps 
corresponding to Newton's method for finding a root of the cubic polynomials 
PxU) -  z3 -  3Xz -1-X 3 , X s C . i i  studied in [ CGS ] . ( The Newton's method for any 
cubic polynomial whose roots are not all equal is affine conjugate to one of these ) .  The 
X-plane is coloured say red. green or blue according to which root zj -  oii + oHX . 
j c  {0,1,2} ( where co -  c2ni/3 ) is obtained by iterating the map z h  z -  Px(z)/px'(z) 
from the starting point z -  0 .  The remainder o f the plane is left white and , by a Theorem 
o f Fatou , contains any X for which there exists an attracting periodic cycle other than the 
roots o f px • In [ DH3 ] Douady and Hubbard construct a notion of "polynomial-like"
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analytic mappings whose dynamics they prove mimic that o f polynomials . They go on to 
develop a theory for "M andelbrot-like" fam ilies of quadratic-like mappings which enable 
them to prove in particular that a white copy o f M observed in the above plane is actually 
homeomorphic to M (  thus ensuring that close-ups agree with M. down to the finest 
detail ) . With this theory they also prove that along the "filaments" of M. there exist 
infinitely many homeomorphic copies o f M .
A polynomial-like map of degree d  is defined as a triple (U,U\ f ) where U \ U 
are two simply connected domains in C with the closure of U ' contained in U and 
f : U ' -* U is a proper analytic mapping o f  degree d . ( This means essentially that the 
boundary o f U ' is wrapped d times around and mapped onto the boundary of U ) .  
There is an analogous definition of the "filled-in  Julia set" :
K ( f . i r ) : - { * «  U*: f n < z )« U 'fo r  n -  1 .2 , 3 , . . . } .
The fundamental result o f  polynomial-like mappings ( [ D ] , [ DH3 ]) is that if 
f : U '-* U is polynomial-like then f  restricted to some neighborhood of K(f.U') is 
conjugate by a ( quasi-conform al) homeomorphism to some polynomial p o f degree d 
restricted to a neighborhood of K (p).
In the light of these results it is clear that the family fc  : z »-» z2+ c describes 
behaviour of maps far m ore general than just the quadratic fam ily.
When c 6 C \M  the classical theory gives that ( J, fc ) is topologically conjugate 
to the shift dynamical system (X , o )  where Z - { 0 ,1 ) W and o : Z - » Z  is the 
tw o-to-one map which shifts sequences one place to the left . ( Here {0,1 }N has the 
product topology and is homeomorphic to the standard Cantor set in R by the map 
x i-» (2 x n) /3 n ) .  A result of Hedlund in [ H ] on automorphisms of the 2-shift
shows that this conjugacy is unique up to permutation of the symbol set {0,1} .
For any c 6 C there is an analytic conjugacy <pc which conjugates the map fc , on 
some neighborhood o f oo , to the map fg : w »-» w* .
When c s  M , Douady and Hubbard show that the conjugacy <pc can be extended 
to the whole basin o f attraction of oo for fc thereby giving a "Riemann map" <pc '' from 
Cu{oo}\D , where D is the closed unit disk , onto Cu{oo}\K(fc) . Associated to such a 
conformal isomorphism and to any 0  « R /Z  is the "external ray of argument 0 " 
defined as
R(fc .e> { C fc -W * 18) : r  > I } .
A description of the topological dynamics on the Julia set then reduces to the questions :
(i) Do the rays R(fc ,0) converge as r \  1 ? Do they converge uniformly in 0 c  R /Z  ?
(ii) Which rays converge to the same point ?
The quesdon o f uniform convergence is equivalent to whether the Julia set is 
locally-connected . Douady and Hubbard provide the answer yes for quite a wide range 
o f values of c in M : in particular when c  is a M isiurewici p o in t. that is the critical 
iterates eventually land on an unstable periodic o rb it. The last question reduces to 
combinatorics associated with the map 0 m  20 ( mod Z ) .
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Fig. 0 .2  C lo se -u p  o f the filam ent o f  X  contain ing  the point i
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Douady and Hubbard in [ DH2 ] give an astonishingly elegant proof that the 
Mandelbrot set is connected by producing a conformal isomorphism between C \X  and 
C \D  ( essentially the map c w <pc(c )) .  They prove that the analogously defined external 
rays R(X ,0) converge whenever 8 is rational : the Misiurewicz points being the limit 
points o f  those rays where 0  is rational of even denominator. There is a sophisticated 
combinatorial description o f which rays R(X ,0) converge to the same point of X  . 
However the combinatorial picture cannot be known to describe X  exactly until the 
question is resolved : Is X  locally-connected ?
The author entered the domain of complex dynamics from a slightly different 
perspective . Being more familiar with the dynamics o f the real unimodal maps than with 
complex analysis it was decided to investigate the role that "kneading theory" might have to 
play for the complex quadratic family fc when c e  X .  We are faced with two immediate 
problems which did not exist ( or were easily solved ) for the real quadratic map :
(i) How to partition the complex plane so as to induce a "decent" coding of the Julia s e t ;
(ii) How to make sense of the "ordering" o f symbol sequences induced by the 
topological connectivity o f  the Julia s e t .
( For the real map , the natural partition to take is to divide the real line at the critical 
point 0  into the two halves (-oo,0) and (0,+oo), coding a point z according to the 
sides on which its iterates lan d . Milnor and Thurston [ M ] & [ MT ] construct a 
well-documented invertible transformation o f symbol sequences to ensure that the 
resulting "coordinate" varies monotonically in z ) .
A "decent" coding in the complex case is interpreted to mean one where the set of 
z ( in J(fc ) ) corresponding to any given symbol sequence is a single point ( or at the very 
least a connected s e t) .  One such coding ( in the locally-connected case ) is Douady and 
Hubbard's binary expansion o f the external argument 0 outlined in [ DH1 ]. ( Here 0 is 
an external argument o f z if  the ray R(fc ,0) converges to z ] .  This can be thought of as 
being induced by a partition curve which intersects the fllled-in Julia set K(fc) in an arc 
running from the more unstable fixed point P ( of external argument 0 )  to its other 
inverse-image P' ( o f external argument i ) .  If K(fc) is a "dendrite" ( has no 
interior) then the uncountably many points o f  this arc ( excepting P and P ') will each 
have at least two external arguments .
The partition curve in which we shall be interested in this thesis , however, is one 
which intersects the filled-in Julia set in precisely one poin t, namely the critical point 0  . 
This has the advantage that only countably many points ( the inverse-images of 0  ) have 
more than one code associated to them . The partition concurs with the partition used for 
the real map f  1^ in the case c e R ,  but we need the assumption that 0  lies in J(fc) . 
Unlike for the real mapping however there does not appear to be any nice transformation to 
a "monotonic" coordinate.
The coding is based on the empirical observation that when c is a "generic" point on 
a filament o f  X  and we perturb the parameter c in a certain "direction" away from the
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filament then the Julia set breaks up in "continuous" fashion . Using the unique coding of 
J(fc ) when it is a Cantor set and by unperturbing we obtain a coding for the connected 
Julia s e t . As far as visualising the coding is concerned there is really no more instructive 
method than to follow the coding of the Julia set J(fc) as c follows some path outside M 
starting from a standard Julia set whose dynamics are more easily visualised .
Consider the parameter Cj -  i which is an endpoint on the right-hand branch of the 
filament shown in Figure 0.2 and is a Misiurewicz point since 0  -♦ i -* -1 + i«—* - i . 
The Julia set for z z2*  i is shown in Figure 0.3 (ix) . A Cantor set perturbation is 
shown in Figure 0.3 (viii) . Now consider a path going outside M  and represented by the 
Figs. 0.3 (i)-(ix) . It starts from the parameter cq -  1 /4  , the cusp o f the main cardioid in 
Fig. 0.1 . For c equals 1 /4  or any value inside the main cardioid C the Julia set J(fc) is 
a Jordan curve and the action of fc on this curve is the doubling map ( conjugate to 
z k  z2 on the unit circle , which is the case c -  0  ) .  Points z inside the curve ( including 
the critical point 0 ) are all sucked towards a fixed point a  . The point a  is attracting 
except in the case c -  1 /4  where o  has merged with the other fixed point (3 on the 
Julia set to become the parabolic fixed point z -  1 /2  . As c increases in the positive-real 
direction beyond 1/4 the fixed points break apart in the imaginary direction allowing the 
previously trapped critical iterates to squeeze through the gap created and escape to oo . 
The Julia set has broken up into a Cantor set like that in Fig. 0.3 ( ii ) . The dynamics o f  fc 
on this Julia set are still quite easy to visualise . Essentially we have a doubling map on a 
broken up circle which we can now code by (0,1 according to taking IR as the 
partition line , labelling the upper-half plane 0  and the lower-half plane 1 . ( One can 
think of this coding as being inherited . via the bifurcation at c -  1 /4  , from Douady and 
Hubbard's binary expansion of the external argument for the Julia sets J(fc) , 
c c  ( - 3 /4 ,1 /4  ) .  C nB  ) .
Vo»
Fig. 0.4 Standard model of a Cantor Julia se t.
As c moves off the real axis into the upper-half plane the fixed point l 00 becomes 
more repelling and so leu  spirally than the other fixed point 0°° ( Rg. 0.3 (ill) ) .  As c
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moves further up the parameter plane the argument of the derivative o f the fixed point O00 
increases and so nearby bits o f Julia set are wound around more and more in a whirlpool 
effect ( Figs. 0.3 ( iv )-(v ii) ) .  As c approaches its destination c j , with the argument of 
the derivative of the fixed point 000 something near 2rt/3  , the nearby bits of Julia set 
align themselves in a pattern which makes the point 0°° tri-valent when the Julia set 
finally re-connects up a t c -  i .
The identifications on the Cantor set which occur can be re-traced to the standard 
model so that we get a picture lik e :
In this case the tw o sequences identified to the critical point are 0  0(0 l)00 and 
1 0(0 l)00 . We write the "kneading itinerary" $ to be the common forward image -  the 
"critical value" -  which in this case is the sequence 0(0 1)°° . The quotient of £  
obtained is completely determined by ^ and is written £^ .
In our text we shall analyse the family z h  z^ +c not because this represents any 
substantial generalisation to higher degree polynomials, but because of the ease with which 
the ideas extend . O ur sequences ( whether "phase-space" or "parameter-space" ) are 
indexed by N rather than Z+ because we will often be working with parameter space 
sequences and these represent the critical value as opposed to the critical p o in t. ( Such 
notation would not be recommended when studying polynomials with more than one 
criticalpoint) .
Most of Chapter one  is concerned with making of some the above ideas rigorous : 
principally the notion that J(fc) might be a quotient o f £  by such a partition . The main 
device for constructing the partition is to use an external ray from the Douady and 
Hubbard theory which converges to the image of the critical p o in t. The main result is 
Theorem 1.5.3 . The essence o f the proof here is the same as the p ro o f. given in much of
Fig. 0.5 Standard model with identifications .
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the literature including [ B ] , that the Ju lia  set is a Cantor set in the case the critical iterates 
tend to infinity . However considerable intricacy is required to adapt this to our case and 
most of what precedes the theorem is the rather technical preparations required . The 
quesdon of trying to prove the hypothesis of the convergence o f an external ray to the 
critical value ( other than in the M isiurewicz case , where the result is otherwise deducible 
from the Douady-Hubbard theory) is not really addressed in this thesis , although the 
author has been able to obtain examples for nonpreperiodic perturbations of Misiurewicz 
points . ( The author has recently heard o f a new and independent result of J.C.Yoccoz 
which may well improve on Theorem 1.5.3 and certainly seems to establish the local- 
connectivity of a very large class o f Ju lia  sets . However I have been unable as yet to 
obtain a copy of the fully written-up version of this resu lt) .
Chapters tw o , three and four , m ore abstract in nature , are concerned with the 
structure o f the quotient spaces that arise . Chapter two deals with the elementary 
theory o f such spaces ( and infact some slightly more general spaces L p so as to apply to 
another space which is somewhat akin to the Mandelbrot s e t) .  For technical reasons 
we shall often work«K»e pre-identified "glueing spaces" (L ,D  . Section 2.6 discusses the 
special case which corresponds to the dynamics for real quadratic mappings and outlines 
the relationship to the Thurston-M ilnor kneading theory .
Chapter three describes a "renormalisation" semi-group under a " • -product" which 
is an abstract version of the more commonly studied renormalisations for real unimodal 
mappings ( but which extends to kneading itineraries £ which are not "admissible" in the 
sense of Milnor [ M ] ) .  It also sets up some technical results required for the next 
chapter.
The main result in Chapter four is  Theorem M which is the attempt to metrize the 
topological space in such a way that the shift map o  acts in a piecewise uniformly 
expanding fashion . The metric is required to be "geodesic" in terms of the dendritic 
structure o f . The existence o f such a  metric turns out to depend on decomposability 
properties o f the kneading itinerary ^  . For "most" £ the metric exists and the remaining 
cases are of two types : either where the kneading itinerary is o f  generalised Feigenbaum 
type ( type (A )) or where contains a number t  ( > 1 ) o f disjoint embedded copies of 
another such space l y  which are permuted cyclically under the shift action ( type (B )) .  
In the latter case y  is the sequence ^21  $3f • • ■ and it is still possible to give the space 
£(( a pseudo-metric ( with the above properties ) by which the embedded copies of E y 
are effectively shrunk to points . Such a metric ( or pseudo-metric ) in the "real" case is 
equivalent to conjugacy ( resp. sem i-conjugacy) of a real unimodal map to a "tent" 
map ( after identifying "monotone equivalent" points ( see [ MT ])  J . Theorem M can 
thus be viewed as extending the Thurston-M ilnor kneading theory for real unimodal maps 
to the complex quadratic c ase .
The essential tool in the construction of the ( pseudo-)metrie is an infinite­
dimensional nonnegative linear operator which is the dual o f an operator tp^ which 
essentially acts like iterating the map a  on the countable set of "arcs" between forward 
Iterates of the "critical value" $ .  T he ( pseudo-)metric is essentially the "Perron-
Frobenius" eigenvector of and the corresponding eigenvalue is the constant of
uniform expansion . The last two sections of Chapter four pursue the theory of cp  ^ further 
with section 4.8 emphasising the role o f the space in the variation o f the "expansion 
constant" with
Chapter five is really an appendix and does not depend on  the other chapters . It is 
needed for proof of the Theorem M and is really a pre-requisite for Chapter fo u r . It is 
heavily based on the Vere-Jones "Perron-Frobenius" theory for countable nonnegative 
matrices ( and is ultimately derived from the theory for countable-state Markov chains) .  
The chapter is essentially an adaptation of the Vere-Jones theory to allow for the 
possibility that the matrix T  under study is not irreducible . However we restrict to 
matrices which act as bounded linear operators over the space i 1 . We use the additional 
strong assumption that T  is "quasi-finite" in place o f the Vere-Jones assumptions of 
R-recurrence and R-positivity  for T .
The author suspects that a deeper understanding of the meromorphic behaviour o f the 
resolvent operator (X-T)'1 in the case T  is a "quasi-compact" operator would probably 
result in a substantial simplification o f this chapter.
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CHAPTER 1
»1.1 POLYNOM IAL MAPS W ITH ONE CRITICAL PO IN T :
We are concerned with iterations , on the complex plane , o f  a map f  the
form fg : * M  zd + c where c e  C and d 2 2 .  The Julia set J -  J(f) is the
boundary of the compact set K(f) > | z c C :  fl^z) >  °° as n -♦ oo } . Observe that f 
has a unique critical point at z ■ 0  and that the corresponding critical value is the complex 
parameter c . From the classical theory o f Julia and Fatou ( See Blanchard [ B ] ) ,  there 
are two possibilities for J depending on the iterates of 0 :
Either the iterates of 0  escape to oo , in which case J is homeomorphic
to the Cantor set -  L ^  where L is a set o f d symbols , say L -  |o, 1 , . . ,  d -l}  ,
with the action o f f  on J conjugate to the shift map o  ( where (o(x)jj -  xj+j for all
1« n )
or the iterates o f 0  remain bounded , in which case J is connected . In 
the latter case Douady and Hubbard [ DH1 ] prove that the local conjugacy between fc 
and the map fQ : w »-* wd for large Izl, extends to a conjugacy <pc from C \  K(f) to 
C \  D , where D is the closed unit disc . Here <pc(z)/z  -* 1 as z -» oo and the 
"potential " function Gc : C \  K(f) -» R+ defined by
QC(I) -  l i m ^  ( log I f»<z) I ) /  d« 
satisfies log kpc(z)l -  Gc(z) for z « C  \  K (f) .
DEFINITION 1.1.1 : The external ray R(fc,8) of argument 0  is defined , for
0 c  R /Z  , as the image-set o f the map m  tpfc'Ve2**®) from (l,+oo) to C .
Locally connected Julia Sets :
A topological space is locally-path-connected if every neighborhood U 
o f a point x has a sub-neighborhood ( o f  x ) , every point of which is connected to x by 
a path contained in U . For closed subsets of C . locally-connected is the same as 
locally-path-connected . ( See [ D H 2, exp. II ] J .
If the Julia set J is connected and also locally-connected then , by a 
theorem o f Caratheodory , the "Riemann map" <pc ' defined on C \  D  extends 
continuously to the boundary S* and thereby gives a semi-conjugacy y  • S * -* J .  Given 
a point z in J ,  a value 0 «  R /Z  is called an external argument of z if Y(e2*'® )- *- 
In [ DH2, exp. Ill & x] Douady and Hubbard establish that the Julia set J is locally- 
connected if either:
(1) The iterates of 0  converge on an attracting periodic o rb it;
(U) The iterates of 0  converge on a periodic orbit whose derivative is a
root o f un ity ;
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or (Ui) The critical point is pre-periodic: that is , the iterates of 0 land , in
finite t im e , on a periodic orbit not containing 0 .
CASE Critical Point 'Preperiodic' :
The proof o f  the local-connectivity of J incase (iii) involves constructing 
a "sub-hyperbolic" metric on a neighborhood U of J . This means a Riemannian metric 
II I on U \A  where A is the finite set { FKO) : n e l K l } ,  that is given by 
Hdzll -  u(z)< Idzl where I I  is the Euclidean norm on C and u : U \A  -» (R is a 
continuous positive-valued function such that I z -  a | l - l / d .  u(2) tends to a finite 
non-zero limit as z tends to  a ,  for every a c  A . ( The fact that the exponent 1-1 /d  
is less than 1 guarantees that every compact IR-analytic curve y  in U has finite 
I l-length / y  Idzl ) .  The Riemannian metric has the added property that there exists 
p > 1 such that
u(fw)- i ru y  i  p- u(z)
for all z €  U r> f ( U \ A ) , and hence that the map is expanding in the sense that 
ldf(zH ;> p-ldzil
EXAMPLE : If f  is the m ap z m  z^ -  2 then 0  -♦ -2  -* +2 *3 and J is the real 
interval [-2, +2] . The sub-hyperbolic metric
IdzH -  Idzl / 1 z2 -  41^ 
defined on any neighborhood of J satisfies
ldf(zH -  2- Idzl .
11.2 CODINGS OF JULIA SETS :
Thurston , in [ T ] , considers the structure and dynamics of locally- 
connected polynomial Julia sets . in terms of "laminations" on the disk D ( equivalence 
relations on S1 , invariant under the action z»-» z^ , which are theoretically induced when 
extending the Riemann m ap conjugacy for such polynomials j .
We shall adopt the alternative point o f view of treating the Julia sets as the 
quotient o f £4 with the action of f represented by the shift map o  . We shall have to 
restrict to cases where the Julia set turns out to be a dendrite . ( A subset o f R2 is said to 
be a dendrite if it is co m p act, connected , locally-connected , simply-connected and has 
no interior j .
Informally . these cases occur when the parameter cq lies in a certain set of 
boundary points o f the set X  -  X<j { c « C : J(fc) is connected J and is the limit 
of a curve Y In C \  X  . The semi-conjugacy -* J f f ^  (c, C ) can then be 
thought o f as the limit of conjugacies E j -* J(fc ) (c* C ) as c tends to Cq along y .
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CASE K (f) is 'Partitionable ' :
We suppose that the critical point 0 lies in the Julia set J and furthermore 
th a t , for some q  € IR , the external ray { <pc ''(r- e27“ 1! j  : r  > 1 } converges , as r \  1 , 
on c ( -  f(0) J . The d  inverse-image rays [ <pg4( r  e ^ O l+ j  ) / d J ; r  >  1 } (fo r 
j  -  0 , 1 , . . ,  d - l  ) therefore converge on 0  as r  \  1 and partition the remainder of 
the complex plane into d components Cq  , Cj , . . .  £ ¿ -1  . We may adopt the 
convention that Cj contains the region
<Pc \  r  > 1 and (q+j ) /d  < 0 < (q+j +1 ) /d  } .
Since f  restricted to C \  f '{  <po'(r e27tiTl ) : r > 1 } \  |o J is a covering map onto the 
simply-connected domain C \  { <pc ''(r- e2,ciTl ) : r > 1} \  {c} it follows that it admits d 
inverse maps gj ( j -  0, 1 , . . ,  d -1  J defined on C \  { <pc*'(r- e2*iTl ) : r  > 1 J \  [c| 
with images the corresponding C j .
Coding o f  K(f) :
For z e  K(f)\{0} we define a(z ) -  j where z € Cj . Given 
z « K(f) \  U{f“n{0} • n fi Z+ } we can define a sequence x(z) in I d  by 
(x(z))n -  a (n » - l ( i ) ) . Notice c *  U { f 'n«>> : n e Z+ } since otherwise 0  would be 
periodic and so would lie in a (super-)attracting cycle o f f  thereby contradicting the 
assumption 0  c J . We can therefore define the kneading itinerary o f f  by 
t  -  W . H ) * ( c ) .
I f , on the other hand , -  0  for some n 2  1 then there are d
possible choices for corresponding sequence x(z) according to the choice of value (x(z)jn 
in [o, 1 , . . ,  d - l}  -  the remaining entries being given by
(*(z))m -« (* * n “ , (*)) if m rf n
( -  tm - n  if  "> > «  )•
One might suspect therefore th a  there is induced a continuous map 
* : K (0  -* where l £  is the space obtained from I d  by identifying together those 
groups o f points { xjX2 . . . X p-la  ft : a  c  (0, 1, . . , d - l}  } where
(»1. x j  • • • • * n - l)  r*nges through {o, 1 , . .  ^ d -l} n"* and n ranges through N . We 
shall see that this map R does indeed exist and is surjective . The question o f whether the 
map is one-to-one is left to a later section .
•1 .3  CUTS AND CODING RELATIONS t
DEFINITION 1.3.1 Let f  be a polynomial z » -» z d + c  . A cur R is the
image-set o f  a continuous embedding y : [O, +00) "♦ C satisfying ) -* 00 ■» 
and y(0) ■ c . Now C \ R  is a simply-connected domain . The map f 
restricted to C \  f '(R ) is a d -to -o n e  covering onto C \R  and so admits d inverses
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gQ, g j ..........gd-1 defined on C \R  . The sets Ca  ga  (c  \ r ) are the connected
components o f C \  f  '(R ) . Furthermore , if U is a (bounded) connected domain then the 
sets U0  -  g a (u \R )  will be connected provided that U is transverse to R in the 
following sen se :
If R' is the image-set of an embedding y  : [o, +00} -* C satisfying 
Y(t) -* oo as t -» +oo then a bounded open set U is said to be transverse to R' if 
either y  ’’(dU) -  {Iq} and y  ''(U ) -  [O.to) for some to i  0  or 7 '(clos(U)) •  0 .
DEFINITION 1.3.2 : A bounded simply-connected domain U in C is called a
B.I.D. ( "backward invariant disk" ) if clos(f'(U)} c: U .
For any B I D. U we have K(f) -  f){ f-« (U ) : n i  0  } .
( To see this , observe that C \  clos(f'(U)} is forward invariant and so is contained in the 
domain F o f normality for [fi1 : n € fcl] ( with respect to the spherical metric on the 
Riemann sphere C u(oo) , see (H ille , section 15.2}} Now the set
C \K (f)  -  j i c C :  fi^z) -* oo J lies in F , its boundary J(f) is disjoint from F . Hence 
C \  K(f) contains the unbounded component of F and so contains C \U  . Thus 
K(f) C U and so K(f) is contained in the inverse-images o f U . On the other hand , 
since U is bounded , any z not in K(f) eventually escapes from U . For a fuller 
discussion o f these ideas see [ B ] ) .
Write Ua  -  g o  (u \ r } . f o r  a  c  (0, 1 , . . ,  d -1 ) . We can define also 
UXj X2 . . .  xn f°r  finite words x jx 2  . . .  xn in { 0 ,1 , . . ,  d - l> n for n 2  2 recursively 
in n by
U* l*2 • »n '  *«l( U*2- • • »bV R ) •
Similarly we define CXj x 2 . . .  xn recursively in n by
CM*2- • • »n -  * » l( C*2- • • «1>N R ) '
NOTE : Given V C C we have g a(V \R ) -  Ca  n  F'(V) . In particular ,
U0 - C 0 n f '( U )  and U * , . . .  xn -  « x j . . .  xn ^  f ' n(U) f o r a l l o a L  and words 
x i . . .  xn .
DEFINITION 1.3.3: W e define a relation S between U and E j by
( z j t ) « S  ^ 4  fn -*(z) c  UXf1 for all n « M .
We also define .fo r  N 2  1 . the relations Sn C U m^ j by
(z ji) < S n  ♦ ♦  «"-*<*)« U»n fo riU  n S N .
Clearly S is the (decreasing) intersection o f the (open) sets .
The actual relation we want is not S but S ' fl{ c1os(Sn ) : N i l } .  
Note that one can show that S' is the closure o f S unless K(f) is covered by the Inverse 
images o f R .
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PROPOSITION 1.3.1 : I f  z ( U  im/ x «  £d (Acn
(i) (Z.X) € Sn  ++ 2 e  ^ x jX 2 - . .  xn •
(ü) (z.x) € cIos(Sn ) «■+ z €  clos(ux l. . .  xN) .
Proof. Wc prove (i) by induction on N . Our inductive hypothesis is
(z ,x )c  Sn _ i * « U x , . . . x N. r
(zji) c  Sn I « u x ,  and (f( i) .o x )s  Sn _ |
■ s «m ( U \ R )  and f<a>« U „ . . . XN
* «  > - l(U ' R) ' i r K . . . N )
* « * « |(U *2. • • *N S R ) ■ U»l*2- • ■ *N
To prove ( i i ) , if (z,x) t  clos(Sjsj) then , for some neighborhoods V of 
z and W o f x ,  we have (V k W )o Sn - 0  and so in particular z' 4  UXj ,  *N for 
all z ' 6  V ,  and so z * c los(uX| . . .  Xn) . On the other hand , if V n U Xj . . . XN- 0  
for some neighborhood V of z then ( v  k [x j . . . x ^ ] ) n  Sn  -  0  and so 
(z jt) *  clos(SN) . 0
LEMMA 1.3.2: I f  V C C  and a  « L then closjgaiVNR)) a  ga(clos(V)\R) .
However closJgafVNR)) c  ga(clos<V)\R) u  f^ R n closfV )).
Proof. If z •  got(clos<V)\R) then f(z) c  clos(V)\R and so f(z) « clos(V\R)
since R is closed. The continuity of ga  implies z -  gg(f(z))« c lo s ^ fV V R )) .
If z adheres to g<x(V\R) then f(z) adheres to V \R  , and hence to V . 
Thus either ffz) •  R r*los(V ) or z « f ic lo s fV ) \r ) . In the latter case 
z c gp(clos(V)\Rj for some P « L . Now gp(clos(V)\R) is relatively open in 
f '|c los(V )\R | . S o P -  o  since otherwise ga(V \R ) i» contained in 
f(c lo s(V )\R j \  gp(clos(V)\R) which is separated from z . □
COROLLARY 1.3.2.1 : I f  R n c lo sfV ) -  0  then c lo s ^ iV ) )  -  g^cloafV)) .
□
COROLLARY 1.3.2.2: For all words x j . . .  xN we have
« H  u m - • • «n  ^  f ' N _ ,<u >)  -  U p .  L ' H • *n  s )  •
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Proof. First observe that f''(U) C clos( Uj^ l  Up ) •  So "applying" gXjsJ gives
its UX|1o  f2 (U ) -  gXN(r'<U)\R) C gXN(clos( Upg L Up j \  Rj which is contained in 
cH ‘ «n (( U p«L UP )N R)) -  ckH[ U p . u  *xN(Up\R>) -  c lo s (U p . L  UXN P ) . Now 
successively "applying" gXN_ , . . . . g x ,  gives
U*l- • • *N n  f - N- 'W )  =  clos( Up*L Ux , . . .  XN p ) 
and taking closures gives the inclusion one way . On the other hand Up€ ^  UXj .  Xn  p 
is contained in UXj . . .  Xn  n  f - N"l(U ) and so taking closures gives the inclusion the 
other w a y . □
LEMMA 1.3.3: For all sequences x « Z j  and »11 N e  N we have
a a  c lo s(u Xj_ , .  , N) -► f " " ^ ) « clos(uXn) whenever 1 £  n £ N .
Proof. We prove by induction on N . Suppose N 2  2 .
i « c l o s ( u x l . . . XN) e-a a « u lo s ig x , ( u X2. . XN\R ) )
* *  a < c lo si,x ,(U \R> n  f ( u x2. . XN))
“ » a ■ closig , |(U \R )) and z a  d o . ( r * ( u „ . , Nj)
* *  a e c lo s (u X)) and f (a )«  clos(uX2. . Xf|) . □
NOTE : We cannot obtain the two-sided implication without further restrictions on
R . See Proposition 1.4.2.
THEOREM 1.3.4 : Observe that S' is much like a surjective function defined on K (f):
(1) V z « K(n1 3 x 6  with (V)« S’ ;
00 <*¿0« s and (z,y)« S’ H► *-y  ;
(HI) Vxs Id 3 z « K (0 with (z»x)« S’ .
Proof Of (Os If z « K(f) then z • clos(ux l ) for some
Since x lies in ( the interior o f ) f"2(U) it follows that z « c los(ux j n  f "2(U)) and 
s o . by Corollary 1.3.2.2, z *  clos(uxtX2) for some x j  •  L • Repeating this argument 
gives that z « clos^UXj . . .  XN) for all N and — far some choice of sequence x e l j j .  
Thus (z,x) •  S’ .
o f  (11): If (Z4t), (z,y) « S ’ and x 4  y then x„4  y„ for some
« 2  1 . Lemma 1.3.3 then tells us Pl“ l(z) •  clos(uXn) O  clos(Uyn) C f '(R ) . So 
(M ). <«.y> •  S’NS .
o f ( l ii ) :  If x «  Zrf then for all N 2  1 , the sets UXj , ttXN are
non-empty and open Consequently clos(UXl. . .  xN) . ( N 2  l )  forms a decreasing
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sequence of non-empty closed ( com pact) sets , and so their intersection is non-empty , 
containing z , say . Thus (z ,x )« S ' . □
DEFINITION 1.3.4: For x « E we define
(w )«  S'} -  n{cl°i(UM. . : N i l } .
By the above theorem we have that Kx is always nonempty and K(f) -  Uxe £  Kx . 
Furthermore Kx is independent of the choice o f U as Kx -  K (0 o  f"l{clos(cXj Xn} : 
N i l } .  ( Clearly Kx C K(f) and Kx C clos(cXj , . .  Xn} for each N . On the other 
hand if  z e K ( f )  and z e  clos(cx l> . .  Xjsj) then z lies in the interior o f f~N(U) and 
so I « dos(f-N (U ) r> C * , . . .  xN) -  clo«(uX). . .  xN) ■ )
Equivalence Relations on £4  :
We obtain an induced relation S'j; on £4  by
(x,y) « S ’£ h  3  z « K(f) with (z,x), (z,y) c  S'
( ♦ *  K X n K y  j  0  ) .
Notice that this is a closed relation since S ' is closed and K(f) is com pact. However it is 
not a priori an equivalence relation.
PROPOSITION 1.3.5 : I f  ~  is a closed equivalence relation on £4 which
contains S '* then the map  X : K(f) -♦ I ^ / ~  induced by the relation S' is 
continuous ( where £ 4 / -  is  endowed with the quotient topology) .
NOTE : If — is S'E then the map X is given by X(z) > | x s 2 ^ :  (z,x) s  S '} .
Otherwise we must write X(z) ■ { x c  £4 : 3  y with x -  y and (z,y) « S '} . The 
map is obviously well-defined and is suijective . The insistance that ~  is a closed 
equivalence relation guarantees that the space £ d /~  isH ausdorff. We write for the 
associated quotient map £4  -» £d/*~ .
Proof. Let V be a closed subset of £4  which is a union of ^-equivalence
classes ( so that K^(V) is an arbitrary closed subset of } . We see that the set 
* ’(ic^(V)) , which is just { z a  K(f) : 3  y « V with (z,y) « S '} , is closed in K (f) . 
This follows because V is compact and S' is a closed subset o f K(f) * £4 . O
In general. it is not much use having a semi-conjugacy if the set Kx of z 
corresponding to a given symbol sequence x consists o f many points scattered all over the 
place . So we restrict attention to a case where the sets Kx are at least connected.
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»1.4 FOLIA TORY CUTS :
DEFINITION 1 .4.1: We say that a cut R is foliatory if R r> FKR) -  0  for all
n c  N .
N O TE: If R is foliatory then the inverse-images f_n(R ) , (n 2  0 ) ,  of R are all
disjoint . Furthermore f°  restricted to R is a homeomorphism onto fH(R) , for all 
n e  N .
THEOREM 1.4.1 : I f  R is foliatory then for every word x j . .  . xN the set
CXj xN is  a connected domain whose boundary consists o f  branches o f  f"n(R) 
( fo r  1 £ n £  N ) .  Furthermore i f  U is a B.I.D. which is transverse to fn(R) for 
all n i O  then UXj . , _ Xn  is a connected domain for every word X ].. .  and its 
boundary consists o f  initial segments o f  branches o f  f~n(R) ( fo r  1 £  n £  N \ and 
pieces o f  arc o f  9(f_N(U)) .
fro**)
P roof. We prove by induction on N . By inductive hypothesis the boundary of
CX2. . xN >s contained in U |i n ^N _i f"n(R) and so cannot intersect R . Consequently 
R is either contained in or disjoint from the connected domain CX2 . Xn  and so 
C*2- • *n  N R ** *l*° APPf r * t  gXJ gives that CXJX2> # Xn  is a connected
domain whose boundary consists o f branches o f  f_n(R) ( fo r  1 £  n £  N ) .
In the second case the hypothesis is that UX2 _ *N is connected with 
boundary contained in f-N + l(dU ) f"n(R) . Since U is transverse to
fN -1(R) it follows that R intersects f~N+1(d U ), and so the boundary of UX2 . .  Xn  , 
in at most one po in t. Hence UX2 . .  Xn  \  R is connected and UXj X2 . .  Xn  has the 
desired properties. 0
COROLLARY 1.4.1 : I f  R is foliatory and U is transverse to PKR) for all
" ¿ 0  then the set Kx -  { r  c  K(f) : (x^t) •  S’ } is connected for each x •  E j .
P m o f. T h eK t Kg ft  just n ( c l < « ( u , N i l }  which , being the 
decreasing intersection o f connected closed (com pact) sets. is connected. □
PROPOSITION 1.4.2 : I f  R is foliatory and U is a B.I.D. transverse to PKR)
for all n 2 0  then for every cylinder [ x j . . .  xN] we have
< H u m . . . Xn) -  n f f - ^ d o ^ U i J ) :  1 £ n £ N } .
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Proof. Refering back to the proof o f Lemma 1.3.3 we see that if z is adherent to
both g x j(U \R ) and f '( u X2. . xN) but not to their intersection then z must be a 
boundary point of both . It follows that z lies in f ‘'(R ) and hence also in 9{f_N (U )). 
But the intersection o f these two arcs is "transverse" thus ensuring that z is still adherent 
to gx j(U \R ) r* f '( u X2. . xm) • which is a contradiction . □
Determ ination o f  S*£ :
From now on , we assume that R is foliatory and that U is a B.I.D. 
transverse to f°(R) for all n i O .  W e have , for all N i l ,  that R n  f”N(U) is 
either empty or a connected set containing the critical value c . The same is therefore true 
of R n K ( f ) .
If c t  K(f) then RrdC(f) -  0  and so every z e  K(f) has a unique 
x c I d  such that (z,x) € S . Thus S ( -  S ' ) is a bona fide function ( Theorem 1.3 .4). 
It is well-known that in this case K(f) -  J(f) is a  Cantor s e t , and so S is one-to-one 
and a homeomorphism ( each of the sets Kx being connected) .
We are interested in the case c «  K(f) . All the forward iterates of 
RnK (f) lie in F’(u \ r ) . Consequently , there is a unique kneading itinerary £ « I d  
such that (z,£) lies in S ( or S' J , for z s  R n K (f ) .
The only z « K(f) for which there is more than one sequence x with 
(z,x) s  S' are those for which there exists ( a unique ) N i  1 with fN(z) « RnK(f) . 
Thus z «  UXj. . xN_ j for some unique x j .  . . x N_ i  and fN -l(x ) lies in the 
common boundary of two Ua  ( or to all the U0  in the case fN -l(z )  -  0 ) .  Clearly 
f" -* (z )«  U ^ _ N for n > N .
Observe now that the induced reladon S'e  is determined purely by the 
sequence $ . Given x c  I d  the elements of I d  related , by S 'g , to x are precisely : 
x itself ; and the elements x j . . xN_ j o  £  for a  c  L and N i l  satisfying 
*N-1*N £ • There can be at most one such N unless £ is a periodic sequence . 
If $  is not periodic then (x.y), (x.y') «  S 'g  *  (y.y') «  S 'g  and so S'g 
is an equivalence relation . The nontrivial equivalence classes of S'g are then of the form 
( 1 .4 )  {*!• • * N -1 ° $ : o «  L }
for N i l .  However if \  is periodic . that is -  % for some p i t .  then the 
elements related to a sequence x -  X | . . .  xN_ ix N $ include the infinite set
1 m i O ,  o  « L }
and so S'g is certainly not an equivalence relation .
External Rays as Foliatory Cuts :
Under our assumpion that <pc ‘(r- e2,riTl) -♦ c as r X l ,  we put 
Y (*) -  9 c *(•* ♦  for I ■ (o. -M») ond * 0 )  -  c . Since c cannot be periodic il 
follow! that n  cannot be roliooal of denominolor coprime to d . Writing R for the Image
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set o f y . we get 11,31 R n  ^"(R) m & for all n i  1 . To ensure that U is transverse to 
fn(R) for all n , w e can either choose U to be a sufficiently large disk centred at the origin 
or simply put
u .  C \ { l f c4( r t ! «i9) :  r 2 r 0 , 0  S 8 < 2il }
for some tq > 1 .
»1.5 INJECTIVITY OF f  :
It is clear that if £  is periodic then x cannot be one-to-one ( since 
otherwise S'E would be an equivalence relation) .  One might conjecture that x is one- 
to-one whenever ^  is not periodic . ( This will oe true if  we know that K(f) is locally- 
connected . using a Thurston lamination argument) .  W e will establish that x is one-to- 
one if  at least £ is non-recurrent, that is , there exists M i  1 such that for all n i l  
we have o ni; 0  | £ | . . .  $m ] • But fi*** we need :
LEMMA 1.5.1 "Unused cut " : I f  . .  xn 4  $ 1 - . .  $n then R n  CXJ. . .  Xn -  0  .
□
COROLLARY 1.5.1 : I f  0  £  k < n and xn_j+ j . . .  xn $ j . . .  for all i
with n - k £  i < n  then CX). . .  Xn -  . .  g ,k ) (ex k + ). . x„ ) •
Proof. Let n be fixed . W e proceed by induction on k . The result is trivial if
k ■ 0  . Now suppose that the hypothesis and result are true for k -  £-1 and in addition 
that t  < n and x j+ j . • • Xn ^ tl*  • • tn_£  . Then
CM- • • *n "  (*»l* • • ’  ** l-1  ) (€ *P«+1’ • *n )  •
Now since i x, x |+1 . . Xn equals gXJ( « x, +1. . x„ \  R ) which equals
« » « ( '» i+ l  . . a „ )  . ih e resu ilitm iefo i-  k - t .  0
THEOREM 1.5.2: Suppose c «  K(0 and R is a foliatory cut and U is a
B.I.D. transverse to FKR) , n i  0  . I f  the associated kneading itinerary $ is 
non-recurrent then the coding map X : K(f) - » is o n e -to -o n e .
Proof. Oiven a sequence a «  Iq  we show dial fl{ ck>s(ux l . . ,  , N) : N i l }  
is a single point. First we suppose that x is not a backward iterate o f  $ .  that is o^x i  £ 
for all k c  IN . We define a sequence (mn) , n e IN by
mn -  max{ I «  1 +  : O l i l n - 1  and { | . . .  ^  •  K n-W . • • * •  } •
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Observe , by the above technical results , that the function gXj*. • • °8xn_mn_i >s 
defined on the domain ®xn _mn $ j . . . £mn 40(1 lhat the image-set is CXJ . .  x„ • w e 
show mn £  M for infinitely many n . We compare m n+ i with mn . There are two 
c a se s :
either $mn+ i -  Xq+ i  in which case m„+1 -  mn + l ;
or £rnn+ l ^ xn+l i°  which case mn+i $  mn and moreover 
$1- • ■ £mn xn+l ■ xn + l-m n- • • xn xn + l ■ xn + l-m n- • xn -m n+i $1- • £mn+i and so 
. . £mn ends in . £mn+j - l  • 1° this case the non-recurrent property of l; 
guarantees that mn+i 5  M .
If mn £  M for only finitely many n then we must have had 
mn+1 -  mn +1 for all n greater than some N so that n -  mn had a common value 
k i l  for n > N . But this would imply that £ j . . • £n -k  ■ xk+l- • • xn for all n > k ,  
and so that o^x -  ^  contradicting our assumption .
Therefore there exists m £  M such that m„r  ■ m for an infinite 
subsequence nr -» oo. The sequence o f  functions gXj » . . .#gXn|> _m _j°gxn _m are all 
defined on the domain \  R  . The symbol xnf _m must take some value a
infinitely often , and we refine our subsequence to ensure xnf -  a  for all r . The 
functions hr :■ gXJ». . .»gX|^  _m _ j are then all defined on C0  • Now
suppose that we can enlarge to a domain W , which contains the closure o f Ua  . .  $m • 
on which the functions hr are still all defined . The hr  ( being uniformly bounded on 
compact subsets o f W j  form a normal family ( Hille , section 15.2 ) and so there is a 
subsequence hr> which converges ( uniformly on compact subsets o f W j to an analytic 
function h .
We show that h is a constant function . Choose z in 
. .  £m \  K(f) • So hr(z) g K(f) for all r .  Now let V be a neighborhood of z 
which is relatively compact in U0  . For some sequence e# \  0  , we have that
h(V) is contained in the es -neighborhood of hri(V) , and so of f nr* (U ). It follows
that h(V) is contained in K (f) , the o>-limit set o f f  nfs(U ) . Were h not constant then 
it would be an open map and so h(z) would lie in the interior o f K(f) . But this would 
contradict the fact that hff(z) -* h (z).
Thus h is constant and the diameter o f  cIof(u x i . . .  xn|1 ) .  which ( by 
Corollary 1.3.2.1 ) is hr>(c lo J u a  £ j .  . )) . ‘end* *o zero »» * «ends to infinity , and
so n {  clos(ux j . . Xn) :  n i l }  is a single poin t, the value o f h .
We now deal with the construction of the enlargement W . To do this we
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use the fact that R has a neighborhood Y which is disjoint from f°(R) for all n i l .  
Define Y ^  . This is an open connected set which contains the critical value
c but not its future iterates . By Theorem 1.4.1 it ( and its closure } therefore contain R 
but are disjoint from f°(R ) for n i l .  Now put Wq C and recursively define Wn , 
for 0 £  n £  m , by W n+ j I$ m _n(w n\R )  u  I where I is f*’(Y) or 0  
according as c « Wn o r not ( and thus according as t m -n + l- . .  t r a  ■ $1- • • $n or 
n o t) .  Finally put W ga (w m ) u  f '(Y ) .
One can verify , using Lemma 1.3.2 , that at every stage Wn is a 
connected neighborhood o f  clos(u $m _n+ l. . .  ) and *° that W is a connected
neighborhood of c lo s(u a  . .  £m ) . By construction , W \  Ca  i*
contained in f “n(Y) on which all concatenated backward iterate maps are
defined. So W does indeed extend the domain o f definition of the hr .
We have therefore proved that fl{ c lo s(u Xj . . ,  Xn) : n i  1 } is a single 
point when x is not a strict inverse-image o f £ . In particular we get the point {c} if 
* -  $ • Given o  a  L  . we have U0  G ^  ) for all n , and so
n{ clos(ua  )  S n i l }  is contained in f f c )  -  {0} . Finally if
x -  M - * k - l * k t  then for n i M  we have c lo s(u Xk ^  ) C  clos(f(Y ))
“ d "  clo,(UM- • •* k - l» k  i t - . .  t n )  -  (*«1‘ - • • *«*k-l )  (<=l« < U»k t l -  • ■ tn  >) • 
W t therefore gel f1{ c l o ^ U , , . . ,  xk_ , x|t n i l }  -  gx , . .  . . .g xk_ ,« »
which is a single point.
□
Since K(f) is compact and is Hausdorff the conclusion o f the above 
Theorem is that X is a homeomorphism . We will see in Chapter 2 that the space is 
locally-arcwise-connected and uniquely-arcwise-connected and so it follows that K(f) 
is locally-connected with no interior and so K(f) -  J(f) is a dendrite .
We now re-w ord the Theorem in terms o f external rays .
THEOREM 1.5.3: I f  f : I»-* z^+c satisfies the following conditions :
(i) The critical point 0 lies in J(f) f -  dK(f) ) ;
Cii) The critical value c is accessible, is the limit point o f  an external ray
{ «Pc‘*(r- c2,riTl ) : r  > 1 } for some r\ a R ;
(Ui) The associated kneading itinerary (  ( -  ^(f.T |)) Is non-recurrent,
then J(f) -  K(f) and there is a semi-conjugacy K : 2 j^ -» J(f) given by  Kx-(ic(x)) 
and satisfying k(o x ) -  f(tc(x)) where o  is the sh ift map 1^*3 . The associated 
equivalence relation on is given by [\ a } .
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COROLLARY 1.5.3: I f  the critical poin t 0 is pre-periodic then the result holds.
Proof. We use the sub-hyperbolic metric defined in [ DH2, exp. Ill ] . Every
periodic orbit of K(f) is repelling -  in particular , the eventual critical o rb it . This orbit 
and so the critical point must lie in the dis-equicontinuity set which is J (f) . By a theorem
critical value c , is accessible by an external ray . Since the critical point is strictly pre- 
periodic , that is f*+ *(0) -  ff+p+l(0) but f*(0) 4 f*+P(0) for some l ,  p e  IN , it 
follows that the associated kneading itinerary £ is pre-periodic or periodic . However the 
latter case can be ruled out since f*(0) and f*+P(0) are distinct inverse-images of the 
same point and hence lie in different Ca  . W e have + ^ + p whereas i^+n -  ^ +p+n 
for n i l .  Had we that o n£ e  [ $ j . . .  ^ + p] for some n i l  it would follow that 
■ £f+n ■ 5f+p+n ■ £f+p which is a contradiction . Thus % is non-recurrent. □
NOTE : It is possible using a stability resu lt, in [ DH2 , exp. VIII ] ,  for external
rays o f a  repelling periodic po in t, to construct examples o f  Julia sets where the conditions 
of Theorem 1.5.3 hold but where the critical point is not pre-periodic : Perturbations of 
preperiodic cases where the critical point eventually lands on a hyperbolic "subshift of 
finite type" which when unperturbed contained the eventual critical cycle but not the critical 
value.
|1 .6  POSSIBLE VALUES FOR TH E ITINERARY \  :
of Theorem 1.5.3 hold it is possible that two or more external rays converge on the 
critical value c . One might expect therefore to obtain different corresponding values £ . 
However we see that in fact the kneading itinerary £ is essentially uniquely determined :
converge on  c as r  \  1 then , up to permutation o f  the symbols L  , we have
Proof. Write W for the component o f C \(R (fc ,q )uR (fc ,q> j{c}) which
contains the critical point 0  . Write V fo r the other component . We show that 
fCn(c) ^  V for all n i l .  Recall that neither q  nor q ' are periodic under the action 
0 h-» d- 0 ( mod Z ) .  We assume q  , q ' are the representatives ( mod Z ) which lie in the 
interval (0, 1) . Without loss of generality q ' > q  . Hence for r  > 1 , 
f o i *  e2*10) « V 4-t 0 « (q  , q ') +Z . The subinterval of R /Z  corresponding to V 
must be this one since it cannot contain q / d  ( or any o f  the points (q+j ) /d  or
of Douady-Hubbard [ DH2 , exp. Ill ] the Julia set is locally-connected and so the 
Riemann map conjugacy <pc ** extends to S * . Hence every point o f  J , in particular the
Given a polynomial f  : z !-► zd+c for which the hypotheses (i) and (ii)
THEOREM 1.6.1 :
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Oi+j ) /d  . o  « 2  ) which correspond to the critical point 0  ) . Suppose that for some 
n2>l we have fcn(c) 6 V , or equivalently , d nn  €  (q , rO  +Z . We suppose that n is 
the least such . Say n+j < dnq < Tl'+j where j  «  Z ( and 0 £  j  £  dn- l ) .  We show 
by induction on k  ( £  n ) that the rays R(fc , (Tl+j ) /d k) and R^fc , (q'+j )/d k) 
converge on the same inverse-image of c and that the component of the remaining 
part of C "cut off " by these rays and containing the point fcn -k (c) satisfies 
Vk\K (0  -  <pc'*{ r e2ni® : r  > 1 and (rj-fj ) /d k < 0  < (q '+j ) /d k } and does not contain 
any of the points fc*(c) for 0  £  t  < n -k  . This is clearly true for k -  0  . We establish 
the statement for k+1 given its truth for k ( £ n - l ) :
The critical value c is not contained in the region ( nor is it a boundary 
point of V|c unless k -  0 ) .  Hence there is an inverse branch map g , o f fc , defined on 
the closure o f V jj, analytic everywhere ( excep t, in the case k -  0 ,  at the branch point c 
where it is still continuous j , with its restriction to closiV^AKif) satisfying 
g(<Pc'(r- e 2**®)) -  <Pc '(r1 /d- e2rt*®/dj for r  >  1 , (q+j ) /d k £  0 £  (n '+j ) /d k . Thus 
Vk+1;-  g(Vk) is bounded by gidV^) which consists o f external rays 
R(fc* Ol+j ) /d k+^J and R(fc. (tl'+j ) /d k+^  together which their common limit p o in t. 
Furthermore (tl+j ) /d k+1 < dn"(k+1>tl < (ti'+j ) /d k+1 and so the ray 
R^fc, 2n_(k+ l)tiJ together with its limit point fcn - (k + l)(c) l i e i n V ^ + j .
Now the statement holds when k -  n and so Vn contains the point c 
( but not its inverse image 0  , since otherwise fc n - ^(c) e  fcn(Vn) -  V ) . Thus both 
external rays R(fc ,tl) and R(fc.Tl'), which cannot cross the boundary o f Vn , must be 
contained in Vn . But this implies that both Ti and ty  are contained in the IR/Z-interval 
((Tl+j ) /d n , (n'+j ) /d n ) +Z , and so the real interval ((ti+j ) /d n, (n '+j ) /d n ) C (0,1). 
This is an absurdity since hi'-Ti I > O i '- i i ) /d n . So we must have had that 
fc" (c )«  K (f)W  for all n i l .
Given two codings o f K(f) according to respective external ray cuts 
R(fc .Tl) and R(fc.n ') can , by appropriate permutation of the symbols o f the second 
coding , ensure that the corresponding inverse branch maps gj , g j ' of f  agree on W for 
all j « L . This means that for each ( first ) p re-im age z of the critical point the same 
symbol has been assigned : a(z) -  a '( z ) . ( Note that we need no permutation of L if 
fa] -  fa') and we are adopting the convention in 51.2 j .
For all n i l  we have fcn(c) c  K (f)W  \{c} c  W , so the j  for which 
f ^ i c ) « gj (W) is also the j for which fn - lfc )  « gj '(W ). The result follows . Q
NOTE : The main argument used here can be expressed in terms of laminations of
the disk and bears a close relationship with Thurston's "centrally-enlarging " Lemma 9.1 
in [ T  ] .  It is also possible to deduce this result , under the additional hypothesis that 
$(fc.Tl) 1» not periodic , from the corollary to Theorem 2.5.3 in the next chapter which 
gives a more "quantitative " statement.
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If we adopt the convention in §1.2 then the sequence ^  can be obtained 
from il by a purely combinatorial formula 2;n -  [ (dn- l) -  ti ] ( mod d ) ( n e w )  
since
5 „ - j  «-► d " - l-T l£  (< T l+ j) /d ,< n + j+ l) /d )  ( m o d i )
«-> dn- n  e  ( n + j . H+j +1 ) (mod d  )
«-» [ ( d " - l > n ] - j  (m od d )  .
We therefore hive I  map ( :  | p \ c (i j/dz -»  £  where © j denotes the set of rationals of 
denominator coprime to d  . In order to extend this to a continuous map from the whole of 
R /d Z  it is necessary to make some identifications on L . The elements o f Q j are of the 
form a /(d n- l )  where a c Z  ( and we shall assume that n e  IKI is minimal) .  
Observe that as q  ?  a /(d n- l )  the corresponding kneading itinerary converges ( in the 
product topology ) on some sequence £"(a/(dn- l) )  -  (x jx 2 - . .  xn_ ia )° °  of period n , 
and that as q  Si a /(d n- l )  the corresponding itinerary converges to 
£+(a /(d n - l) J  -  (x jx 2 .. .  xn_ ja ') ° °  where a '  -  a+1 ( mod d ) .  Hence if we define 
as the ( Hausdorff ) space obtained from I  by identifying together the points 
{ (x , *„ _ i a ) ° ° : a e L }  for each x jx 2 -. .  xn_ i e  Ln_1 and n £  1 , then the map
n  -  fc(n-)) -  f a i r i  i t  a continuous function from R /d Z  to • ( Here [x] 
denotes the equivalence class of the sequence x ).
In the light of Theorem 1.6.1 and various results of Douady & Hubbard 
[D H 2 ] we conjecture that the map q  h  [ £(q) ] factors through the equivalence relation 
given by Thurston's "quadratic minor lamination" described in [ T  ] to give a continuous 
map from  a d-fold cover o f 3X  ( and extendable to a d-fo ld  cover o f  X  ) to the space 
¿ 2 .  Such a map will not be onto even in the case d -  2 (se e  Example 2.2 in Section 4 
o f the next chapter) .
DEFINITION 1.6.1: A sequence ^  e  Z j is complex-admissible if it is in the
closure o f  the set { ^ ( q ) : q  € R \  © j }.
N O T E : At least in the quadratic case ( d -  2 ) Douady and Hubbard
[ DH2, exp. X ni ] show that whenever q  is rational o f even denominator the ray 
R (X  ,q )  converges to a parameter value c , a Misiurewicz p o in t, for which the 
corresponding ray R(K(fc ),q) converges to the critical value c in K(fc) . ( In these cases 
$(fc .q ) is defined and is strictly pre-periodic) .
Hence the set of $ -values obtainable from partitionable Julia sets from the 
quadratic family are dense in the set of complex-admissible sequences.
It is possible that a given value ^ might represent different c values. For 
example , consider the two distinct Misiurewicz points which are the limit points of the rays 
R (X ,q j)  , R(M,q2> where q j -  1/16 and q j  ■ 5 /16  respectively . It is an easy
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calculation that £ (n i)  ■ ((1)2) -  0  0  0  0  l 00 . The Hubbard tree ( defined in [ DH1 ] 
essentially as the union o f the arcs in K(fc) connecting the marked forward images o f the 
critical p o in t) for each o f these c values is drawn below .
Corollary 1.5.3 asserts that the respective Julia sets are homeomorphic ( by a map which 
conjugates their respective maps fc ) .  The above diagrams show that this 
homeomorphism cannot extend to a homeomorphism between neighborhoods o f the Julia 
se ts .
Finally , with important consequences for Theorem 1.5.3, we make the 
following combinatorial
CONJECTURE : It is fairly clear that ( f o r  r\ <t <Dj ) if £ (n) is
non-recurrent then q  must be non-rccurrent in the sense that
(3 e > o)(v n * l)(  dnn  * (n-e.iV»«) +Z ) .
We conjecture that the converse of this is also true , namely ( rj non recurrent *  £(T|) is 
non-recunent ) .
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CHAPTER 2
In this chapter, we consider a special type o f equivalence relation ~ p  on a 
one-sided sequence space £  , the quotient £ p  of which turns out to be a dendrite . 
We then proceed to the special case where £ p  arises as a model for Julia sets o f certain 
polynomials of the form zd + c .
82.1 GLUEING SPACES :
Let L be an alphabet of d ( 2  2  ) symbols ( with the discrete topology ). 
We define £  to be the space o f  one-sided sequences , endowed with the
product topology ( and is thereby com pact, totally disconnected and homeomorphic to 
a Cantor set ) .
C ylinders :
For k £  0  , consider the equivalence relation ~ k on £  given by : 
x ~ k y «■+ x; — yi for all i £  k .
The equivalence class o f x , denoted by [xj^ or [x\ %2 . .  . xk] , is called the 
"k-cylinder " o f  x .
Define C k ( ■ Ck( £ ) ) to be the set £ / ~ k  o f k-cylinders.
Define C  |  -  C(£) j to be the disjoint union of the sets Ck for k £  0  , the set of 
"cylinders" . Thus C is a base for the topology on £ .
Let x :  C \ C o - * C  be the d -to -o n e  "paren t" map :
[*l *2 • • «k-1 »It]*— [«1 *2 • • • *k -l]  •
The "children" of a cylinder [xj x j . . .  xk _ j] are naturally labelled by the elements of 
L . Often we will write them as f q  X2 . .  xk _ i;a ]  , a  e  L , to emphasise the role of 
the parent. Thus we have a natural identification C  x L -» C \  Q ) given by
([»1- ■ - * k - l H [ x l-  • • * k - i;o ]  ( - t a -  * k - l « |  )•
Glueing operations on L  :
We shall see that by identifying together countably many pairs o f points in 
a certain fashion the space £  "connects up
DEFINITION 2.1.1 : A gluepoint m ap is a map r  : C  \  CQ -* £  satisfying the
rule that
r (  [m  *2 • • • * k - i;  » k |) «  [m  *2 • • • * k - i *k]
for all k 2  1 and [xj X2 . . .  xk_ i xk] c  Ck .
Define - p  to be the minimal closed equivalence relation on £  whose 
associated projection xr  : £  -* £ / ~ r  has the property that x r * f  factors through
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n . In other words L p  :■ L /~ r  is the topological space obtained by identifying 
together the "glue" points o f  those cylinders which have the same "parent" cylinder.
r
C  -  -  -  -  I r
In the case T  is one-to-one the nontrivial equivalence classes are easily 
verified to be of the fo rm :
for k ^ l  and x j , . . ,  xk - l  6 L • In the case T is not one-to-one , some of the 
equivalence classes may be of infinite cardinality , so we have to ask that ~ r  be a 
closed relation in order that these are closed subsets and furthermore that the quotient 
space L p  is Hausdorff. For notational convenience we m ay write X for the element 
*r<x) o f L p .
EXAMPLE 1 :  Suppose L ■ {0,1} and f  is the gluepoint map given by
r|«l • • ■ *k-i: l ) -» i  . . .« k - i lo "  .
then T is clearly one-to-one and so the nontrivial equivalence classes of ~ r  are
for k 2  1 and x j , . . ,  x ^ . j  6 {0,1} . The resulting space L p  is easily seen to be 
homeomorphic to the real interval (0,11 via the map xi-* xi/2* .
{ r ( x |. . .x k_t ;a] : a «  L}
A pur (£X ) satisfying the above is called a  glueing space.
- n _ - O  c \ . ¿T Y  / r z  C Y  _ n _
a  f t  a  a  n  a  n o /v n  a  / i r s y v n
Fig. 2.1
• * k - l  • '>1 ■ x j . . .  x jc .j  0  l 00 and
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EXAMPLE 2  : Given an element £ 6  £  , let r  -  r*£ be the gluepoint map
defined by
rim  —  xic-i;*k] -  *1 • • ■ *k -l *k S ■
If £  is not periodic then T  is one-to-one and the nontrivial equivalence classes of ~ r
for k £  1 and x j , . .  , e  L . The quotient space will be written and
reduces the space to a single point. See Chapter 3 for definition o f type (A) J .
Observe that the shift map o : £-»  £  , defined by (o(x)), -  xj+ j .fo r  i €  DJ, factors 
through the projection : £  -» £ ^  to give a well-defined and continuous map 
0  :£ £ -» £ £  which is d -to -o n e  except for being one-to-one at the "critical" point
EXAMPLE 3 : Consider the gluepoint map T -  defined by
Here T is not one-to-one and the nontrivial equivalence classes o f ~ r  are of the 
form
{ P •  x I x is a sequence in £  o f  type (A )} 
where p is an "island" block . ( See the Chapter 3 for definitions ) . The "largest" 
class corresponding to P - 1  consists o f the sequences o f type (A) and is the closure 
o f  the set o f "continent" sequences obtainable from period one sequences by a finite 
number of T -  "jumps" . ( Compare with B.B.M andelbrot's "continent molecule" of 
the Mandelbrot set [ M ai ] j .
are
{ x i . . . x k . ( a 5  : « u j
2 x ^ .j  £^   
associated projection .
( Note that if  ^  is periodic and o f type (A) then the necessity to make £ ^  Hausdorff
Fig. 2.2
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The exact relationship between the quotient space £ r  , which we shall
write , and the Mandelbrot set ( for case d  ■ 2 )  is not clear but it certainly demands 
investigation.
sided sequence space . A gluepoint map T  for £  , when restricted to the strict sub­
cylinders of c gives a gluepoint map for c .
PROPOSITION 2.1.1 "Connected" : I f  U is  an open and closed subset o f  £
with the property that for all Cj, C2 « C \C q :
(<•> n(ci)-lt(C 2) ■* (r< c ,).r< C 2)«  U or r(c i)X (C 2 )«  I \ U ) ) 
then U -  1  or U -  0  .
COROLLARY 2.1.1 : The quotient space £ r  is connected.
Proof. Let U be an open and closed subset of £ .  Thus U is compact and is 
therefore a finite union o f cylinders. I f  U is neither £  nor 0  then there exists k 2  1 
such that U is a union o f k-cylinders . but not a union o f (k-l)-cy linders . It 
follows that there is a (k -l)-cy linder [xj . . .  xjt_ j ] which intersects , but is not 
contained in U . The intersection set must be a union of some . but not a ll , cylinders 
[ x j . . .  x)(_i a ]  as a  runs through L . and so contains some . but not a l l . of the points 
r[x] . . .  x |c_ i;a ]. Thus U does not satisfy property (* ). □
removed from . One might suspect th a t , upon removing such an identification , a 
component "breaks off " from the rest o f £ p  . Motivated by this , we make the 
following definition.
DEFINITION 2.1.2 : The branch B o f a k-cylinder ( for k i  1 J is defined 
recursively as fo llow s:
EXAMPLE 4 : Any cylinder c of £  can itself be regarded as one-
Clearly , the above argument for proving the connectedness o f £ p  would 
fail if merely one identification correponding to a "glue" point f [x i  . . .  were
For k -  1 , 2 , 3 , . . .  
u{ b(x,. . Xr_i;p] : l£r<k with r | x i . . x r _i
b [m ) :- [ » i | •
B[*l- ■ ■ * k - l 'xk)
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§2.2 COM PLEM ENTARY CY LINDERS :
Given a cylinder [x j . . .  x j , observe that the complement L \  [x j . . .  x j  
is the disjoint union of "complementary " cylinders [ x j . . xr_ j p ] , for l£ r£k  and 
P*xr  . Similarly , given a point x , observe that L \{ x )  is the disjoint union of 
complementary cylinders [x\. .x r_ j p] . fo r  r i l  and p^x r .
Consider the effect o f removing a point x or a cylinder [ x j . . .  x j  from 
the space L  and examine the image o f the resulting space under x r  . Clearly , the 
image of each complementary cylinder [ x j . . xr_ j p] will be connected ( Example 4 
and Proposition 2.1.1 ) . Furthermore the images o f two complementary cylinders 
[ x j . . xr_ i p ] , [ x j . . xg_ |  y] ( where r S s j  will have connected union if either r  -  s 
or r [x i .  . xr_ j;x rl e [xi. . x#_ | y] • With the desire to identify the connected 
components o f Xp^L\{x}j or Xp^L\[x j . . .  X|J J we introduce the following ideas .
DEFINITION 2 .2 .1 : Given a point x c £  the map T induces a "successor "
function Vx : N - » Wu{+eo} defined by
{ > if r)« ,. *r. , ;x r] «  [ * , . . .  x , , ,  ir] for some y  < LNfx^ 
4 «  if r ^ . x ^ x j - x  .
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Clearly Vx( r ) * r f l  for all r c N .
Given a cylinder [ x j . . .  Xk_i xjJ the map V b tf.. x^l can still be 
defined as a m ap from [ l ,  2 , . . ,  k} to | l ,  2 , . . ,  k}u{-K»} by
{ »(£k) if  r[x ,.  . x ^ p j «  [x,. . . x , . ,  y] for some y « L \{ x| ) 
■») if  s _ , x j  .
Again, V[Xj . . X|j ( r ) f c r H  for all r £ k .
Note that if either Vx(r) S k or V fcj.. Xk] ( r ) £ k  then Vx(r) -  . xkJ (0  •
W e state without proof the following obvious resu lt.
LEMMA 2.2.1 "V-transfer "  : Given x j , . .  .xjj c  L , suppose that l£r<s£k then :
(i) I f  fo r  some y  € L \(x s> , either o f  y| (r) end  . .  Xk] (r)
is strictly less than s then they coincide ;
(U) ( 3  Y e  L \{xs) with V fc ,.. x#_ , y| (r) . + »  ) «-» I f e , . . .  x(t| «  -  I  .
□
We can now give an explicit expression for b [x j . . .  x j j . j j x J  .
THEOREM 2.2.2 : Whenever [ x j. . .  x ^ . j  x j  € C \C o  we have
B[* l- • ■ * k-i;*k l -  1*1- • • * k - l *k]'-> u{ [ x j . . xr_i;p] : l£r<k with ( $ n  such that v " ( r ) - k ) , a n d  J5^xr } ,
where Vn(r) (n 2  0) denotes n successive applications o f  the map  V ( -  V[Xj .  *k) ) 
on r .
Proof. ( By induction on k | .  W hen k 2  2 we have , from the definition , that 
B [x ,. . .  xk_ ];x |J  -  [xt . . .  xk_j 
U{ B [x |. . x,_ i ;y] : l£s<k with v ( t) -  -K» , and y* xs }•
By inductive hypothesis , each sub-union U{ b [x j. . x,_ i ;y] : Y*xs } for fixed 
s (< k ) consists of [ x i . . xg_ j y] for y^ xs • together with those complementary 
cylinders [ x j . . xr_ j p] , l£r<s and P^xr , for which there exists n 2  1 such that: 
3 Y « L \{ * s> with y [x j. . xg.  j y| " “ *(*■) < • and Y fc,.. Xg_ , y\ n «  -  .
or equivalently , by Lemma 2.2.1 "v-transfer " ,  such th a t :
Vl* l - *k)n" , ( r )< #  H x i . . . x | J n C r) -*  .
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Consequently, b [x j. . .  x j j- iJ x J  is given by
[ x j . . . x j t . j  x j  u  U \ [x l* • xr-l*P] : P ^ xr  an<l there exists s <k with 
V(s)» +oo such that either r  » s  or ( lin es  and Vn(r) ■ s for some n 2  1 J J
-  [«!•• • » k - l  *kl u  U{ [x l - • xr-liP ] : l^ rck  and there exist s and
n £ 0  such that Vn( r ) - s < k  and Vn+l(r) - +oo , and Pftxr ) j  ,
which is simply
[ x i . . . x k . |  Xk] V-» u{ [xi- - Xr-lip) : l ir< k  " td  ( i n , V " ( r ) -  k ) ,  and P^x,. } .
□
COROLLARY 2.2.2 : For each cylinder [ x j . . .  x ^ .j ]  we have that £  is
the disjoint union o f  branches b [x j . . .  x ^ .j ;« ]  as a  runs through L .
Proof. For each r  (< k ) there exists n i O  such that M x j.. x ^ . j  a] n(r) < k 
hut V [xj.. x jj. j a) n+*(r) ^  k ( with n independent o f the choice o f  a  e  L , by
Lemma 2.2.1 "v-transfer " ) . Furthermore V fr j. . x ^ _ \  a] n+1(r) equals +oo for
precisely one a  e  L ( and equals k for all other a  j .
Consequently , every cylinder [ x j . . xr_ j p] , l£r<k , P ^x r , must be part o f precisely 
one of b [x j. . .  x ^ .^ a ]  as a  runs through L .  The remaining p a rt, [xg .. .  x ^ . j ] , 
of £  is the disjoint union o f [ x j . . .  x ^ -j a ]  , a  e L , each of which is allocated to 
precisely one o f the branches -  the corresponding b [x j . . .  x ^ j j a ]  . O
LEMMA 2.2.3 "Branch of Complementary Cylinder " : I f  s £  k , y  + xs and 
[*1- • *1-1 Y ]= B (x ,. . .«k-i;*k]
B[*l- • * l-i;Y | =  B[x,. . .xk - i ;x k] \  [xt . . .  xk- l  Xk).
Proof. The hypothesis says that } m 2 0  with Vm(s)-k  . Thus if [ x j . . xr_ j p] 
is any complementary cylinder o f  [ x j . .x s_ iy ]  which makes up b [x \ . .  xs_ j ;y] then 
r  < s £  k and 3  i i  1 with V*(r)-s ( by Lemma 2.2.1 "v-transfer " ) and so
$  n £  1 with vn( r ) - k . This says
B[*1-. x ,_ ) ;y] \  [ x , . . x ,_ , y] c  b [x j . . xk -i;xk ] \  [ x j . . .  xk - i  xk] 
and the result fo llow s. □
NOTE that in the above , if [ x j . . xg_j y] i  b [x j . . .  x ^ .^ x ^ ]  then b [x j . . x ,_ j y] 
is contained in b [x j. . . x |<_|;a] for some a ^ x ^  and so is disjoint from 
b [x| .  . .  xk-1;*k) •
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We now verify that the branch B of a cylinder [ x j . . .  x ^ - i  xj<] is indeed 
what we hoped it would be -  which in precise language is -  : the inverse image under 
Xp o f the component containing Xp ( [x i. . .  x ^ . j  x j ) o f the space X p (£ ) .  Here 
F  is the restriction o f T  to C \ C ( ) \  { [ x j . . .  Xfc.j x j }  and xr - is the projection 
corresponding to the minimal (closed) equivalence relation on £  satisfying the property 
that the map X p*P factors through ( the restriction o f ) x .
PROPOSITION 2.2.4 "components Given [ x j . . .  x ^ . j  x^] in C\C q  the
only open and closed subsets U o f  1  satisfying the property 
((*) v c j,C 2 *  C \C o  with x (cj)-x (C 2):
( r ( c i ) e U  and r ( C 2 ) « I \ u )  ^  ( [x l - • • xk - l  xk] ■ C1 or c2 ) )
are 0  , £ ,  B and £ \B  where B -  b [x j . . .  x ^ .^ x ^ ]  .
Proof. We first define W (r) ,fo r  r  £  k , by
W ( r ) U |  [ x , . . xr . j  P] : (5* L\{xr) } 
and we put W ( + c o ) [ x j . . .  x j  .
Thus £  is the disjoint union o f  W(r) as r  runs through [ l ,  2 , . . ,  k, +ooj , and B is 
the disjoint union o f those W (r) for which $ n £  0  with Vn( r ) -k .
We first verify that (•) holds when U -  B ( and hence also when 
U -  £ \B  ) . Suppose that x (c j) -x (c 2 ) , r(c j)  6 U and T(C2) € £ \U  . Let 
[xl - . xr _ i] be the "common ancester " o f [ x j . . .  x jJ and i t ( c \) , in other words -  the 
smallest cylinder containing them both.
We must have r £ k  since i f  r-1 -  k then r(c j),r(C 2 ) € x (c j)  G [ x j . . .  xjj]c B . 
We must have x (c i) -  [ x j . . xr _i] since otherwise r(c i),r(c2 >  e  x (c j )  £  W (r).
We must have q  -  [xj. . xr_ i xr] and Cj £  W (r) where { ij)-{ l,2 }  since 
otherwise cj«C 2 or r (c i ) , r ( c 2 )«  c j u c 2  C W(r) .
Furthermore r ( q )  € W^v(r)j . The only possible way in which exactly one of 
r(q ),r(C j) ( and so exactly one of W(r) and w (v(r)j ) is contained in B is that 
r - k  and v(r) ■ +oo. Thus q  -  [ x j . . .  x j J .
Suppose , now , that U is an open and closed subset satisfying (*) . If c 
is either I x j . . .  x j  or a  complementary cylinder [ x j . . xr_ i ;p ] , l£ r£k  , |5^xr  then 
[xi—  xk] is not * strict subcylinder of c , so applying Proposition 2.1.1 to c gives 
that either c G U or c n U  ■ (i . Thus U is a disjoint union of complementary 
cylinders and possibly [ x \ . . .  x J . Furthermore if r  £  k then property (*) yields that 
[ x i - .x , . ,  p ] c u  4H> [ x i . .x r_ , B ']= U
whenever f3Vxr^f3. Thus U is a disjoint union U \W (rj:  r s u }  for some subset 
u of {l, 2 , . . ,  k, ♦«} .
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r<  k -♦ ( r  « u «-► v(r) « u ) :
If V ( r ) » s i k  then r [ x j . . xr _ i;x rj e [ x j . . xs_ j 7] for some y4 x s 
and so property (*) applied to [ x j . . xr_ j xr] and [ x \. . xr_ i p ] , where p4xr , gives 
that [ x j . . xs_ i y] and [ x j . . xr_ j p] either both lie in U or both lie in £ \U  , that is , 
r  < u s c u  . If V(r) -  +00 then r [ x j . . xr_ i;x r] 6 fx j. . . x^] and so , 
provided r*k  , property (*) applied to [ x j . . xr_i xr] and [xi- . xr _i p ] , where 
P4xr , gives that r c u  H  +00 6 u .
Hence , if the V -iterates of r  never hit k then r  6 u ♦=> +00 e u . 
On the other hand , if Vn(r) ■ k for some n 2  0  then r  e  u k e  u .
Thus U is determined purely by whether or not it contains W(+oo) and 
W (k). The four possibilities for U are : £ ,  B , £ \B  and 0  . □
COROLLARY 2.2.4: Writing x for the gluepoint r [ x j .  . .  x ^ . ^ x j , we
see that £ j* \ft}  is the disjoint union o f  open sets 7tp(B)\{X} and 
x p (£ \  B )\{* }.
Proof. The proof is made more tricky by the possibility T  is not one-to-one .
Let (xj denote the ~ r-equivalence class of x . First verify that 
( BxB u  (£ \B )x(£ \B ) u  [x)x[x] J n  is a  closed equivalence relation on £  such that 
for every cylinder there is an equivalence class containing the gluepoints of all its 
"children" . The minimality of then implies that —j- is contained in
BxB u  (£ \B )x(£ \B ) u  [xMx) Hence Xp'^XpiENB)) -  (£ \B )u(x l and 
Xr’,(7tr(B)) -  Bt-Xxl . Thus Kp(B) and X p(£\B) are closed sets which intersect in 
« } .  O
We now verify that
#2.3 ARCWISE CONNECTIVITY OF £ p :
DEFINITION 2.3.1 : Given points x , z c £  we define the r -a r c  from x to z
as the set
r -a rc (x , z) { y * £ :  V k i l .  B ( y j . . .  y k - i v i j o  {*,«} * *  } .
This is at first sight a somewhat obscure definition . It is easier to understand the 
complement £  \  T -arc(x, z ) . This is just the set of y 6 £  which are "separable" 
from {x, x} in the sense that b [ y j . . .  y k -i;yk ) (x, 1) -  0  for some k 1 .
To progress further it is necessary to prove some technical results 
concerning the intersection o f branches of a decreasing chain o f cylinders.
LEMMA 2.3.1 : For all [ y j . . .  y ^ ]«  C \Q ) we have
n isk*N  ® |y i- - ykl -  [ y i - • • xnI-
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P ro o f. 
fact
This is clear for N -  1 . The result follows by induction on N using the
[y i-••y N l'"> B [y I . . . y N;yN+i] -  ( y i - ■ • yN yN+l] . 0
LEM M A 2.3.2: I f  b [ m . . y j  *  b [ y , . .  . y t] for all l  in the
range k + I S f S N  then r | y | . . y j « [yi— yn] •
Proof. Suppose , on the contrary , that r (  y j . . .  y j  6 [ y j . . .  y£_j p] for some 
£ in the range k+1 <. £ £  N and some P ^ y j . Then , for each a  * y ^ , the cylinder 
[ Y1- • yk-l °] is complementary to [ y j .  .. y /_ i pi and so , by the (recursive) 
definition of branch , we have b |  y j .  . y k - i ;a ]  C B[ y i. . . y£_i;P] . Hence , by 
Corollary 2.2.2 , b [ y j .  . yic-i;<xj is disjoint from B[ y \ . . .  y£_i;yj] for each 
a  (*  yk  ) ,  and so , again by Corollary 2.2.2 , we must have that B[ y j . . .  y j .j iy j]  
is contained in b [ y j . . y k -  i;yjJ • This contradicts the hypothesis. □
We can now see at least that T-arc(x, z) is contained in the closure o f  the 
set o f  points which "separate " x and z .
PROPOSITION 2 .3 .3 : The set r -a rc (x , z) is contained in
(z) v ^ c I o s { r [ y i . . .  y jJ :  y j . . .  yk . k 2  1 such that B [y i .  , . y ] J  contains x 
but not z  } .
Proof. Given y c  r-arc(x , z) and N 2  1 , we show that either
* « I yi-• • y>j] <* ( f ksN •ueb Ui»t ( I~I yt- • • JTc]« l yi- - ■ J^ ll b[ yj.. . yk]
contains x but not z ] ) .
If * € B [ y , .  . y j  for all k S N  then , by Lemma 2.3.1 , 
z 6 [ y i • • • y ^  • Otherwise there exists k ( £  N ) maximal such that z i  Bi y j . . .  y ^ j. 
Hence , for £ in the range k+1 £  £ £  N we have z € b [ y j .  . . y j ] .  So , by 
Lemma 2.3.2 , r (  y j .  . . yk] « [ y i - . .  y s] • Since y « T-arc(x, z) we must have 
x «  b [ y j . . . y jJ . The result follows. □
N O TE: If y -  r [ y j . . .  y j  where b [ y j . . .  y^] contains x but not z then , by
Corollary 2.2.4, x and 2 do not lie in the same component of •
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Param etrization o f  r - a r c  :
DEFINITION 2 .3 .2 : Given x , z s £  a continuous map P :  (0 ,1}N _»£
is said to be a pre-path from  x to z if  P(0°°) -  x , P (l°°) ■ z and for each word 
e j . . .  ek the points P ( e j . . .  ek 0 l 00) and P (£ j. . .  1 0°°) are either equal or the
gluepoints of cylinders with the same parent ( thus ensuring 
P ( c j . . .  ek 0  l 00) P ( e j . . .  eje 1 000) ) . It follows that the composed map xr oP 
factors through the suijection {0,1}N -» [ 0,1] ( c  IR ) ,  given by e m  e j/2 * , to 
give a continuous m ap P p  : [ 0,11 - » L p  satisfying Pp(0) -  x and P f ( l )  -  z .
PROPOSITION 2 .3 .4 : r-a rc (x , z) contains the image se t o f  some pre-path from 
x to z .
Proof. We define a map I on the set o f words in Os and Is as a sequence of 
maps {0,1}^ -» for k £  1 , defined recursively as follows :
1 ( 0 ) : -  x j .
1 ( 1 ) : -  * i .
and then for k -  2, 3 , . . .  by :
I(«l- • • * k - l  0) : •  K«l- • • * k - l ) <* •
K*l- • • ck - l  1) :■ Ifti* • • * k - l)  P •
where a ,  p are the uniquely determined elements o f L such that 
x 6 b [ I (e i- . .  ek_ i);a ]  and z e b [ I ( e i - . .  ek-i);P ] • N °w 1 induces a continuous 
function I* : (0, 1)M -» L  given by I(« i- . .  ek) ] -  (  I*(C)> . Clearly , by
construction , the image o f  I* is contained in T-arc(x, z ) . Furthermore I*(0°°) -  x 
and I M ° ° ) - i .
Unfortunately the map I* is not quite a pre-path as it stands . so we 
modify it by composing with another map J : {0,1}^-* {0,1}** defined by:
J ( e ) : - e  if ( v k 2 l ) ( e k- 0  or x * B [ l(e i . . .  ek) ] ) ,
J(e) : -  £ ] .  . . ek l 00 where k is minimal with ( ek -  1 and
x *  B [ l< e i .. .e k) )) .
Now put P  : -  I M  . Clearly J(0°°) -  0 »  . so P(0°°) -  x . Also 
J(l°°) -  1°° and so P (l°°) -  z .  Furthermore P is continuous since both I* and J 
are.
Now given . . .  ek , ( k  2  0 ) ,  we examine the values P (e i. . .  ek  0  l 00) 
and PCej.. .Cfc 1 000) :
If ( 3  i i  k  with -  1 and x < b [ I(e j. . . ej)| ) then
J(*l. • • Ck 0  l 00) -  J ( c j . . .  Ck 1 O00) and consequently the P -values are eq u a l.
Otherwise J(e j. . . ek 0  l 00) -  e j . . .  ek 0  l 00 . In this case if 
x e  b [ I(ej. . . ek 1)] then J ( e j . . .  ek 1 000) -  e j . . .  ek 1 1“  and also by the
construction of I we have I(ej. . . ek 0) -  I(C|. . . e k 1) and moreover
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I* (e j . . .  £k 0  l 00) -  I*(ej. • • ek 1 l 00) • Hence the P-values are again equal. 
Otherwise x<  b [I(e i - . . Ek 1)]
and so J ( e j . . .  Ek 1 O00) -  t \ . . .  Ek 1 0°° . The construction of I now gives 
x c  B [l(e i .. .E k  1 0°)] for all n  2  1 and so by Lemma 2.3.2 , 
r j  I (E j.. .  Ek 1)] -  I*(Ej. . . Ek 1 O00) -  P(Ej. . . Ek 1 O00) . We must also have 
z « b [ I(ej.. .  Ek 0)] whereas z € b [ I ( e j . . .  EfcO l n)] for all n £ 1 . Hence , again 
by Lemma 2.3.2, we have I"f I(Ej.. .  0)] -  I*(e j . . .  Ek 0  l 00) -  P (e j. . .  Ek 0  l 00) .
We have therefore proved that P is a pre-path from  x to z . The image 
o f P is contained in T-arc(x, z ) . □
PROPOSITION 2.3.5 : The se t o f  glucpoints o f  cylinders whose branch
contains x but not z is contained in the image set o f  any pre-path from x to z .
Proof. Let P be any pre-path fro m  x to z , and let y be the gluepoint o f a 
cylinder [ y j . . .  yj] whose branch B contains x but not z .  Now B is an open and 
closed subset of £  and so P^fB) is an open and closed subset of {0,1}N containing 
000 but not l00 . It follows from Proposition 2.1.1 "connected" ( applied to the 
glueing space of Example 1 ) that fo r  some word e j .  . . Ek precisely one of 
e j . . .  EkO l 00 and . .  £k 1 000 is  contained in P-,(B) . Thus since P is a 
pre-path , the points P (e j . . .  Ek 0  1°°) and Piej. . . Ek 1 000) , precisely one of 
which is contained in B , must be the gluepoints of two cylinders with the same paren t. 
It follows from Proposition 2.2.4 "components" that one of these cylinders is 
[ y 1 • • * yi] and so the corresponding gluepoint is y . Hence we have shown that y lies 
in the image set o f P . □
We now collect the results of Propositions 2.3.3,2.3.4 and 2.3.5 into a theorem .
THEOREM 2.3.6: For any tw o  points x , z e £  the set T-arcfx, z) is
the image-set o f  a pre-path from x to  z  and is contained in the image-set o f  any 
other pre-path from x to z . Furthermore i f  x + z then r-arc(x , z) is  the 
closure o f  the set o f  gluepoints o f  cylinders whose branch contains precisely one o f  x  
and z . □
We list a few obvious properties of T -a rc  :
(i) r -a rc (x .z )  C r -a rc (x , y )u T -a rc (y , z) ;
(ii) y c  r-a rc (x , z) +  r -a r c (x ,  y) C r -a rc (x , z) ;
(iii) x j . . .  xk -  z j . . .  zk +  r-a rc (x , z) c [ * ! • . .  x j  ;
(lv) ( * | . . .  * k - l-  M- •• * k -l *  * k +  'k  ) ■*
r-a rc (x , z ) -  r-arc(x , r [x j .  . .  xjJ r - a r c ( r [ z i . . .  z j ,  z ) .
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U nique-arc-connectiv ity  :
DEFINITION 2 .3.2: Given points X , 2 e l p  define the I p - a r c  ^rom
x to z to be the closure o f set of points y e  I p  such th at X and 2 do not lie in the 
same component o f I p \ ( y )  .
Clearly , this set is contained in the im age-set o f any path from X to 2 . 
On the other hand , for any x e  Jtp''(X) and z 6 Ttp'Cz) , we have , dense in the set 
T-arc(x, z ) , points y for which ( by Corollary 2.2.4 ) x and 2 do not lie in the same 
component of I\ttp{y} . Consequently the I p - a r c  from x to z equals 
7tr (r-a rc (x , z)J and is the image of a path from x to z .
Local-arc-connectiv ity  :
PROPOSITION 2.3.7 : The space I p  is locally-path-connected.
Proof. Given a point X € I p  and open set U containing x , we have that the 
open subset Jtp‘,(U) o f I  contains all the points x o f  tcp^ff) . For each such x 
there is a cylinder cx containing x , but contained in ttp '(U) . Now 
V U {cx : x 6 * r '( * )  /  is an open subset of I  containing itp '^x) . So 
Kp(I \  V ) ,  being the continuous image of a compact s e t , is  compact and hence a closed 
subset o f the Hausdorff space I p  . Consequently 7tp(V) is a neighborhood ( albeit 
not necessarily open ) o f X . For all 2 6 7tp{V) there ex ists  z in Jtp',(z)r>V and so 
z c  cx for some x e  7tp'(X). It is easily seen that T -a rc (x , z) is contained in cx . 
Hence the Ip -a rc  from X to 2 is contained in ttp(V) and  so in U. o
COROLLARY 2.3.7 : For all p in the I p - a r c  from  X to 1 ,  the points
X and 2 do not lie in the same component o f  Ip \{ y }  .
Proof. Since I p \{ y )  is locally-path-connected its components are path- 
components . Hence if X and z lie in the same component o f Ip \(y }  then {y> is 
disjoint from the Ip -a rc  from X to 2 . □
»2.4 VALENCY :
DEFINITIONS 2.4.1 : We say a number s e  IN is an adjacent o f  a point
x c  I  if  r j x j . . xs_ J ;xs] -  x , or equivalently if Vx(s) -  +oo . Genetically x will 
have no adjacents.
Define an equivalence relation ~ x on N by  :
r - ,  » ** ( 3 i . J ï O ) (  v,l (r) -  v*i (i) * +«> ). 
The equivalence classes which do not contain adjacents w ill be called asymptotics. 
Define the asymptodc valency of x to be the number o f  asymptotics , and put the 
valency of x to be the number of asymptotics plus the num ber of adjacents .
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LEMMA 2.4.1 : I f  y lies in a complementary r-cylinder o f  x and  z lies in a 
complementary ^-cy lin d ero f x then r  ~ x s ++ x tf  T -arc(y , z) .
Proof. x * r -arc(y, z) ++ (3 k £  l)  ( b [x j. . .  x jJ n  {y, z} -  0 )
4-» ( 3 k i l  and 3 i , j * o ) (  Vx‘ ( r ) - k - V ^ s )  ) 
♦ +  r  ~ x «
(using Theorem 2 .2 .2 ) . □
COROLLARY 2.4.1 : I f  {x} is a ~ r - equivalence class then for each
~ x -class we have that the union o f  complementary r -  cylinders , r  varying over this 
class , is  the inverse image under Tip o f  a component o f  l r \{ x }  . Consequently 
the valency o f  x is the number o f  components o f  L f\{x} .
Proof. Pick y from a complementary r-cylinder o f x .  By hypothesis , y ^ x  
so , by Corollary 2.3.7 , the set o f z for which x does not lie in the E p -a rc  from p 
to z is a component o f ZpXOO . The inverse-image o f this component is therefore 
the set o f  z e £  such that Xp'ix) ( ■ ix} ) is disjoint from r-a rc (y , z) . But this set 
is just the union of complementary s-cylinders, s varying over the ~ x -class o f  r .
□
EXAMPLE 2 . 1 :
Consider the space where L -  (0,1}N and ^  is a nonperiodic 
sequence lying in [ 0  0  1 ] . Let x be the period one point 000 . N ow  x is not an 
inverse-image o f 4 (under the shift map o  ) and so {x} -  x r ''(5c). T o  compute the 
valency o f x we calculate the action of vx on DJ . This is really a  map on the 
complementary cylinders:
[ l | . [ 0 ! ] . [ 0 0 l ] . [ 0 0 0 ! ] . [ 0 0 0 0 l l . . . .
Now the complementary cylinder [ 1 ] is attached to the cylinder [ 0 ] ( containing x ) 
at the gluepoint 0  £ which lies in the complementary cylinder [ 0 0 0  1 ] .  This in turn 
is attached to the cylinder [ 0  0  0  0  ] at the gluepoint 0  0  0  0  £ w hich lies in the 
complementary cylinder [ 0  0  0 0  0  0  l ] . and so on . Thus Vx( l ) -  4 , Vx(4 )-  7 , . . .
Similarly , the complementary cylinder [ o i ]  is attached to  the cylinder 
[ 0  0  ] at the gluepoint 0  0 ^  which lies in the complementary cylinder [ 0  0  0  0  l ] ,
and so on . So Vx(2 )-  5 , Vx(5 )- 8 .......... Finally we get Vx(3 )-  6 ,  Vx (6 )-  9 ............
Hence -^x has three asymptotic equivalence classes and x has valency 3 .
Here we also have the acdon o f the shift map o  which , leaving x 
invariant , must send complementary r-cylinders to (r-1)-cylinders , which are 
complementary unless r  ■ 1 . Hence o  permutes the asymptotic Classes in a cyclic 
fashion.
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[01]
[ 1 ] • [ 0 0 0 1 ] —  [ 0 0  0  0 0 0 l ] - - { x )
[oooooij
\
[ 0 0 1 ]
Wc can condense this picture into the following diagram.
x - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 . . .
It is a pretty clear generalisation o f the above that if £ is not periodic and 
lies in the cylinder [ 0V_! l ] , v £  1 , then the fixed point 000 has (asymptotic) valency 
v , and that the asymptotics are permuted cyclically by o  . The other fixed point 1°° 
has valency one unless v ■ 1 .
One can see that for given ^  ( not periodic ) and given point x ( say 
periodic o r pre-periodic ) it is not too hard to compute the valency o f x . However 
there does not seem to be any nice formula for valency in terms of general x and £ . 
We leave as unproved the following
CONJECTURE : I f  T  is as in Example 2 for some sequence £ e £
and x is  a point o f  asymptotic valency three or more then x is periodic or pre- 
periodic .
NO TE: Compare this to Theorem 9.2 "gaps-eventually-cycle" in [ t ].
Exam ple o f a Non com plex-adm issible Kneading Itinerary :
EXAMPLE 2 . 2 :  For £  -  (0 ,1}N , let T be the gluepoint map
corresponding to some ( non periodic ) sequence £ in [ 0  1 0  0  1 l) and let x be the 
period three point ( 0  1 0  )°° . To compute the valency o f x we note that for n 2  1 , 
Vx(n) -  n +  k where k is the discrepancy o f o nx and 4 . in other words , the first 
ordinate where they disagree.
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Here are the Vx-iterates o f 1 :
x - 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 .
< $ - ) 0  . . .
< * - >  0  1 . . .
( * - ) 0  . . .
( * - )  0  1 . . .
U - )  0  . . .
< * - ) 0  1 . . .
Now for the v x-iterates o f 3 :
x -  0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 . . .  
( t -  ) 0  1 0  0  1 1 . . .
( { - )  0  1 0  0  1 1 . . .
Similarly the Vx-iterates o f  6 :
x -  0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 .  . . 
( $ -  ) 0 1 0  0 1 1 .  . .
( $ -  ) 0  1 0  0  1 1
These Vx-iterates are all disjoint and account for all of IN . Hence x has valency 
three . Moreover the action o f , which fixes x . on the complementary r-cylinders 
( r £ 4 ) induces a permutation on the asymptotics which is to fix the asymptotic class 
of 1 . but switch the other two . It follows that Ejs cannot be embedded as a subset J 
of the complex plane in such a way that the map induced by 0 $ extends to a 
neighborhood of J  and is locally an orientation-preserving homeomorphism about 
( the embedded copy o f ) x . In particular , since 51 is not an inverse-image o f the 
"critical point" f l ’(S) , the space E^ ( together with the action o f <S ) cannot be 
topologically conjugate to a Julia set of any map o f the form I N  z^ +  c  . ( It is 
possible however, for instance if  £ -  0  1 0  0  (1)°° , that E{- represents the "Julia set" 
of some complex-conjugate polynomial map z»-» -f c . j
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|2 .5  TH E SPACE 1 $  :
W e now concentrate on the glueing space (E,T) given in Example 2 . Let 
£ in £  be fixed . The map T  ■ I"£ was given by
r [ x j . . .  * k -i;* k ] ■ * ! • • •  xk - l  xk $ •
LEMMA 2.5.1 "backward-iterating T^-branches" : I f  £ * b [x j . . .  xk_j;xk]
then B[xo x \ .  . .  xk-i;xk] -  xq b [x j. . .  x k - i;x |J  for all xq €  L .
Proof. ( By induction on k ) .  If b [x j . . .  x k - f  xk] then ^ is not contained in 
any "sub-branch" b Jx i. . xr_ i p] (where l£r<k with
r [x j . .  xr_ i;x r] c [ x j . . .  xk_i xk] and P« L \{xr} ) .  So, for these r , by inductive 
hypothesis:
B[xo *1- • * r - l  P] -  »0 B[*l- ■ Xr-1 P] •
N ow , from the original recursive definition o f "branch" we have
b [*0 *1- ■ • *k-i:*k ] -  [»0 *!• • • * k - l  xk] U  
U{ b [xo * |.  • xr- i;p ]  : o srck  with x<) *1 • • »r-1 *r $  '  [»0 M  - • ■ * k - l  xk]
and p*xr }
-  x o [ x i . . . x k - i  xk] u
U{ *0 B [x j.. xr - 1 : P ]  : l*r<k with x j . . xT. \  xr  $ c  [ x j . . .  xk- i  x j  
and P^xr  ]
since ( fo r  r - o ) w e h a v e  £ 4 [ x j . . .  xk-i;xk ] . The result follow s. □
NOTE : It is not hard to amend this proof to see that if  ^  e  b [x(. . .  Xk_i;xk]
then b [xq xj. . .  xk_i;xk] -  xq b [x j. . .  x k - i ^ J  V U{ [ P] : P « L\{x<)} } .
As a Corollary to th is , or otherw ise, we can see :
PROPOSITION 2.5.2: x j -  z \  ♦  r^ -a rc (o x  , o z ) ■ o(rjs-arc(x, . □
The Nonperiodicity Function :
Consider the parameter £ now as a point -the 'critical value'- in the space 
(L ,T^). The associated successor function Vjs : IJ -* llu{+oo} is o f special interest. 
The successor of a number n is the point at which £ disagrees with the gluepoint 
r [ $ l - . - i n ] -  Cl- . $ n 5 • Thui
V£(n)-mln{j>n : - + «  if t - t l  - i n t ) -
For each n «  N the number V^(n) is then also the point at which £ fails to be 
periodic o f period n , so we call it the point o f  nonperiodicity o f n . We call the 
the nonperiodicity function ( o f  £ ) . A number m ( < +oo ) is called a nonperiodicity
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o f  n if there exists i 2  0  such that v^'(n) -  m . A number m is called a principal 
nonperiodicity ( or just principal ) if  it is a nonperiodicity o f 1 . ( The principal
"chains" o f nonperiodicities . For general n ( 2  3 ) there it is not always true that its 
nonperiodicities should eventually become principal. For instance if 5 - 0 1 ( 1 0  0)°° 
and n -  4  we have
some k 2  1 then we shall see that its nonperiodicities do eventually become principal.
From now on we shall write V for unless there is some ambiguity . 
Associated to the nonperiodicity function is the "lower orbit "  function 
(see (4 -3 )  which is defined by 
H(k) -  v(k) -  k  .
For k 2  1 , assuming that the points 5 and are d istinct, they lie in 
the same (n (k )-lj-cyU nder, but distinct p(k)-cylinders : respectively (fcj.. .  5p(k)], 
[ tk + l . . . tv (k ) l -
THEOREM 2.5.3 "p(k) nonperiodicities principal before V(k)" :
I f  k £  1 then there exist i, j  2» 0  such that
. .  ^vOc)] . S o  1 £  p i  k and o ^ i  lies in either ¡5^+ 1. . .  5y(k)] or a 
cylinder complementary to [5k+l- • • 5v(k )-l] • which is in either case a cylinder
It follows , by successive applications of Lemma 2.5.1 "backward iterating. .  ", that
nonperiodicities turn out to be o f  considerable importance).
The valency o f the point 5 is now the maximal number o f  disjoint
5 - 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 . .
and so the nonperiodicities o f  4 are never principal ( see section 2.6 for the implication 
of this in this example j . However if n can be expressed in the form V^(k) -  k for
v*(p(k))- v l( l)* v < k )  .
Proof. We take it that 5 and are distinct. The cylinders [5k+l- • • 5v(k)]
( containing 
"parent" . Thus I
containing 5 ) are distinct with the same 
• • £p(k)] ■ 0  • Find p minimal such that
complementary to [5 l- • • 5ji(k)] • T*i»s complementary cylinder , which is in fact 
fep+1- • $v(p)] ( with length p (p) *  H00 ) .'«  contained in B[5k+ j. . .  5V(k)j . Thus , 
by Lemma 2.2.3 "Branch of complementary cylinder".
Bl w  • tv(p)j=  B^k+I ■ ■ tvoo)
Now , by the minimality o f p  , we have , for i -  0 , 1 , . . ,  p - 1 , thatc n l u , i , . .  ,  i m i
S *  tp-l+l- • tp  *[tk+l' • • tv(k>].
and hence that
£  * $ p - i+ l- -£ p B[5p+l--5v(p)|-
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Bl$i • i p i p t l -  ■ iv (p ) l -  i l  • i p  B[ip+1- ■ iv(p)] • 
This set is too small to contain either a complementary 1-cylinder or 
Bfof+1- • • tv(£>] • a*111 hence , by Lemma 2.2.3 "Branch of Complementary . . .  " ,  the 
complementary p(jt)-cylinder [ ^ j . . . • In terms o f nonperiodicities , this
means that there exist i, j  2  0  such that p(ji) ) -  V(p) -  vi (1) ( b y
Theorem 2 .2 .2 ) . Finally we have (3<>oXvf y f > V **) •  W A.M * *
0 tW w ,*  t * i  V * " ^ ) » v (p ) -  p + n ( p )S k  +  p ( k ) -  V(k). □
COROLLARY 2.3.3.1 : I f  2; is not periodic then the points 0 ^ (5 ) , for k £ 1,
all lie in the component o f  L^\{£} which contains <S ’(?) •
Proof. Fix k  2  1 . Since 2; is not periodic, the points x>(£) and 
^ ( i l ' j w j )  are d istin c t. Now rj--a rc (  o'VJ, 0*2; ) C £ \  b [^j . . .  .
Hence by Coronary 2.2.4 the Z^-arc from to <5k(^) does not contain the point
KfXt) • □
COROLLARY 2.S.3.2 : Up to permutation o f  symbols in L , the kneading
itinerary 2; is an invariant o f  the topological dynamical system  ( , 0  ) .  ( Here we
are restricting attention to the "non-degenerate " systems arising from 
{ 2; e  I : $ not periodic j  ) .
Proof. Specifying a labelling of the inverse-images under 0  o f  the "critical" 
point by the elements of L , we can recover the kneading itinerary £ by
observing for each n e N which inverse-image of 6 ''(£ ) is contained in the 
component o f I^\{<TI(5)} which contains fln_l ( 2J). □
The space :
In Example 3 , the map T -  T j  was given by
r j x t . . . x k . i ; x 1j .  ( x i . . . x k _,  xk )°°.
For any 2; e  I  the associated successor function sends each n in Ikl to the point 
at which £ disagrees with the gluepoint r |  . . £ „ ] ■  ($1* •• £n )°° • Hence is 
actually the nonperiodicity function of 2; . Hence in particular the valency o f 2; in 
(L X e ) is equal to the valency o f the "critical value" 4 in (L ,r^ ) . ( Compare with 
Theorem 2 in [DH2, exp. VIIl] which equates the external arguments o f a Misurewicz 
point c in the Mandelbrot set with the external arguments of the critical value c in the 
Julia set K(fc) ).
The space ( o r rather the glueing space ( I , r i ) ) can be thought o f as 
a "parameter space" for the set of 2^ ( or rather of spaces ( E ,r^ ) ) as $ varies 
through L . Figure 2.4 shows one ha lf, the cylinder [ 0  ], of the space ( L .f j )  in the
Fig. 2.4
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case £  -  (0,1}N , down to "level" 10 . ( The radius of each 10-cylinder is drawn 
proportional to the inverse square o f the minimal length cylinder whose gluepoint it 
contains, i.e. the minimal period among periodic points it contains) .
We now concentrate on the "spine" of this s e t .
|2 .6  REAL-AD M ISSIBLE KN EADING ITINERARIES :
DEFINITION 2.6.1 : We say a sequence Ç in E is real-admissible if
o 2t  g r^ -a rc (^ .o ^ ) . Essentially , this means that the space £j- contains a forward- 
invariant "interval" . It is not hard to check that £ is real-adm issible if and only if 
o*^ e  r ç - a r c ( t ,o t )  for all k 2 2 .  |  Induction on k and separating the cases 
o H  « r^-a rc (4 , t i t )  and o ^ t  « T ^ -a r c fo t .  ) •
PROPOSITION 2.6.1 :
t  is real-admissible 4-» (3 a , [Je L, a ^ p )  ( t  « r £-arc(a°°, a  (J00) ) .
Proof. Let t *  £  be given. If t l - t 2  then r£ -a r c ( t ,o t )  G [ t l ]  and s o t  
is real-admissible if  and only if t  “  ( t l ) 00 • Furthermore for each a ,  [Je L the set 
r£ -a rc (a°° , a  P00) is contained in [a] and intersects [aa] only in the point a 00, and 
therefore contains t  if  and only if t  “  a °° •
From now on we suppose t l *  $2 • If o 2t  -  o t  then t  equals 
t l  (t2)°° and «  real-admissible . Otherwise find k 2  1 minimal such that 
( ° 2t)k  * (°5)k • in other words such that tk+2 * tk+1 • We have 
t l *  $2 -  $3 ■ • • • ■ 5k + l*  tk+2 • Now , from the definition of k , we have that the 
point t l  t2  ° t  lie* ¡n a complementary (k+2)-cylinder o f  t  whereas the point 
t l  t 2 1  (■ r t ( t l ;t 2 ] ) lies in a complementary V^(2)-cylinder o f  t (  or equals t  if 
Vjs(2) -  +«o J . Hence
t  is real-admissible + +  o 2t « r^ -a rc (  t . o t )
the t-nonperiodicities o f V^(2) are disjoint
from those o f k+2
disjoint
the t-nonperiodicities o f 2 and o f k+2 are
« tr .  t ,  <t2r )
since ( t l ) 00 lies in complementary 2-cylinder of t  whereas tl($2 )°°  lies in a 
complementary (k+2)-cylinder of t  • ( Here we are using Lemma 2.4.1. ) D
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For the quadratic family fc : z »-» z^+c it is well-known that when c 
lies in the real interval [ -2 ,1 /4 1  the iterates of the critical point 0  remain bounded 
and the set K(fc) intersects IR in the interval l-w, w] where w -  ( l/2 )W ((l /4 )-  c) 
is the larger of the two fixed points. If K(fc) is partitionable in the sense of §1.2 then 
the partition thereof chops the interval [-w , w) into sets [-w , 0 ) and (0,w). However 
this natural partition o f t-w , w] can be applied to fc for any c in [ -2 ,1 /4 ) .  Many 
authors have studied the dynamics of real quadratic maps ( or more generally "one 
hump" maps ) of the interval. In particular , Milnor & Thurston ( in [ MT ] & [ M ] ) 
introduce the notion of "itinerary" of a point z in [-w, w] which in our set-up means 
the sequence x(z) -  x ^ z )  -  a ]  <X2 0 3  . . .  e  {0,1}N , where 
On -  0  if  fcn- 1d ) < 0 .  
o n - l  if  fcn-1(z ) > 0 ,
( or the pair {x(z“)t x(z+)} in the case z is the critical point 0  or one of its inverse- 
images I . They then construct the "invariant coordinate" 
e ( z ) - e 1 e 2 e 3 . . . € { - i , + i } W  by
0„ -  e „ ( z ) n i s i i n ( 2. a i - l )
( or the pair {©(z- ), 0(z+ )} in the case z is 0 or one o f its inverse images ) .  Thus 
0n equals the sign o f the derivative o f fcn at the point z . One advantage of using the 
invariant coordinate is that it behaves monotonically in z c  [-w , w] in th at: z \  < z2 
implies 0(zj) $  0(z2) with respect to the lexicographic order on {-1, +1}N
(see [ M ] and [ M T ] ) . The set o f "admissible" kneading coordinates 
0(z~), 0 (z+ ): z e  [-w.w]} is determined purely by the "kneading invariant " 0(c+) . 
The strict definition o f kneading invariant given in [ M ] and reiterated in [ JR ] is the 
formal power series P ( t ) : -  1 + 1 ^ ,  0n(c+> tn ( where 0n(c+) -  l i m ^  0n(z ) ) . 
Treating P ( t ) as an analytic function in t , it is proved in [ M ] that the reciprocal of the 
smallest positive zero o f (1 —t )• P (t) is the growth-rate o f the number of real solutions 
z o f fcn(z) -  0 ( for c < 0  ) and so , equals the exponential of the topological 
entropy o f  fc \_w „ |  ( [  MS ] ) .
In the case 0  is not periodic under fc we can define the 'real' kneading 
itinerary $ -  £ ( c ) x ^ c ) . Given z j ,  z2 e  [-w, w) with zj S z2 , the map 
z»-»x(z) from [ z i , z 2] to I« {0 ,1 } N  induces a pre-path from x(zi") to x(z2+) 
where the relevent gluepoint map is . The monotonic behaviour of z H 0(z) 
together with the invertibility of the transformation relating itineraries and invariant 
coordinates insures that the image-set { x (z"), x(z+): z j £ z £ z2 } of this pre-path 
is precisely r ^ - a rc (x (z j - ) , x(z2+) ) .
Now if  c lies in [-2 ,0) and is not periodic then c £  fc*(c) £  fc(c) and 
so o 2$ «  rjs-arc( £, o £  ) ,  in other words £ is real-admissible .
The map c »-* $(c) on [-2, 0) is defined and continuous except at a
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countable number o f  "jumps" where 0  lies in a superstable periodic o rb it . If  cq is 
the parameter value o f such a super-stable o rb it, of ( m in im al) period p say , then , 
due to the continuity of the map (c, x) H» (d /^^fcP O O ) at (cq, 0) , the kneading 
itinerary 5(c) will take some constant value (5l- • - £ p - l  a )°° for c in some interval 
whose inf^mum is Cq , and will take a constant value ( ( ] . . .  5 p - l  P)“  for c in some 
interval whose supremum is cq . ( That P^ a  follows from the fact that c ■ Cq is a 
simple root of the equation f ^ O )  -  0  [DH2 , exp. XDC ] ) . We can therefore 
conclude that the set { 5 (c ) : c « [ -2 ,0 ) ,  0  not periodic under fc } is the image-set 
of a pre-path from 5(0” ) “  0“  to 5(“2) ■ 0  ( l)00 ( where the relevant gluepoint 
map on £ «  {0,1 }N is and so contains Tj;-arc( 000, 0(1)“ ) .
It therefore follows , by Proposition 2.6.1 that a sequence 5 6 tt),l}N 
( with 5 i -  0 ) is real-admissible if  only if 5 >s the 'real' kneading itinerary o f a 
polynomial i h : 2«  with c real. The proof of Prop. 2.6.1 gives an algorithm for 
deciding when a sequence 5 real-admissible , in terms of its nonperiodicity 
function .
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CHAPTER 3
In this Chapter we develop some o f the theory o f "factorization" o f one-sided 
sequences . In section 3.3 it is shown that a factorization of a kneading itinerary £ 
corresponds to a renormalization o f the dynamical system ( £js, 0  ) whereby some power 
o f  the shift map O restricted to various subsets of is conjugate to another such 
dynamical system ( E y , <S ) .
NOTATION : Let L be an alphabet and £  -  LN be the set o f  one-sided
sequences x - ( xj  X2 X3 . . . )  where xj « L  for all j .
We say x (6 £) is periodic with period p if  xj -  xj+p for all j  2  1 .
We say x (€ £) is factorizable with period q  if xj -  xj+q whenever j is 
no t divisible by q  . In this case the sequence ( Xq X2q X3q . . . )  can be an arbitrary 
elem ent o f £ .
»3 .1  COMMON FA C TO R IZA B IU TY  :
DEFINITION 3.1.1 : Suppose x €  £  and k ^ l  . W e say x has property P as far
as k  if  there exists y e  £  with property P and xj ■ yj for all j £  k .
THEOREM  3.1.1 "Common factorizable-periodic"
Suppose x  «  £  is periodic with period p as far as k , and also
factorizable with period  q  as far as k . L e t  h -  HCF( p, q  ).
I f  k i p + q - h  then x has period h as far as q-1.
Furthermore i f  either
(0  q * P
or (ii) q  < p. q t  p and k 2  p  + ( p /q  1-q 
then  x is periodic w ith period h as far as k .
P ro o f.
Put m -  p+q . L e t  S : -  { h, 2h , . . ,  m -h J .
S ince HCF( q, m ) -  h , multiplication by q ( modulo m ) gives a bijection 
Q : < 1 , 2 , . . ,  m /h -1} -» S . One can notionally define q( m /h  ) -  m .
C onsider the range { j  «  N : IS  j S p+q-h } . This is a disjoint union of (mod h) 
congruence classes S - r ,  ( O S r S h - 1 ) .
T o each  congruence class ( rrfO ), we shall establish a common value xj for j in S - r .
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For the zero-class ( r - 0 ), we establish a common value for xj among those j , in S , 
not divisible by q .
Given r  ( with 1 £  r  £  h -1  ), suppose 1 £  i <  m /h  -1 . We show :
<•) *q(M>-r -  xq(l)-r •
In the case r  -  0  we suppose [m/q] +1 $  i <  m /h  -1 ( noting that
q lij(i)  i£ [m /q ]  ) .  So both i |(i)-r  and S(i+ l)-r lie in the range l £ j £ p + q - h  
and neither are divisible by q .
If q(i+l) ■ ¿J(i)+q then (•) follows by the period q  factorizability of x as far as 
jn q -h  .
Otherwise <J(i+l) -  <5(i)+q-m -  q (i)-p  and so (*) follows by the period p property of 
x as far as p+ q-h  .
Hence we have at least that x has period h as far as q-1  .
If (i) holds with q  > p  then x has period h as far as p  , and therefore as far as k by 
the period p  property o f  x.
If q -  p then h ■ p  and there is nothing to prove .
In case (ii) we first extend the common value xj for j  « S to include those j ( £  p ) 
divisible by q . For all i £  [ p /q  ] the period p property o f x as far as p+tp/q]- q 
gives xjq ■ Xp+jq which equals Xp ( our common value) by the period q  factorizability 
o f x as far as p+{p/ql- q , using the assumption that q does not divide p . Thus x has 
period h as far as p , and so as far as k by the period p property o f x . □
COROLLARY 3.1.1.1 "Common periodic" .
I f  a sequence x is periodic with period p and also with period q as far as 
k and k ^ p + q - l  then x is periodic with period HCF(p, q ) as far as k .
Proof. By symmetry , we may assume p £  q and the result follows by case ( i) . □
COROLLARY 3.1.1.2 "Common factorizable".
Suppose that a sequence x is  factorizable with period p and with period q 
as far as k and that p tq  , qfp and k *  2max{ p, a } - l  . Then x is  periodic with 
period HCF{p, q} as far as min{ k  . LCM{p, q> -1 } and is also factorizable with 
period LCM{p, q> as far as k .
Proof. Without loss o f generality q  < p . The sequence x is in fact periodic with 
period p as far as 2 p - l  and so the theorem gives us that x is periodic with period 
h ( : - HCF{p,q} ) as far as 2 p -l . The period p factorizability o f x will prove the 
result provided that we can establish a common value xj for those j  (£  k ) divisible by 
p . but not divisible by q  .
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If p  I j  < LCM{ p, q) then  q t  j  and either j - p  or j > p  in which case 
xj -  Xj_q -  Xj_p.q  ■ Xj.p . It follows by induction that Xj -  xp . If p  I j  >  LCM{p, q> 
and LCM(p.q) t  j  then q * j  and so  xj ■ Xj_, .  Xj.2, -  • .  -  «¡-(p/h), -  
It follows again by induction that Xj -  Xj' where j ' - j  -  [ j  /  LCM{ p, q} ]■ LCM{p, q} 
which is less than LCM{p, q ) . H ence xj -  Xp . □
§3.2 FACTOR BLOCKS :
DEFINITIONS 3.2.1 : A block P -  [ P| P2 . Pi-1 _  ] °* '¡tnglK  1 2  1 (w ith  
Pi € L ) acts on the set £  of sequences y by
P • y -  P i fc  • • Pt-i yi Pi • • P f-i y i Pi - • P c-i ys • • •
Observe that
o^P • y) -  P • oy .
The composed action, on £ ,  o f tw o blocks a  and P ( o f lengths k and l  respectively ) 
is represented by another block which we write a  • P . Thus
( a  •  P) * v  -  a  * (P * y) for all y « £
and «  •  P ■ I < * l.. o k_ i Pi ... < I | . . <*k-l Pi-1 O J .. otk _ | _ ]
which has length k-1  . The set o f  blocks forms an associative semi-group under the * 
"product" and has identity element [ _  ] (the  "trivial" block , o f length o n e ) .
Note that if  x -  P * y then x is factorizable with period l , the length of P . I f  x is 
factorizable with period q then it "decomposes" a s :
x -  [x ix2 . . .x q- i _ ) . ( x <1X2q X3(1. . . )  .
We say [xj X2. . .  Xq.j _  ] is the q -b /o c k  o f  x .
NOTE: The «-product here corresponds closely to the similar notation used in [ JR ] 
to describe the renormalisation properties of the kneading invariant for real unimodal maps 
of the interval.
DEFINITIONS 3.2.2 : We say that a block P of length l  is atomic if
P i -  P 2 - -  P j-i  •
If f > l  then the common entry P i is  called the symbol o f  p .  The «-product o f  two 
atomic blocks is again atomic unless they are o f different sym bols.
We say that P is a continent block if it is the «-product of 
finitely many atomic blocks.
On the o ther hand , we say that P is an island block i f :
P -  o  •  y  and y is atomic -» y  -  [ _ ]  .
We say a sequence is of type (A) if  it is the «-product o f infinitely many atomic factors . 
We say a sequence is o f type (B )  i f  it can written as P * y where p is a nontrivial 
island factor.
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The island-continent split :
DEFINITION 3.2.3 : The confluent o f  a block P is defined as the minimal length o f 
a  among possible decompositions P -  ot * y  where y is atomic .
Thus P is an island block if and only if  its confluent is its length .
LEMMA 3.2.1 : L et (3 be a block with confluent p . I f  y 6 L then p  * y
can only be factorizable with period q i f  q  I p  o r p  I q .
Proof . Suppose , on the contrary that x :■ P • y is factorizable with period q where
p ♦ q and q t  p . Then , by Corollary 3.1.1.2 "common factorizable" , x is periodic 
with period HCF{p,q} as far as LCM{p,q} - l i p .  Since x is periodic with period 
p as far as t  -  1 , where l  is the length o f P , it follows that x is periodic with period 
HCF{p,q) as far as l  -  1 . Since HCF{p,q) < p  this contradicts the minimality o f p .
□
LEMMA 3.2.2 : I f  £ is o f  type (A) and £  -  P * y  then P is a continent
b lock.
Proof. It suffices , by induction on the length o f  P , to show that P is trivial or
P -  P' •  y  where y  is nontrivial and atomic . Suppose P has length t  > 1 . Since ^ is
o f type (A) we have a strictly increasing sequence o f natural numbers qn ( n c  Z+) 
where q ^ -  1 and for each n we have q n l q n +1 and $ is periodic of period qn as far 
as <ln+l " 1 • F‘n<* n i O  such that qn < l  £  qn+j . The confluent c o f the 
qn+1 "block o f £ must satisfy c S q n  and furthermore c 11 by Lemma 3.2.1 . Now 
£  is periodic with period c as far as q n + i~ l and so as far as t -  1 . Hence P -  p ' * y 
where P' is the c-block of £ and y is nontrivial a to m ic . □
COROLLARY 3.2.2 : I f  £ - c t * y - a ' * y '  and a  is an island block and y ' 
is o f  type (A) then the length o f  a  divides the length o f  a ' .
Proof. Write p ,p ' for the lengths o f a ,  a '  respectively. From Lemma 3.2.1 and the 
fact that p is the confluent of a  we have either p  I p ' or p' I p  . If p' I p then y '  
decomposes as y  •  y  for some block y  o f  length p / p ' . The above Lemma then gives 
us that y is a continent block . Since a  -  a '  •  y  is an island block we must have 
y  -  [ _ )  .whence p ' - p .  □
THEOREM 3.2.3: A n y  block P has a unique decomposition o f  the form
P -  a  • y  where a ,  is an island block and y  is  a continent b lock.
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P roof. Uniqueness.
If p -  a  * y ■ « ' * Y* two such decompositions then writing £ ■ p •  y  
for som e type (A) sequence v , we obtain that y  * xjr and /  * V are also of type (A ). 
Now Corollary 3.2.2 proves a  ■ a ' .
Existence.
Define a sequence o f natural numbers q„ ( n €  Z+ ) as follows . Put qQ 
equal to  the length o f P , and for n -  0 ,1 ,2 ,  . . .  put q„+i equal to the confluent of 
[ P i- • • Pq„ - i  __] ■ Hence (qn) is a decreasing sequence and so must eventually have 
ON ■ QN+l for some N i O .  The block [ P i - - - PqN _j _  ] is an island block . Since 
Qiw-l I q«i for all n < N we can decompose the block [ p ^  p2-qN . . .  PqQ- ^  _ ]  into 
a «-product of factors [ P ^  p ^  . . .  P q ,,.,-  q„ _  ] , N  2  n i  1 , each of which is 
atom ic. □
N O T E : Compare this process here to Mandelbrot's notion o f "confluence" for 
components of the interior o f the Mandelbrot set [ Ma2].
»3.3 RENORM ALISATION FOR SPACES :
To avoid technicalities we shall assum e, h e re , that £ (6  E )  is not periodic.
If the sequence £  is "decomposable" with £  -  P * v  and P is of length l  
then for each m € [o, 1, . . ,  l - l }  the map e p ^ i I - ^ L  given by 
y*-* o m( P * y )
"projects" through the respective equivalence relations and to give a well-
defined map ?p m from E y  into E^ . ( In other words e p ^  factors through Tty 
and tc^ o epj,, -  S p ^  o7ty ) .  We shall see ( Corollary 3.3.1 ) that S p^  is injective 
(and hence a homeomorphism onto its image since E y  is compact and E^ is Hausdorffj.
The I resulting image-sets 5p,m (£y), 0  £  m < l , are cyclically permuted by 
<S . There are other embedded copies o f E y  in E^ which are the inverse-images of this 
cyc le .
Figure 3.1 shows a hyperbolic Julia set which "represents" the island block 
P -  [ 0  0  0  1 _  ]. Here , on collapsing the embedded circles to points one obtains the 
"semi-degenerate" quotient space E p ,x where x is any periodic sequence o f type (A ). 
Figure 3.2 shows the Julia set for f j:  zw  j which has kneading itinerary 0(0 l)00 
or 1(1 O)00 . Figure 3.3 shows a Julia set with kneading itinerary [ 0  0 0  1 1 * 1(1 O)00
which contains embedded copies of J (f j) . See Douady's notion o f "tuning" [d ] , [DH3].
( Note that the sequence [ 0  0  0  1 _  ] * 0(0 1)“  is not complex-admissible ) .
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Pig- 3.1 J(fc) , c .  0.359259 + 0.642514 i
Pig- 3.2 JCfj)
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LEMMA 3.3.1 : I f  m,n c  |o , 1 , . . ,  £-l} a nd  m + n . Then fo r  sequences
y, z e £  w e  have
o m( P * y ) -  o n( P * z  )
* *  P -  [ P t—  Ph-l _ ]  • [cPh)£/'h "* _ ]  and y - a - ( P h ) “
where h :■ HCF{ l , m-n } .
P roo f. Without loss of generality m > n . First suppose om( P * y ) -  o n( P • z ) .  
Comparing the j ordinates of both sides , for j in the range £-m < j < £-n gives us 
Pi- • • Pm-n-1 " Pf-ro+n+1 • • • p£-l • Hence p • x  ( for any x ) is periodic of period 
£-m+n as far as l  -  1 . Similarly comparing the j ^  ordinates of both sides for j  in the 
range f - n < j < 2 - l - m  gives us Pm-n+1- •• Pf-1 -  Pi- •• Pf-m+n-1 • Hence 
P • x ( f o r  any x ) is periodic of period m-n as far as l  -  1 . It follows by 
Corollary 3.1.1.1 "common periodic" that P • x is periodic of period h as far l  -  1 . 
In other words P -  [ P i - . .  P h-l _  ] • [ (Ph>*/h  _1 _  ] •
Now for each i c  M. comparing the (£• i -  m) ordinate of both sides gives 
yi ■ Pf-m +n • F°r each i e N , comparing the (£• i -  n) ordinate of both sides yields 
Pm-n -  *i • Hence y -  i  -  (Ph)00 •
The reverse implication is obvious since P * y - P * z - ( P i . . .  P^. j  P^ )°° 
and so o m -n( p * y ) -  P * z  . o
COROLLARY 3.3.1 : I f  y  is n o t  periodic then fo r  each  m e {0,1,. . ,  £-1} the 
set { o m( p •  y ) : y e L j  i s  a union o f  “'rp .y  equivalence  classes which are 
p recise ly  th e  im ages under epm o f  a ll  the classes o f  I .
P roo f. We have already observed that the image under epm of any ~Py 
equivalence class is contained in a ~ rp .y  equivalence class . Now suppose that 
x -  x j . . .  xic_i x|[ (P *y), k i  1, is an element of a nontrivial ~ rp .y  class which is 
contained in ep^fE) . I f  £ + k+m then applying the Lemma to o kx e ep 0(E) n  epn(E) 
where n (> 0) is k+m reduced modulo £ , we see that o^x -  p*y is periodic 
contradicting the assumption that y  is not periodic . Hence k ■ p- £ -  m for some 
p i  1 . Now Pi- • • Pm x ■ P * y for  some y • So in particular yp -  xj< and 
o P y . y  .
The other elements of the ~Tp,y equivalence class of x are of the form 
x' ■ x j . . .  xfc.,1 x'k (P*y) where x'k 4  xjj , and so are of the form P * y' ) 
where o py' -  y  and y'i -  yj for i < p but y'p * yp , and so where y' y .
a
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THEOREM 3.3.2 : Theimage-sets ?p,m(E y ) , 0  £  m < 4 , are mutually disjoint i f
and only i f  (3 is an island factor. On the other h a n d , i f  $  is an atomic factor then they 
have a common single point o f  intersection.
Proof. If  m i  n and m.n « { 0 ,1 , . . ,  1-1} then writing h -  HCF{4, m-n} we 
h av e , by Lemma 3.3.1 and its Corollary:
<"> S fcn tt* ) *  *  * *  r ' "  *
* *  p - [ P i . . . f c . i _ M < f t , > * / h - , _ ] •
For any fixed m  we have that h ranges through the divisors of 4 as n 
ranges through the elements o f  { 0 ,1 , . . ,  4-1} \  {m} . Hence the sets 5pim(Ey) are 
mutually disjoint if and only if (3 is an island block .
If (3 is atomic then ep ^ (E ) n  e p n(£) -  {(Pi)00} whenever m ^ n .  Q
Factorization and E £  :
The equivalence relation ~p£ introduced in Chapter 2 , Example 3 , can be 
expressed as the closed equivalence relation on E  generated by the identifications:
P  * * ~ r£ P  • y
where (3 is any block and x and y are any sequences o f period o n e .
DEFINITION 3.3.1 : Given a block (3 we define
A((3) :■ { J3 •  x : x is a sequence o f type (A )}.
PROPOSITION 3.3.3 : The nontrivial ~r% equivalence classes are o f  the form A(P) 
as (3 runs through all island blocks.
P roo f . First o f a l l , given any block |3 , we show A(|3) is contained in a single 
equivalence class . Now (3 •  x -*r£  (3 •  y if x and y have period one . Let x be any 
sequence of type (A) . So there exists a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers 
(qn) • n e Z+ , with qo -  1 and qn I q„+ i fo r all n , such that x is periodic with 
period qn as far as qn+ \ -1  for all n .  We see
(3 * (x j. . . Xqn)°° ~ £ p P * (x j. . . xqn+1)°° for each n . This is clear since
P * ( « l ” «<ta)ao -  P* [«!•• « q n + i - l - l *  <xqn>“  “ d 
P • (*1 ■ • • »qn+i)" -  P • (*l- ■ • »qn+l-l — ] * <*<In+l><"’ • Hence P * <*1>”
e q u i v a l e n t  t o  a l l  t h e  s e q u e n c e s  P  *  ( x j . . .  X q n ) 0 0  a n d  h e n c e  t o  t h e i r  l i m i t  p o i n t  p * x .
Corollary 3.2.2 shows A(P) n  A(p') -  0  if P and P' are distinct island 
blocks . It suffices therefore to show that [ (x,x) : x 6 E } u  U{ A(p)*A(P) : island 
blocks P } is a closed equivalence relation on E containing all pairs ( a * x , a * y )  
where a  is a  block and x , y are sequences o f period one .
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The fact that it is closed is clear because for any length l  there are only finitely 
many (island) blocks P of length l  and any such block p  has A(p) contained in an 
(£-1)-cylinder. The fact that it is an equivalence relation comes from the disjointness of 
the sets A(p) for island blocks P . By Theorem  3.2.3 we have that any block a  
decomposes as P * Y where P is an island block and y  is a continent block . 
Consequently if x and y have period one then Y •  * and Y * Y are o f  type (A) and so 
( a * x , a * y ) « ( P  *(Y*x). p *(Y*y)) «  A (p ) . □
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CHAPTER 4
In this chapter we construct a metric on the topological space ( assuming
that the kneading itinerary £  docs not admit certain types o f "factorization" ) which we 
obtain essentially as the "Perron-Frobenius" eigenvector of a linear operator acting on the 
Banach space of bounded functions : ZxE-»|R . We use results from Chapter 5 .
A M etric on :
type (A) then there exists a pseudo-metric d (*  0 )  on and a constant X > 1 
which satisi
The constant X is uniquely determined and d is unique up to scalar
multiples.
I f  furthermore £  is not o f  type (B) then d is a m e tr ic . The topology 
induced by this metric is the same as the quotient topology on inherited from the 
product topology on L .
I f  4 is o f  type (B) then writing £ -  (5 • y  where P is  the island factor 
o f  minimal length greater than one we have
d(X,y) -  0  ++ x - y  or ( x,y €  x j . . .  xn o m(P*E) for some m,n 2  0 ) .
I f  £ is  o f  type (A) then for no X > 1 can there exist a pseudo-metric on 
satisfying (M l) and (m 2) .
NOTE : The factorization types (A) and (B) are given in Definitions 3.2.2.
Recall that d 0) is a pseudo-metric on a space if for all X, 1 g E^ :
(i) d (X .? )2 0 ;
(U) d (X .y )-d < y .* ) ;
(Ui) d(x. I) £ d (i, y) ♦ d(y, I )  ,
( the condition X ^ y +  d(X, ?) > 0  not being required) .
This chapter is devoted mainly to the proof of
THEOREM M : L e t % be an element o f  E . I f  J; is no t decomposable o f
from  x to 1  [ in  other w ords , whenever x and z are not in the same component
M 1 I d(0X,6y) ■ X• d(x, y) whenever x j -  y j ;
M 2 I d(X, 5) -  d(x, y) + d(y, I )  whenever y  lies on the E^-arc
o f  ) .
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§4.1 t h e  OPERATOR * :
Write SD -  { d: LxL-»IR I sup ld(x,y)l < »  J . This is a Banach space under the
tnorm (kill -  sup ld(x,y)(.
The operator : SD -* SD is defined by the rule :
(<P£*(d)) (*.y) -
d(ox,oy) if X j- y t
d(Ox,$) + d(£,oy) if X jiiy j .
First observe that I) is in fact the ( continuous ) dual of the Banach space ¿l(ExZ), the set 
of formal linear combinations v -  £  vx y- (x,y) of elements (x.y) c  ZxE , whose norm 
M i  -  Svx.y* *s finite • T h «  duality is obtained by extending the domain o f definition of 
d ( c  SD ) from LxL to fl(ExZ) via the rule :
d ( I  vx,y • (x.y>) -  I  vx,y • d(x,y) .
The operator is thus the dual o f a linear operator tp  ^ on fl(ZxE) defined 
by the action on basis elements :
Note that commutes with the coordinate flip which is generated linearly by 
(x,y) y-* (y,x) .
A vector will be called symmetric if it is invariant under the f lip .
E igenvectors o f  q>jc* :
W e now show that pseudo-metrics on satisfying (M l) and (m  2) are 
equivalent to nonnegative eigenvectors of <p^* corresponding to eigenvalue X > 1.
THEOREM 4.1.1 : I f  »  : R satisfies (M l) and (m 2) then the lift
d :■ d*(x^KX^) defined on is an eigenvector o f  <p^* corresponding to 
eigenvalue X . Conversely i f  d is a nonnegative eigenvector o f  corresponding 
to X > 1 then d is a continuous function on which factors through to
give a pseudo-metric on satisfying (M l) and (M2).
Proof. If d is a function on which satisfies (M l) and (M2) then writing d
as its lift to a function on I * L , we have d(ax .oy) -  X- d(x,y) whenever x j -  y j .
if x ,-y , 
if x ^ y , .
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d(ox,£) +  d(t,oy) -  X- d(x,x,$) + X- d(y,$.y)
-  X- d(x.y)
since the "critical point" x ^  -  lies on the I^ -a rc  from x to p .
Hence d  is an eigenvector o f  <p^ * corresponding to eigenvalue X .
Conversely , given X with 1X1 > 1 , consider the action of the re-scaled 
operator tp ^ /X  on functionals d € D . We are particular interested , in the case X > 1 , 
on the action o f the re-scaled operator on nonnegative d « S) and we see that the amount 
by which such d fail to be a pseudo-metric shrinks to zero under iteration :
(1) For any x « L we have
-  d j l ^ W w ) )  -  d<o"x.o"x>
so ^ • / X ) n(d))(x,x)l S Idl/ftl” for all n .
Thus if d is a fixed point o f  <p^*/X then d(x,x) -  0  for all x € £ .
(2) Now suppose that X -  p but x * y , specifically that x | -  yj for i less 
than some k but that x ^  and o^x -  o^y  -  £ . Then
•Pj^Kx.y) -  «P^frk^yk^) ■ (£•£) • Thus applying the functional d we obtain
l((<P£*/X)n<d))(x,y)l S 2- Idl/W " for all n
and so d(x,y) -  0  if  d  is again a fixed point o f <p£*/X .
(3) In order to establish the "convergence to triangle inequality" for iterates of 
nonnegative d « D we introduce triangle vectors A(x,y,z) -  (x,y) + (y, z) -  (x, z) . 
Direct computation yields the following
LEMMA 4 .1 .2 : <pdA(x,yj.)\ -  A(ox,oy,<Tz) i f  x i>  y j -  z j ,
W 4 (x .y i ) J  •  A(ox.oy.i) i f  y t d i | ,
<pjA(x.y,z)j -  A ft.oy.oz) i f  X]d  y ( -  l | .
<pjA(x,y.z)j .  A (ox.i.oz) + (o y .iH ft.o y ) i f  x t > z ,d  y \  
*"d ((^(A<x,y,z)) -  (o y .iH ft.o y ) if  x 1, y 1 am /z,
arc distinct ( not possible in the quadratic case) .  □
It follows that <p£n(A(x,y,z)) equals A(x',y',z') +  s ( o r  possibly just s if I Ll > 2 ) for 
some x ',y ',z 'e  £  and nonnegative symmetric s c f  !(£«£) . Applying a nonnegative 
functional d  c S  we obtain
d jtp ^ A ix .y .z )))2  - d ( x \ s ’) (o r  2 0 ) ,  
so in any case ( i ^ * A ) n(d))(A(x.y.z)) 2  -ld l/X n for aU n .
If X!* y j  then
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Hence if  d  is a nonnegative fixed point of A  then
d(x,y) +  d(y, z) -  d(x, z) -  d(A(x,y,z)j 2  0  
and d  satisfies the triangle inequality.
(4) To establish that equality occurs whenever y lies on the Z^-arc from x to 2 
we define A ■ { (x, y, z) 6 L3 : y lies on the T^-arc from x to z J . We show
(x,y,z) € A + <p^A(x,y,z)) -  A(x',y',z') for some (x'.y'.z') c A .
Given (x,y,z) e  A , if X j-  y j -  zj then (ox.oy.oz) € A (b y  Proposition 2 .5 .2 ). If 
x , -  y,rf z, then (x,y,X|£) 6 A and so (ox,ay,£) e  A . Sim ilariyif x t 4 y j -  zj then 
(zj^ .y .z) 6 A and so (£ ,ay,oz) 6 A . The implication therefore follows by Lemma 4.1.2 
as the other two cases cannot occur since r^-arc(x ,z) C [xt] u  [z j] . Iterating this and 
applying any d c  S  gives
I (<*>^ A)°(d))(A(x. y. z))l £  3- Idl/IXJn for all n . 
Therefore d(x,y) + d(y, z) -  d(x, z) -  d(A(x, y, z)j -  0  whenever
(x, y, z) e  A and d  is a fixed point of <p£* A .
(5) In order to prove that a fixed functional d ( o f  <p£* A ) is sy m m e tr ic , in other 
words that d(x,y) « d(y,x) for all x.y e L , we observe that the action of (p^ on basis 
elements can be rewritten:
<p^(x,y) -  (ox.oy) + 1
where t is 0  or A(0x,£,oy) according as x j - y j  or n o t. It follows by Lemma 4.1.2 
that:
<p£n(x,y) -  (onx ,ony) + t + s
where t is a sum of at m ost n triangle vectors and s is a symmetric vector. Hence : 
9 ^ n((Jt.y) -  (y ^))  -  (o nx ,ony) -  (o ny,onx) ♦ 1 -  t* 
where t' is the image o f t under the coordinate flip . Applying a functional d  e  D we 
obtain:
I A)°(d))((x,y) -  (y.x)) I $  2- Idl (l + 3n)/0d" .
If d  is a fixed point o f <p^*/X, letting n tend to infinity gives d((x,y) -  (y,x)J -  0 .
(6) Now suppose that d is a fixed point of <pc*A where 1X1 > 1 . We show
s
that d  is a continuous\on LmL  . Suppose basis vectors (x.y), (x'.yO •  I mL  satisfy 
Xk- x'k and yk- y'k for all It less than some n c N . It is an easy induction to verify 
that for each k $ n  either
<p£k((*'.y') -  (*.y)) -  (rfx'.dJO -  «Jx.tty)
( in  the case xj -  yj for all i $ k )  or there exist i. j  < k such that
-  (*.y)) -  (okx ',o ^ ) -  (okx,o*0 ♦  (oi^to ky') -  (oi^.oky ) .
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It follows that
I d(x’.y') - d(x,y) I -  I ((fj* A)»(d>)(<x',y') - <x.y>) I
-  I d(<P^n((*'.y') -  (x,y)) ) I / W
-  «-Idl/PU ".
In the case £  is not periodic it follows from (1), (2) and (4) that d factors 
through Jijjxjtjs . T o  deal with the case £ is periodic , consider the subset d'HO} of 
£* £  . Assuming that d  is nonnegative we have (3) and so this gives via (1 ) ,  (2 ), (5) 
and (6) that d'*{0} is a closed equivalence relation containing all pairs 
( x j . . .  x ic .ja  ^  i x j . . .  x|£_i P , k i  1 , P . The minimality o f ~p^ then insures 
that d(x,y) -  0 whenever x y . It follows by (3) that d factors through .
The induced function d : £ * £  —► IR is continuous and , by (4) , satisfies 
(M l) and (m 2) . In the case d is nonnegative , properties (3) and (5) say that d is a 
pseudo-m etric. a
PROPOSITION 4.1.3 : I f  d is a nonnegative eigenvector o f  <p£* corresponding to
X > 1 then the pseudo-m etric  d on £ ^  is actually a metric i f  d (^ ,on4) > 0  for all 
n i l  . Futhermore the topology generated by  d  is  the quotient topology on £ ^ .
P ro o f . Given x,y 6 £  with X ^ p . Suppose xj ■ yj for i < k  but x j^  y^ . 
Since not both o kx and o ky can be equal to 5 we may assume for some n i l  that 
*k+n ^  ^n but that xk+i -  ¿4 for i < n . So f ^ x . y )  -  (okx,$) +  ($ .oky) and 
<p^ n(okx ,0  -  (o k+nx ,0  + (^,on^) .
Thus applying d we obtain
»k+n. d(x,y) •
(0P5*>k+n«!))(x.y) -  d((ok+"x,4) +  (5,o"4) + 
i d « . o n y  .
We therefore have d(x,y) >  0  whenever X t  y  .
Let U be any open subset o f £  containing the equivalence class o f x . Since 
d is continuous and £ \ U  is compact the function y 1-» d(x,y) defined on £ \U  must 
attain its infimum r and so r > 0 .  Consequently x 6 { y « £ : d(x,y) <  r  } C U .
This , together with the continuity o f d , proves that the metric topology on £js 
agrees with the quotient topology. □
For the eigenvectors d of <p^* that we will obtain it will not always be the 
case that d(£,on£) > 0  for all n i l .  H ow ever, we do have the following resu lt.
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PROPOSITION 4 .1 .4 : I f  d  t  0  is a nonnegative eigenvector o f  (p^*
corresponding to eigenvalue X. > 1 then  d(^.o^) > 0  and
Idl -  2- d ($.o$)/(»A -l)) .
Proof. Consider an element (£¿0 o f  ZxE. We have 
-  ( 0 ^ 0  ♦  (5,Ox) -  t
where t equals A (o ^ ,o x )  or 0  according as 5 l "  X1 or n o t. Thus , by induction ,
(4 .1) -  [ » ^ - 1 ( 0 ^ 5 )  + . . .  +  + ( o i . y  ] + <i.ak*) - 1 -  •
where t is a sum of at most k triangle vectors and s is a nonnegative (symmetric) 
vector. Notice that s -  t -  0  if  \ \  /  Xj for all i £  k .
Applying a nonnegative fixed point d  o f  <p£*/X ( and dividing by X*1 j we obtain 
dft.x) -  d ( ^ k(lijt))A k i [ l A  + . . .  +  l A k-* + 1 A k)  d (o W ) + d (t.o kx )A k . 
Letting k tend to infinity and noting that d(^,o^x) £  Idll < oo gives that 
d ( U )  *  d ( o U ) /( X - l )
and equality occurs if x$ for all i . Now , given an arbitrary element (x,y) where 
x ^  y there exists k 2  1 with x j-  yj for i < k but x j^  y ^ . Thus we have 
d(*.y) -  d(*t k<x,y))Ak -  (d(okx,5) + d(i,aky))Ak 
S 2 d ( o « ) /k k(X-l))
S 2 d(o«)/Jx<X -l))
and equality occurs whenever x \+  y j  and for all t > l .  □
The invariant s u b s p a c e  V Z ^|(om^ ,o n^ ) : m,n i  0 ,  m 4 n j .
W e now see that the important part o f the dynamics o f q>^  is contained in V 
and that an eigenvector ( in  V* ) o f  lyj* corresponding to eigenvalue X with 
1X1 > 1 extends uniquely to an eigenvector of tp^* .
Recall that
{(ox.oy) if x ,- y,(ox.t) + (toy) if x,4y, .
Hence it follows b y  induction that for n 2  1 :
V 0 ,y >  -  (  t  S - J - r - x . .
^ (o  x,o 5) +  v + (o  5 ,0  y) otherwise,
where v c  V and k, t  < n .
Thus , modulo V, there is no growth in the norm of f * vectors beyond one doubling .
Now suppose that f  in V* ( in other words , a bounded function on 
{ (o«% on*): m,n £  0  , m * n } ) is an eigenvector o f (<j>^  ly)* corresponding to 
eigenvalue X and that IXI > 1 . Let do be any bounded extension of f  to the whole of 
L x l and put dn :■ (<pj:*/X)n do for n £  1 . First observe that dn ly  -  f  for all n 2 0  , 
for if v € V then
dn(v) -  ((<p£*/X)n do)(v) -  d o (^ n<v))/Xn -  f(«pjin(v))/Xn -  ( ( ^ l y ) «  f)(v)/Xn
Now suppose that d  and d ' , in l°°(L * L ) , satisfy d ly  -d 1 y  . We have 
( « d'  -  (<p^*/X)n d)(x.y) .  (d'- d)|q>jtn(x,y))/Xn
f  (d '-d)(oBx,o"y)/X* if  x , . . .  xn -  y , . . .  y#
\  (d '-d)((onx ,o k^) ♦  (o*^ony)) /X B , with k, t  < n , otherwise .
Thus
K95* A > "  t f  -  (<P5V X )" d l S 2- Id'- dl/IXI" ( - .  0  as n - .o o ) .
In particular
Hn+1“ dnl £  2* ld |-  dolt/IXP1 ,
and so { dn I n 2  0  } forms a Cauchy sequence. The limit d «  satisfies dooly -  f , is 
independent o f the choice of do , and is the unique eigenvector o f  «p^ * whose restriction 
to V is f . The nonnegativity of guarantees that i f  f  is nonnegative then so is d « ,.
NOTE : If f  gives the correct "distances" between forward-iterates of £ , in other 
words (<p£ly)*(f) -  X-f . then the sequence (dn) n^o  gives the correct "distance" 
between any two (given) backward-iterates of £ in finite time :
dn(x.y) -  doo(x,y) whenever x, y € o " n{ : m 2  0  } .
W e can now see the existence o f the required metric in certain cases . For the 
polynomial f j : r»-» z^ + i ,  the critical iterates are : 0  -»  i -»  -1+i <-» - i . Since 0 
is preperiodic it follows , by Corollary 1.5.3 , that for some argument q  the external ray 
R(fi.n) converges on i , and that K(fj) is topologically conjugate to where $ is the 
associated kneading itinerary . Now o £  is periodic o f  strict period 2 and .
Hence ( by suitable assignment o f the symbol se t) $ -  0  (0 1)°° . ( The only solutions q  
to $ ( q ) - 0 ( 0  1 )° ° (o r  1 (1 0 )® ) are q  -  ±1/6  ( mod I ) .  In fact q -  1 / 6 ) .  The 
action of 9 ^  on basis elements of V is :
9^( 0 (0 I)“ , (0 I)“ ) -  ( <0 1)°». (t 0)“ ) ;
vA  (0 l)00 . (I 0)“ ) •  ( (I 0)“  . 0 (0 I)00 ) + ( 0 (0 I)“ , (0 l)“ ) ;
9 4( o  0)“ . 0 (0 1 )“ ) .  ( (0  1)“ . 0 (0 l ) ~  ) ♦  ( 0  (0  1)“ . (0 I)00)
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with the rest o f the action being determined by the symmetry of . H ence, with respect 
to the basis { (0 (0 1 )" , ( 0 1 )"  ) , ( (0 1 )" , ( 1 0 ) " ) ,  (  (1 0 )" , 0 ( 0 1 )" ) ,
( (01)“ , 0 (0 1 )"  )  . (  (1 0 )" , ( 0 1 )» ) ,  (0 (0 1 )» ,  (1 0 )» )  } . «p5lv  has the
matrix:
0  1 0 
1 0  1 
1 0  0 
0  0  0 
0  0  0 
1 0  0
0  0  0 ' 
0  0  0  
1 0  0  
0  1 0  
1 0  1 
1 0  0
As far as eigenvalues o f absolute value greater than one ( and their associated 
eigenvectors ) are concerned , we need only consider the action of <p^  on the unordered
pairs { ( 0(01)» , (0 1 )»  )  , { (01)» . (10)»  )  , { (1 0 )» , 0(01)» ) } with the 
corresponding m atrix:
0  1 O'
1 0  1
2 0  0
The characteristic equation X3 -  X -  2 -  0  has one real root X -  1* 52 . . .  
which , by the standard Perron-Frobenius theorem ( Seneta 1.1 ) ( observing that the 
matrix is irreducible and aperiodic ) ,  must be strictly greater than the absolute value o f any 
other eigenvalue , and furthermore must correspond to unique row and column 
eigenvectors, each having positive en tries. The column eigenvector
d((K 0l)". (0 1 )" )  
d ( (0 1 )" ,(1 0 )” ) 
d( (1 0 )"  ,0(01)")
extends uniquely to a nonnegative eigenvector d o f  . By Theorem 4.1.1 and 
Proposition 4.1.3 , d  factors through XgMXg to give the required metric on ^0(01)°°
( and hence on J (f j)) .
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Observe that the fixed point n^(0°°) o f  Eq o^ I )00 is tri-valent and that the 
points ?, and lie in distinct components o f ^K01)°° ^ • Toconstnict
the metric in this case it would seem more natural to first compute the distances d(0°°,^), 
d(0°°,o£) and d(0°°,o20  via the equations :
However to generalise this approach requires a knowledge o f m ulti-valent points in . 
For general £ this seems a hard problem .
In order to make some headway for general £ it is advisable to understand the 
relationship between the dynamics of <p^  and the »-factorization o f ^ .
64.2 ACTION OF 9 ^ FOR DECOMPOSABLE (  :
Suppose that £  -  p * y  where P is block of length t . We will examine the 
action of <pt restricted to the invariant subspace A  ■ A jj generated by the basis elements 
^om(P*x),on(P*y )) where x ,y f i  £  and 0  £  m, n £  £ -  1 .
Notice that A  includes all pairs of forward iterates o f  £ and therefore the essential part of 
the dynamics of 9 ^ .
We first restrict to the action of 9^  on  the "quasi-diagonal" subspace Q -  Q jj 
generated by the elements (o n(P*x),on(p » y )) (  x, y « I ) .
I f  l £ n < t  then 9 ^ (o n -1 (P*x).on-1 (P*y)) -  (o n(P»x),on(P»y)J
W e can thus see that this restricted action of 9 ^  is intimately related to the action of q y  
v ia:
P • (*.y> -  < P * * .P * y )  J T
In particular, the spectral radius of 9 ^  |q  is the f ,h root o f the spectral radius of q y  .
X d < 0*$ ) -  d(0°°,o£) .
X d (0 “ \o$) -  d (0 °° ,o H ).
X- d (0°°.oH ) -  2- d (0°°£ ) + d(0°°,o£)
( observing that the T^-arc from O00 to o 2£ contains the "fold point " o  '(^) j .
and
P • (*.y>) -  P • 9y(x.y)
( extending the action o f P to ( linear combinations o f ) pairs (x,y) via
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W c now return to the action of on "off-diagonal" pairs and we see th a t,
modulo Q , this action is determined essentially only by (3 and is independent o f y .
If 1 £ m,n < l  then
we see that the above action , modulo Q , factors through nxn  to give a finite- 
dimensional operator acting on the set ( o f linear combinations o f )
PROPOSITION 4.2.1 : Let P be a block o f  length t  > 1 . I f  fi is atomic then 
p(d>p) -  1 . I f  P is  an island block then p(d>p) £ .
NOTE : Here p denotes spectral radius ( see (Dunford & Schwartz) page 567 ) .
Proof. Observe that after one iterate of <X>p the vector (m,n) either "splits"
or the quantity m -  n is preserved modulo l .
If P is an atomic block then the finite graph corresponding to the action of 
on the basis elements (m, n) consists of disjoint cycles o f length l .  These cycles are the 
( nonzero ) congruence classes o f m -  n ( mod f ) .  As there are no splits the spectral 
radius o f <X>p is 1.
<Pç(om-l(p*x),on-l(p*y)) -
{ !
(om(p.x),on<p.y)) if pm- p n
(o"(P.x), P«v) +(p «v.o "(P .y)) if P „ /P n .
If 1 £  m  < l  and n ■ 1 then
9ç(o">-l(P.x),o<-l(P.y)) - (om(P«x), P«oy )
(o”,(P«x), P» V ) + ( P* V, p*oy )
if  Pm* >1 
if  K * V \  ■
There is a similar expression if m -  t  and 1 £  n < l .
Talcing ji to be the ( essentially well-defined ) map 
om( P • x ) »—* m ,
and
»pCm-1. 1 - 1 ) -  (m,0) . 
* p ( f - l . n - l ) -  ( 0, n) .
<Dp(m,n) -  (m+1,0) +  (0 ,n + l),
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If P is an island block then we observe that every vector (0,n) m ust split 
within £ -  1 iterates. Suppose conversely that O |j*-l(0 ,n) -  ( f - l ,n - l )  . Then ^ 
must be periodic with period n as far as £-1 and since
<D{Jn_ l(f-n ,0 ) -  <I>pn - l(<X>p*~n(0,n)) -  ( £ - l ,n - l )  then £ is also periodic with period 
£-n as far as £-1 . It would follow by Corollary 3.1.1.1 "common periodic" that is 
periodic as far as £-1 with period h :■ HCF( £,n). This would mean that
s - l f c
contradicting the assumption that P is an island factor . Similarly, every vector (m.O) 
must split within £-1 iterates. Therefore, for each n , we have that 
W>(j(f-l)k (0.n)l1 i  2k for all k i O ,
and hence that p(<Dp) £  . a
COROLLARY 4.2.1.1 : I f  ^  -  P * where P is o f  length £ then p(tp^) equals 
(p(<Py))l/* or p(C>jj) according as P is a continent block or n o t .
Proof. From ihe fact p(9(), yJA) -  max) p(©(j), ^ q ) } we can deduce
(«•*) P<9p.v  > ‘  m*x{ PM>P>. ( ( K V ) 17* } •
It follows by induction that if  P -  p U  P ^ * .. .* pk where P* are ( nontrivial ) atomic 
factors then
« 9 5 )  -  (p(9v>)1 / l  •
I f , on the other hand , P - a * y  where a  is an island factor o f length k > l  then 
P(9^) -  nux{ p(®a ), pi9Y.v )1 /k  }
-  P(®a>
since p(<I>a ) ^ 2 1/ 0 t - l ) > 2 1/ k  i The result follows since p(<p^) £ p(d>p) £  p(<I>a ) .□ 
COROLLARY 4.2.1.2: 7f P is a continent block o f  length l>  1 then p(<l>p) ■ 1 . 
Proof. Substituting y  to have period one in the previous Corollary gives
p (® p )S p (9 p < v) . ( p ( 9 v ) ) > / i . i .  □
We re-state some definitions from Chapter 3 .
DEFINITION 4.2.1 : We say that a sequence £ is decomposable o f :
type (A) if  £ is an infinite «-product of atomic blocks ; 
type (B) if £ can be written as P * y  where p  is a 
nontrivial island block ( or equivalently if there is such a decomposition where P is not a 
continent factor) .
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If £ is o f type (A) then , by Corollary 4.2.1.1 , we have p(9^) £  2*/* for t
l(«j^*/X)nd)(x,y)l -  I d(<p£n(x,y))/Xn I £  Idl l(t)>ç lg)n(x,y)l/p" - » 0  as n  -» oo .  
W e will see later that if X > 1 is the eigenvalue o f a nonnegative eigenvector of <pç* then 
X «  p . Consequently , if  £  is of type (B) ( and not periodic ) then there can be no metric 
on Lç satisfying properties (M l) and (m 2) . However one can categorise those subsets 
of I ç  which are "collapsed to points" by any pseudo-metric eigenvector , using the 
following analogue of Proposition 4.1.3 .
PROPOSITION 4.2.2 : I f  d  is a nonnegative eigenvector o f  <p£* corresponding to 
X > 1 and satisfying d i^o * ^ ) > 0  whenever k is not a multiple o f  the length l  o f  
some fixed  * -  factor P o f  ^  then
d(x,y) -  0  x -y  or ( x,y 6 x j . . .  xn o ^ P * ! )  for some m .n ^ o ) .
Proof. Suppose x ^  y . Let k be minimal such that x j^  y^ . If both o^x and o ky 
lie i n  P * Z then x,y €  x j . . .  x ^ . j  o * ~ l(p * Z ). Otherwise we may assume o^x 4 p*L 
so that there exists some ( least ) n  , not divisible by l , with xk+n + Pn _£.( n/ i  ] .
Now tpjt^x.y) -  (o^x,^) +  (^.o^y) and , for some sequence (rj) of integers with 
0  -  r0 < r j < . . .  < rg £  [ n / l  ] , we have
„¿vI-V-1 (ok+f‘‘x.t) - (o^*1, . t) ♦ (4.o(r“'-r‘>lt) (i<.)
«XI n #- r' «  (ok+T* f  X . t )  -  (o k+n X . * ) ♦  (« . o n - r* * ; )  .
It follows that d(x.y) -  ((cp. */X)k+n(d)j(x,y) 2  d (ç , o '1 > 0  . a
§4.3 ACTION OF 9 ^  ON FORW ARD ORBIT OF Ç :
arbitrarily large , and so p(9^) -  1 .  Since IXJ £  p(9^) for any eigenvalue X there is no 
chance o f a metric or pseudo-metric on satisfying (M l) and (M2).
If £ ■ P * \jr where P is an island factor of length f  > 1 then 
p(Op) > ( p (9 y ) l^ * ) . Any eigenvector d o f 9^* corresponding to an eigenvalue X, 
where IXI -  p -  p(<pc), must take value zero on Q , since if (x.y) e  Q :
Consider the linear map <t>{- on 11 (z+*Z+) generated by the action :
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The substitution (m,n) m  (o^ . o 0^) is a map from Z+*Z+ into IxE  which is one- 
to-one unless £ is eventually periodic . Thus represents the action of <p^  restricted 
to V . It will be convenient to study the operator rather than tp^ . The dual operator 
<!>{•* acts on the space £°°(z+xZ+). It is a technical formality to check , in the case !; 
satisfies o*+P£ -  (with t  i  0  and p £  1 minimal ) , that any eigenvector F of 
, corresponding to eigenvalue X with 1X1 > 1 , satisfies F(m+p,n) -  F(m,n) 
V m i l . n i O  and F(m,n+p) -  F(m,n) V n 2 l , m ^ 0  and so gives a well-defined 
eigenvector of (<P^y)* •
NOTATION : We will often refer to the partial order on l * {z+xZ+) given by
u £ v if u -  v is nonnegative ( all coefficients nonnegativej.
In what follows, we simultaneously consider three interpretations o f the operator <D^  :
(i) Its action on £l{z+*Z+) and in particular on the "basis" vectors (m ,n);
(ii) The countable 0,1-matrix T  -  (tjj j  associated to the basis {(m,n): m.n 6 Z+} ;
(iii) The directed graph on {(m.n) : m,n e  Z+ } with an edge running from vertex 
(m,n) to vertex (m'.n') whenever <I>£(m,n) i  (rn '.n ').
The statement <&£k(m,n) £  (m'.n') is then equivalent to the statement tyOfl > 0 
( where i -  (m.n) and j  -  (m '.n ')) or to saying that there is path of length k from 
(m,n) to (m '.n '). W e say that (m,n) leads to (m'.n') if  there exists k 2  1 such that 
«D ^m .n) 2  (m '.n ').
It will often be convenient to deal with the "symmetrized" action of <X>j- on 
( linear combinations o f ) unordered pairs {m,n} ( m,n £  0 . m  4 n ) .  One can think of
the new basisHm.n} either as the pair {(m,n),(n,m)| or as the vector i(m,n) +  |( n ,m ) .
The Thurston-M ilnor simplification in the case o f  £  real-adm issible :
If ^ is such that the future iterates of $ all lie on the T^-arc from % to o$ 
(which occurs, in the quadratic case , when £ is the kneading itinerary corresponding to a 
real polynomial) then identifying to zero all triangle vectors A(x,y,z) where y lies on the 
r^ -a rc  from x to z gives a simplification o f <J>£ since (n .l)  becomes (0 ,1 )- (0 ,n ) .  
The symmetrized action of <X>£ thus becomes :
{ (0,1) -(0 ,n) if  l  
(0,1) + (O.n) i f  .
The dynamics has thus been considerably simplified from a two-dimensional 
array of basis vectors to the one-dimensional array { (0.n) : n c  N } . Furthermore . the 
spectral radius of <I>£ can be determined as the reciprocal o f the positivellrst zero ( or the 
radius o f convergence . whichever is sm aller) of l-F (z )  where F(z) is the'first-return' 
power series of the index (0,1):
F ( i ) .  1  +  1 2 - 1 * +  i 2 « 3 - * 3  +  * 2 i 3 * 4 ' i 4  +  - - .  .  w h « r e  i n -  + 1  I f  t | d
•nd  i n -  -1  if
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In the quadratic case , the power series 1 -F(z) is none other than the Thurston-Milnor 
kneading invariant [ MT ] ( or see 52.6 ) for a (real) unimodal map whose kneading 
itinerary is ( .
It does not seem that such a simplification can be performed for general (  or 
even (  corresponding to polynomials z^+c for c nonreal.
A xis-return  m aps :
The first step to understanding the dynamics of <X>£ is to observe that whenever 
a vector (m,n) grows in size (under iteration) it must do so by passing through the graph's 
"axes"
{(m.O) I m il}  u  {(0,n) I n i l}  .
O f crucial importance therefore is the "axis-return" equation :- for n 2  1,
(4 .3) ® ^(n>(0,n) -  ((1(10,0) +  (0,V<n>)
where H and V are maps from N to Nu{+oo} defined by: 
l i ( n ) - m i n { j i l  : ( j r f ( „ + j}
and v(n) -  m inj j  2  n +1 : t j - n  * t j  } "  n +  ¿i(n) .
( In the case (  -  <Jn(  , the -iterates o f (0,n) never return to the axes and we write 
V(n) -  n(n) - 4 « j .  Observe that V is none other than the nonperiodicity function for the 
sequence (  introduced in Chapter 2 .
The following example shows that the dynamics of <X>£ can get quite 
complicated.
EXAMPLE : Let (  be the sequence ( - 0 0 0 1  1(0 0 0 1  0)°° .
The graph below shows the symmetrized action o f <I>{j on the vertices {m,n} , 
0  S m < n < 10 ( taking the identifications (m+5,n) -  (m,n) V m 2  5 and 
(m.n+5) -  (m,n) V n 2  5 } . We have emphasised the axis vertices q -  {0,n} . ( Vertices 
not reachable from an axis vertex are omitted ) . The layout is that suggested in 
( Seneta 1.2} to clarify the cyclic structure o f the graph .
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2Observe here that the graph is very far from irreducible , with many 
self-communicating classes . However there are only two classes whose growth-rate is 
strictly greater than one , and one o f  these -  the class o f  5  -  corresponds to the "quasi­
diagonal" subspace Q  associated to the decomposition o f $ as [ 0 0  0  1 _  ] * 1 (O)00 , 
and consequently has the smaller growth-rate ( Proposition 4 .2 .1 ).
W e shall see that for general £ , not o f  type (A) , there will be one 
self-communicating class whose growth-rate exceeds the growth-rate o f all other such 
classes , and that the only other classes o f  growth-rate greater than 1 must be contained in 
the "quasi-diagonal" subspace associated to some (nontrivial) island factor of $ .
"O scillatory" num bers :
W e are concerned with successive applications o f the maps ^  and V . First let
DEFINITION 4 .3 .1 : A natural number n is said to be oscillatory if pip(n)) -  n . 
It follows that
us concentrate on the 'low er orbit" { ^ k(n)J of a number n s  N.
V(n) -n  for k odd
n for k even ,
v(nk( n ) ) . v ( n ) .
and for all k :
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W e now sec that n is oscillatory if at least n divides V(n).
LEMMA 4.3.1: L et m be any positive multiple o f  h ( 2  1) which is less than V(h). 
Then V(m) -  V(h).
Proof. For all j  with m < j< V (h ) we have
t j  -  t j - h -  • • •  -  t j - m -  
But
iv(h) *  tv(h)-h -  . . .  -  tv(h)-m - 0
COROLLARY 4.3.1 : I f  h : -  HCF(n,V(n)) satisfies V<b) > n then
v(h) -  v(n) -  v(ji(n)J and consequently ii(n(n)J -  n .
Proof. Substituting m  -  n and then m -  |i(n) into the Lemma gives the result.
□
NOTE : The condition V(h) > n is necessary and sufficient for H ^(n)j -  n . If 
V(h) £  n then p(^(n)) < n . (  This must be true for if  v(p(n)) i n  + p(n) -  V(n) then 
by Corollary 3.1.1.1 "common periodic" V(h) 2  V(n) > n J .
Factorization and nonperiodicities :
We now turn to the "upper orbit" and its relationship to the «-factorization of £ .
LEMMA 4.3.2 : The sequence f, has a le ft  • -  factor o f  length l  i f  and only
i f  I  I v ^ f )  for all k .
Proof. Factorizability o f % tells us that £n-  whenever £ 1 n . So if £ I m 
then whenever £ 1 j  2  1 we must have £j ■ £m+j . Thus the nonperiodicity of m must 
occur at a multiple o f £ . Since t i l  it follows by induction that t lv k ( t)  for all k £ 0 .
Conversely suppose that \  is factorizable of period £ as far as m and that 
t l m  then £ must also be period £ factorizable as far as V(m)-1 . This follows since 
whenever m < j < V(m) we have $j -  £j_m and so there is a single value of £j to 
each o f the sets
{ j : l£ j< V (m )  with j a n ( m o d f ) }
except for the set n ■ 0  ( mod £ ) .  If, further, £ I V(m) then £ is de facto factorizable 
( o f  length t ) as far as V(m) . The assumption that £ I Vk(£) for all k i  0  then yields 
inductively that $ is factorizable of length £ as far as Vk+i(£)-l for all k and so in its 
entirety. □
W e now consider the principal nonperiodicities V*: -  Vk( 1), k 2  0 .
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PROPOSITION 4 .3 .3 : A  sequence Z, is o f  type (A) i f  and only i f  Vk(l)  I Vk+1(l)  
fo r all k 2  1 .
Proof. If  I; is decomposable of type (A) then we can write 5 as an infinite product
.....
W e can assume that s' ncc two successive atomic blocks of the
same symbol can be coalesced into o n e . Clearly then vk(l) -  t j l j * . . .• for all k 2  1.
Conversely if  I v^+i for all k then by Lemma 4.3.2 , £ has a left factor
Pit of length Vjt for each k .  It is easy to verify that Pk" Pk-1* [ 
where ^ k /vk - l  and so we obtain the above expression for ^ . □
»4.4 SEQUENCES N O T FACTORIZABLE OF TYPE (A) :
We have already seen that if J; is o f  type (A) then the operator <p^  has spectral
radius p -  1 . In order to see that p > 1 otherwise , we find a vertex a ( ■ (m ,n))
such that
^ p i k 2 i
for some p 2  1 . From this it would follow that 
<6^kp a £  2>t a
for all k .  Hence
<X<M -  (X®$) -  | lm r<00 suPm,neN 1 /r  2  limsupMOO •®5r •  l |  1 /r
The "apex" o f the graph :
It follows from Proposition 4.3.3 that if ^ fails to be o f  type (A) then there 
exists t such that V* (1) I  V,+1( l)  . We take it that VJ(1) I Vi+1( l)  for all i < t - l  . 
Thus we call Vt -  V1 (1) the first nondividing principal nonperiodicity o f  ^  . The vertex 
(0,Vt) will be called the a p e x .
Observe that all natural numbers n ( £  Vt+j ) have a unique "V-ary" 
representation:
n ■ cr vt ■ Io s i< t  ci 'vl •
where ct « N  and 0 £ C |< V |+ I /Vi for I .  0 ,1 , .  . .t -1  . The reason fordoing Ihii ia 
that the value $n ( fo r  n < Vl+j ) can now be read off as where i is least such that
q > 0 .  Note S i*  ■ • • * $V,•
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We record the V-ary expansion of Vt+j :
vH |- < b ,+ l> v ,- X osi< tbi vi .
Here bt ^  1 since v t+ j i v t + l .  Furthermore there exists i < t such that bi > 0 .  We 
take r  to  be the least such i and s ( £  t ) to be the next least such i . If s -  r  + 1 then
PROPOSITION 4.4.1 : The number Vt satisfies p(p(Vt)j < Vt and the vertex
(0,Vt) satisfies
) ï  (0, v , ) +  ( v , , 0 ) .
COROLLARY 4.4.1 : p(4>|;) i  21 /(v t+ l + W*(V| ))
P roo f . W e examine the <!>$•-iterates o f the vector (0,Vt) using the axis-return 
equation (4.3) . We obtain
<XÇ,*(V,)(0,VO -  ( |i(V i).0 )+ (0 .V ,+1) .
Since we have no information on £ beyond Vt+j we concentrate on the iterates of 
(tl(v , ).o) . Now
R C v ,) -V |+ i-v t . b r v , - X o s i< tbj-Vi .
We see how far o '1 *V[ \  agrees with i . The first place where disciepancy might occur is 
at n  -  p(Vt )  +  br-Vr .  Here Ç n -  ^vs whereas ^bjVr"  5 v r  • In t h c  Jess usual case that 
£vg"  £vr  (where we must have had that s i r  + 2 ) the first discrepancy certainly does 
occur at n  -  |l(v , Here Ç „- t * ,  * t i v n  •
Thus there are two cases :
CASE I $Vr . p(p(Vt )) -  t y vr  . v(p(Vt )) -  b, Vt -  l % ^  bj-Vi ;
CASE II $v , - $ v r  . )) -  * r+ l . v(p(vt )) -  bfV, - I t  ^ <x bi-vi ♦  v ^ j - b , ^ .
In either case v(p(vt )) <  Vl+ i and p(p(Vt )j < Vt and we can see that the 
"upper orbit" ( i.e. nonperiodicities ) o f  p(p(Vt )j makes its way back to Vt :
Just before we examine the effect of subsequent p  , V applications on 
p(p(Vt we consider their effect on more general cj-Vj (where 0  £  i < t and 
0 < c i <  V j+i/V j). By Corollary 4.3.1 and the "axis-return" equation (4 .3 ), we have 
®$V|+1' ciVi<0, CtVi) .  (Vi+|-c iVi,0) + (0.V1+|)
Ï  (O.Vi+ | )  .
It follows therefore , by a succession o f ax is-returns, that 
<&£V| -c iv*(0. cjVj) 2  (0,V| ) .
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Substituting CjVj -  gives us a first-return to the vertex (0,Vt ) in a total time of
n (v ,) + n((i(V |)) + (vt -  |l(tx(V,)) ) -  V,+I iterates .
There is a slightly la te r’arrival'at the vertex (v,,0) given by
(O, u(lt(V, )) ) 2  <b$V> - ^ t ) ( w ( ,(Vt), o) 
i  <V ,.0).
W e now verify that simultaneous with this arrival is another return of the vertex (0,Vt ) 
created via the iterates o f  v(n(vt )) • W e compute pV|!(vt ) :
In CASE II this is easy since the first discrepancy between o V^ V' ^  and £ 
must occur at n -  vji(vt ) + b^Yr ( <  v t-f 1 )• Here £ n -  S v , * t v r-  $brVr • Thu*
CASE II ttvit(vl ) . b rvr . w t t (v , ) -  b fV ,- £ s S j< tbi'vi + vr + l ;
In CASE I there are several possibilities . If  s < t  put 
s ' -  min{ i > s : bj > 0  } .
CASE I(i) a c t  and S v ,* S v s’ . W C V t> -  b ,v , , w n (v t ) .  b ,v t -  I , . si< t ;
CASE I(U) 8 < t - I  and 5vs-  i v , '  • HVO(v,) -  vs+1 ,
W|1(V,) -  b, v, -  I jSi<t bjVi + Vt+ , ;
CASE l(iii) s - t  ( a - s v ^ v tK v ,) ) .  ttv it(v ,) -  v , -  b,vr . w t t ( v , ) -  v,+ 1 .
In all cases ^V^(Vt ) is less than Vt and its upper orbit leads back to Vt . In 
all cases except the last W|i(Vt ) < Vt+ j . We obtain
®$v* (vti(v,). o) i  ®$v'  -^<v,)(o. ^ ^(V, ))
i  (0 .V ,) .
Hence
, ^ v 1+, - w ( v , ) (0iVt,  2
-  ®5V'((v n (v t) ,0 )  + (0,Mo(vO))
2 (0, V, ) + (Vj , 0) , 0
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Polynomial "firs t en trance" to  the act |(Vt ,0),(0,Vt  )] :
To obtain more accurate estimates ( lower bounds) for p($(t) it is convenient 
to deal with the "symmetrized" action o f <I>£ . The apex a is then the vertex {0,vt} or 
the set {(vt,0),(0,Vj)} . We shall often write n  for the "axis" vertex {0,n}.
We appeal to renewal type arguments and consider, in particular, the number 
fjjOO of paths o f  length k from a vertex i ( -  {m,n} ) which end with a "first-entrance" 
to  the vertex j ( -  {m'.n'}) .  The "first entrance" power series Fjj(z) are then defined 
b y :
F ijU ):-  I * * ,  *k  •
In particular , we have the "first return" power series Fa a(z) of the vertex a , from 
which the "cumulative return" power series Ta a(z) -  t a a0t). *k can be obtained 
v ia the equation
Here t a a0 0  is the coefficient of a in 0 ^ k(a) . The growth-rate 
ga -  limsupk ((t a a(^))l A j  ■ supk ((t a  aA ) ) lA )  is then the reciprocal o f the radius 
o f  convergence o f T a a(z) which is either the radius o f convergence of Fa a(z) o r the 
smallest positive solution z o f the equation Fa a(s) -  1 whichever is smaller . It is 
clear that p($£) is greater than or equal to g„ . We will see later that in fact p(<I>£) ■ ga .
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We define the "restricted first-entrance" power series hFij (*) -  hfi j ^  
for i + h ^  j  , where ^IhOO denotes the number of paths o f length k from i which end 
with a first entrance to the vertex j and which are disjoint from h .
LEMMA 4.4.2 : / /  i 4 h * j  are vertices then
Fjj (*) -  hFij <*> ♦  jFih(z> Fhj (z) .
Proof. Any path w uk of length k starting from i and ending with a first-entrance to 
j  is either disjoint from h or there is a unique t  ( with 0  < l  < k ) such that the initial 
subpath of length t  ends with a first-entrance to the vertex h ( and is disjoint from j ) ,  
the remainder o f  the path ending with a first-entrance to j  . I Compare Vere-Jones
[vn]). □
COROLLARY <.<.2.1 : F0  ( l)  -  z“ <n)- ( l * F u M ^ 1(!) ) .
Proof. Substitute i -  a ,  h -  u(n) and j  -  V(nl and use the "axis-return" 
equation (4.3) . □
COROLLARY <.<.2.2 : I t  |l(ll(n)) -  n then
FqvM «  -  ( ¿ ‘<"> + . v<n)) / ( l - Iv<n)) .
COROLLARY < .< .2 .3 : I f  n I t  o f  the form  q v j  (  with i < 1 and 
lS c j< V i+ | / V | )  then F[j a (*) -
lV< ((1 +  l " ) / ( l  -  IV‘+1))- ( (I  +  l V'+ I)/( l -  zV‘+2))- .. ( «  +  i V'- l ) / ( l  -  zv>)) .
Proof. If n is o f  the above form then V(n) -  which is also o f the same form 
unless i+1 ■ t . The result then follows by induction on i using the Lemma and 
Corollary 4.4.2.2 and the fact
I F(n) + I V (n )_ I v (n )-n . (1 + 1n) 0
Now pp(Vt) is o f  the above form cjV j. Also pvp(vt) is o f the above form ( except in 
CASE I(iii) where -  Vt and ppVp(Vt) is o f  the above form ) . Hence one
can obtain a m uch better estimate o f p(<I>£) using the fact that Fa a(z) is coefficientwise 
greater than or equal to
^  ( F ^ j  .  ( ,)  +  Fuvu(v, , .  ( , ) )
for instance. From  th is , with some calculation , one can deduce 
g. > 3, / v * l  .
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Type (B) factorizability
LEMMA 4.4.3 : I f  £  -  ji ♦ V where (3 is an island factor o f  length £ > 1
then
V l < 2 ! •
Proof. If Vt+i  £  £ then w e are done . Otherwise let i (£  t ) be the largest such that 
V| I £ . Clearly i + t since otherwise Vj 1£ 1 V(£) ■ V(Vt ) by Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 
thereby contradicting the definition of t .  Were it true that ££V  j+ j then we would have
and so [ _  ] w ould be a «-product of atomic factors . Thus we must have
Vj+i<  £ , Vj+i  + £ and we k now  £ is periodic with period £ as far as 2 £-1 . W e know 
also that £ is factorizable w ith period Vj+ j  as far as Vt+ j - l  . If it were true that 
vt+i - l  2  2 £-1 then by Theorem  3.1.1 "common factorizable-periodic" we would 
havethat
[ t i . . .  t i - i  _ ]  -  U i . . .  t h - i  _ ] •  U h t / h ■' _ 1
where h -  HCF(V,+i, £ ) <  £ contradicting the assumption that [ \ \  . . .  ^£-1 _  ] is an 
island fac to r. Thus Vt+i - l > 2 £ - l  . □
It follows therefore that Vt is not a multiple o f £ and so vectors (m,n) with 
m « n  (mod £) ( contained in the invariant subspace Q discussed before) can never lead 
to the vertex (0,vt ) .
We now prove a converse to this observation regarding the structure of the
graph.
THEOREM 4.4.4 : I f  the se t  S :-  { n e  N : <J>jJ (O.n) £  (O.V, ) for all j  2  1 } is
nonempty then it consists o f  multiples o f  some least element £ . The sequence 4 «  
island-factorizable o f  length £ .
Proof. Let £ be the least element of the set S , which we assume nonempty , and we 
claim that £ I v>(£) for all i 2  1 and hence , by Lemma 4.3.2 that ^ is factorizable of 
length £ . Suppose . on the contrary , that there exists k 2  0  such that £ I v*(£) for all 
i £  k but that £ t  V^+l(£) . So we have that £ is factorizable o f  length £ as far as 
vk+*(£)- 1 2  £-H i(vk(l))- 1 •
Now consider n ^ (v k(£)). Were this to be less than £ then , by the minimality 
of £ , for some j  2  1 we w ould have
(o . 2  (O.V| ) .
But this would imply
*  (0iVt)
contradicting the fact that ( s S .
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Thus *in(vk(l)) 2 1 and so 2; is periodic with period p(vk(£)j as far as £ +p(vk(£))-l .
Hence , applying Theorem 3.1.1 "comm on factorizable-periodic", we have that 
£ is periodic with period h HCF( £, H(Vk(£))j as far as £-1 .
Since h 1£ and V(h) 2 £  we have , oy Lemma 4.3.1 , that v(h) equals either 
£ or v(£) and is hence a multiple of h ( even i f  k  ■ 0 j . It follows that pp(h) * h and 
so neither h nor p(h) can be Vt ( which satisfies pp(Vt ) < Vt ) .  Since v(p(h)j -  V(h) 
lies in the V -orbit o f £ , the only "axis" vertices of the <I>£ -orbit of (0,h) not reached 
by the <I>£ -orbit o f  (0,f) ( or (£.0) ) are possibly the vertices (0,h) and (p(h).o) 
neither of which is the vertex (0,Vt ) . T hus h e  S and so the hypothesis h < £ 
contradicts the minimality o f £.
Thus we have established that !; is factorizable o f length £ . To see that 
[ $1 • • • $ £ -l _  ] is an island factor we repeat the argument of the last paragraph with h 
defined by the hypothesis that
and obtain a contradiction if h < £.
We now check that S consists precisely of the multiples o f £:
If £ I n then clearly £ I V(n) and £ I p(n) so the -iterates o f (0,n) never hit (0,Vt) , 
and so n e  S . On the other hand , if n €  S then the vertex (p(n),o) cannot lead to 
(0,Vt ) and so nor to (Vt , 0 ) .  The symmetry o f  C>^  implies that p(n) e  S and so 
M-(n) 2  £ . Thus ^ is periodic with period n as far as n+£-l and so Theorem 3.1.1 
"common factorizable-periodic" tells us that ^  is periodic with period h as far as £-1 . 
Since [ £ i . •. $£-i _ ]  is an island block w e have that h - £  and therefore n must 
have been a multiple of £. □
§4.3 QUASI-COMPACTNESS OF :
In this section we always assume th at i; is not of type (A) and hence that
P t*$) > I •
We shall establish the important "quasi-compact" property of <X>£ namely that <I>£ can 
be written as the sum of two bounded operators : one of which has spectral radius strictly 
less than that of <I>£ and the other which is c o m p a c t. More specifically, we show that the 
nonnegative matrix associated to <X>£ is "quasi-finite" in the sense o f #5.5 .
PROPOSITION 4.5.1 : Given N ■ M , let H :-  {(n,0),(0ji) : I S n < N } . Let 
denote the operator obtained from b y  eradicating the edges incident to the 
vertices H from the associated graph . Then for all m.n c  IN we have 
l(H® i)k<ni,ii)l| i  2 ,+l<k - 1>/N ]. Hence
(XH®t> S 2I /N  .
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Proof. We write the action of :
(m j.) i t  ^ - 5 , ,
(m,0) + (0,n) if and N £  m,n
(m,0) if ^  and n < N S m
(0,n) if  £n and m < N £  n 
0  if  " d m ,n< N
A basis vector (0,n) ( and similarly (m,0) j can only sp lit into a sum o f two basis
vectors after N iterates of Hd>£ since , by induction on k  (< N ) , we have that 
(h^ ) *  (0,n) equals either (k',n+k) , where 0£k'£k<N , o r 0 .  It follows that 
l(H*Ok(0.n)*i ^ J k /N ) and the result drops out easily . □
Choosing N large enough such that and noting  that <I>£ -  has
finite-dimensional range ( contained in £*(H)) and is hence c o m p ac t, it follows that <I>£ 
is quasi-compact.
The spectrally essential index a -  (0,vt ) :
We now establish the property that the spectral radius of C>£ is strictly 
diminished by deleting the incident edges of merely one vertex , namely , the apex 
a -  (0,Vt ) . The resulting operator we write as . I t  is  possible to verify that
p (t$ £ )  < p(<t>£) directly in particular cases of the sequence £  .
For instance if £ is contained in [ 0  1 1 l] then v t -  Vj -  2 and one can 
verify that the vertex-return growth-rate ga of the vertex a  is at least as great as the 
largest solution o f the equation X^- X^- X -  1 -  0  and  hence greater than 1.8 
whereas the spectral radius o f a<I>£ is most (l+V5)/2 ■ 1.618 . . .  .
It is considerably easier to directly verify the spectrally-essential property in 
particular cases if we deal with the "symmetrised" operator , where (m,n) is identified 
with (n,m) and the apex a is now {(0,Vt ),(Vt ,0)} . H ere if  £ lies in [ 0  1 l ] , for 
example . then ga is bounded below by (l+VS)/2 whereas p (a<1>^ ) »* easily seen to be 
at most 2*/3  . Even so , the property becomes increasingly difficult to verify as ^ 
approaches type (A ). For instance, given the initial segment fo r  $  :
where vt -  V4 -  16 . the lower bound on ga is ( (l+ V 5 )/2 )* /8 ( which is attained 
when
[ o _ ]  • [ 1 _)• [o _ | • 100
for any sequence y  with y , -  0 ) .
t - [ 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 _ ] » [ l 0 _ ] * y
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then the a* £  -orbit o f the index 5  -  {(5,0),(0,5)} has first-return power se ries :
F j  5  (I)  ■ z2 0 / ( | .  ,5 )
and the spectral radius o f a<I>£ is at least the reciprocal of smallest positive so lution of 
F5 5 <*) -  1
and this exceeds ((l+ V 5)/2w /*  . It is needless to say that for this value o f  $ the full 
growth-rate ga will also exceed ( (l+ V 5 )/2 )l/8 , but the point is made that information 
on £ beyond vt+j is required for a direct proof that the index a is spectrally essential.
We therefore resort to a less constructive proof and show that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5.5.2 are satisfied -  in other words th a t, after choosing N large enough so that 
2 l /N  < p(<D£) , we have that for all n < N , either (0,n) communicates w ith  a -  (0,Vt) 
or the vertex-return growth-rate of (0,n) is smaller than that o f a .
LEMMA 4.5.2 : I f  the vertex-return growth-rate o f  the vertex (0 ,n ) is  strictly
greater than one then a leads to (0 ,n ).
Proof. First suppose n is o f the form cjVj with i < t and 1 £  c j <  v ^ / v , . 
Suppose that for some lc we have * £ k(0,n) Z 2■ (0,n) , in other words that there are at 
least two paths o f length k from (0,n) to (0,n). At most one o f the paths c an  be disjoint 
from {(Vt,0),(0,V|)} :-  namely the 'low er orbit" path whose intersection w ith  the axes 
oscillates between (0,n) and (p (n ),0 ). Any other path , after passing through one o f the 
vertices (O.Vj+ j ) and (Vj+ j .O) must remain in the set {(m'.n*) : m' ■ n' (m o d  Vj+j) 
until it enters {(Vt.0),C0,Vt)} . It follows that one o f (vt,0) and (0,vt) ( and hence both 
must lead to (0 ,n).
Now suppose n is not of the form CjVj . Rewriting equation (4 .1 ) when 
x -  o n5 we obtain
* £ k(0.n) -  [ * £ k" 1 ( 1 ,0 ) ♦ .. .  + * £ (1 ,0 )♦  (1.0)] + (0,n+k) + u -  v  
where u . v  are nonnegative vectors in fl(z+ * Z + ) with lu I, £  k . If for som e k * l  
the coefficient of (0,n) in <t>£k(0,n) is greater than k+1 it follows that the coefficient of 
(0,n) in [ * £ k“ l(l ,0 )  + . . . + * £ ( l,0 )  +  ( l,0 )]  +  u is also greater than k+1 and so 
there is some path from (1,0) to (0,n) . Since n t  { V j, Vj+ j -  V j: 0  £  i < t } it 
follows that this path must pass through the set {(vt.0),(0.vt)} . Hence one o f  (Vt,0) and 
(0,Vt) ( and hence both j must lead to (0 ,n ). □
From Theorem 4.4.4 we know that the only vertices (0,n) that do  not lead to 
a lie in the diagonal subspace Q corresponding to some nontrivial island fac to r of $ . 
Since the vertex-return growth-rate of such an element (0,n) is bounded by the  spectral
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radius p((p^ Iq ) which , by Proposition 4.2.1 , is strictly less than p(<J>|t) it follows by the
above result and Corollary 5.3.2 that p(<X>£) must be the vertex-return growth-rate 
associated to the self-communicating class o f a .
those edges incident to either both vertices (0,Vt) , (Vt,0) or just the one vertex (0,Vt)
that <Dvi+ l-v i(0,Vi) _ (n(Vi). O) + and 0 V*(p(Vi), o) -  ( v ^ j ,  o) ♦ (o.Vj) . It
By Proposition 4.1.4 we have that F(0,Vq) -  F(0,1) > 0  and the result follows by
THEOREM 4.6.2 L et ^  be a sequence in E which is not o f  type (A ) . There 
exists a nonnegative eigenvector F o f  <!>{■* corresponding to eigenvalue p(<X>£). Any  
nonnegative eigenvector o f  corresponding to eigenvalue strictly greater than one is 
a scalar multiple o f  F .
I f  £ is not o f  type (B) then F(0,n) > 0  for all n e N . I f , on the other 
hand, £ -  P * y  where 11 is  a nontrivial island factor o f  minimal length l  then
F(0,n) -  0  ♦-» l  divides n .
Proof. l e t  I be the index set Z+«Z+ . Let T - ( t y )  be the infinite {0,0 -m atrix  
defined by
We now have all the ingredients of Theorem 5.5.2. We therefore conclude 
THEOREM 4.5.3: p f a ^ )  < p (* $ ) . 0
( Here a<I>£ can be the operator obtained by removing from the graph associated to <X>^
#4.6 NONNEGATIVE EIGENVECTORS OF :
LEMMA 4.6.1 : I f  F 0  ) is a nonnegative ( t?°-)eigenvcc
corresponding to eigenvalue A > 1 then F(0,Vj) > 0  fo r all i e  
Consequently A -  p(d>£).
Proof. If  i < t  then v(p(Vj)) -  v(Vj) -  Vj+ j . By the axis-return equation we have
follows that
®Vi+*(0,vi) .  (vi+I,o) + (o.vj) + ®v‘(o.vi+i) .
Applying our (symmetric) eigenvector F we obtain
X.Vi+l- F(O.Vj) .  F(0,vi+i)  +  F(0,Vi) +  Xv>' F(0,Vi+1)
and so
F(0.vi+1) .  ((XV1+I-1)/(XV>+1))- F(0,V|) .
□
^ ( D - I j . i l y . J  for all i « I .
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Since % is not of type (A) we have the index a -  (O.Vt) which , by Theorem 4.5.3, 
satisfies p ( |^ i )  < p(<X>£) . Theorem 5.4.2 then guarantees that there is a nonnegative 
eigenvector d , unique up to scalar multiples , o f <X>£* satisfying d(0,Vt ) > 0 and that 
the corresponding eigenvalue is p(<I>£). By Lemma 4.6.1 any nonnegative eigenvector 
corresponding to eigenvalue greater than one must have its (0,Vt) -ordinate positive.
Now d(0,n) > 0  ♦ ♦  (0,n) leads to (0,Vt) . By Theorem 4.4.4 , if the set 
of n which do not lead to (O.Vt) is nonempty then it consists precisely o f the multiples of 
some £ which is the length o f a nontrivial island factor o f £ . By Lemma 4.4.3 , the 
multiples o f the length of any nontrivial island factor do not lead to (0.vt) . □
Proof o f  Theorem M .
The existence and uniqueness o f  the required pseudo-metric d on follows 
from Theorems 4.6.2 and 4.1.1 . The extent to which d  is a metric is determined by 
Propositions 4.1.3 and 4 .2 .2 . □
#4.7 PERIODIC BEHAVIOUR OF * £ /p ( * g )  :
Theorem 5.4.4 implies that the iterates of converge in operator
norm to a one-dimensional projection operator provided that the spectrally-essential index
satisfies h -  1 . If h > 1 then the "normalised" iterates no longer converge but instead 
approach a periodic behaviour ( of period h ) .  This is in accordance with the fact that the 
spectrum of contains exactly h points on the circle 1X1 -  p (O ^), namely the solutions 
o f  >.!> .  ( p(<t> )^ )h .
We now determine h in terms of factorisability properties of the sequence 5 .
LEMMA 4.7.1 : I f  ^  -  P ♦ v  where (3 is a block o f  length £ which is a
continent factor then £ divides h -  HCf { n •  II : <&£n(0,vt ) 2 (0.V,) J .
Proof. It suffices to show that Vt is a multiple of £ ( since it follows th a t, starting 
from (0,Vt ) ,  axis-returns only occur at m ultiple-of-f iterates o f <X>£ ) .  By coalescing 
factors if  necessary we may assume that successive atomic factors in the decomposition of 
P are of different symbols . This decomposition must be of the form
P - | t l V ,- ‘ - l . [ t v IV i/V ‘ - ‘_ | . . . . . [ « V k‘A k - , _ l  « K ilo  V ilv1+1 for
i £  k -1  . Furthermore V* ( and indeed £ ) divides Vj for all J > k . Thus k £  t -1
a -  (0,vt) is aperiodic , in other words that
and £ I Vt . □
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THEOREM 4.7.2 : The period h -  HCF{ n •  M : O ^n(0.V, ) 2  (O.V,) } is
actually equal to HCf { vj : j i k + l ]  where k -  maxj i £  t : Vjlvj for all j £ t J 
and is  therefore the maxim urn length o f  a left continent * -  factor o f  5 .
P roof. For m 2 t  pul km : - m a x { i S t :  V jlvj whenever t S j S m J . T h u s  
(km ) forms a decreasing sequence in m . Clearly kt  -  t and km £ t  -1 when m > t  .
For m i l  put hm HCF{ Vj  : km+ l £  j  £  m } . Thus (hm) is a 
decreasing sequence in m . Here ht -  +oo and hm < Vt when m > t . Note that
vkm lh ,n  m
Clearly, km -* k and hm -> I :- H C F { v j  : j i k + l }  as m-»+oo. Since 
11 and l  < Vfc+i it follows that V(f) -  and so , by Lemma 4.3.2 , we have
that 5 has a left » -factor of length l .  This factor is a »-product of atomic factors . By 
Lemma 4.7.1 it is sufficient to prove that h l h m for all m 2 1 . We show the inductive 
step
h Ihm -♦ h i h m+ i  .
hm I vm+l »hen Vkm  I vm +l • km+l -  km . hm+j -  hm and so the implication is
triv ia l. Otherwise hm t  and so hm I  v ^ j -  vm -  p(vm) . For ease of
notation we put r  k ^ i  (< t J . Notice that for the case m  -  t this agrees with the r
that we used in the proof of Proposition 4.4.1 . The remainder of the proof will be
concerned with the establishing the assertion
( • )  (n(Vm),0) 2  (O.Vp+1) for all p « M .
From  this it will follow from the facts
®£vm+l-vt(0,v1) 2  2  (p(vm),o)
and d>£v* ‘ 1' r+> (O.MpH) 2  (0,Vt)
that
®^vm+l+P-'V+l (o.v,) 2 (o.v,)
for all p a  N utt)} , and thus lhat h divides HCF{ hm , v ^ j  , v ^ j  } -  hm +i .
From Ihe deflnilion o f r we have Vr  | v ^ .1  and VW |  * vm+] . If r  -  km 
then hm I V -,( . Otherwise r+1 S km  and v ^ i  I hm . The quantity 
h tm -l HCF{hm , V |  } i* thus either hm O'- vr f l  • L«* B denote the set 
{ b •  M : b is divisible by V, but not by J . Clearly a  B and it follows
that |l(vm) ( -  VnH-l-vm ) and ihe numbers p(vm) + p v „ . |  ( fo r  p •  N ) all lie in 
B .  It should be clear that 5b ■ £vr  whenever b c B  and b e v ^ i .
Observe that there is a unique c in the range 
H O W  < c  < Vhm.1
such that c ■ j ( m od vm ) . Clearly h , ^ ^  divides c .
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Now suppose that b e  B satisfies b < c . We are interested in computing 
V(b). Since ^  has period Vm as far as it follows that
Sc "  S v,*i * Svr  “  Sc-b
and so v ( b ) £ c .  In fact V(b) £  m in[c , b +Vr+j J since if b + V ^ j  S c  (< we
have
^bfVr+i -  *Vr * S v ^ j  •
On the other hand if  j O ^ j  and V, t  j  then tfe+j -  ( -  $v . where i is such that
V jlj but V j+ j t j  ) .  Consequently p(b) is a multiple o f  Vr . There are two cases :
CASE I : p(b) <  . In this case v(p(b)) -  and pp(p(b)) -  p (b ) . Thus
<X> (^b)(b,0) *  (0 ,n (b ));
0 ^ 1 ( 0 .  p(b)) *  <l>^(b)(vM.1-  p(b), 0) i  (O, n(b)) 
and <J»^ V rfl" ^ b^(o, ix(b)) i  (O .v ^ i) .
It follows that <X>£P' vr+ l (b,0) i  (O.Vp+i) for p i  1 .
CASE I I : p(b) -  V ^ j  . In this case V(b) -  b + Vf+j c  B and 
0 ^ 1  (b,0) -  (b+Vf+i, 0) + (0,vr+1) . 
and furthermore V (b )< c .
If CASE I occurs when b  -  p(vm) then we have proved assertion ( • ) .  If 
CASE II occurs then repeat the argument with b -  v(p(Vm)J , and so on . There exists 
q  £  0  such that
vi(^(vm)) -  HCW + i-V l
for i S q  , but n(vq(tt(vm))) <  v „ . ,  . ( i n  fact q  S [ (c -  H(vm))/V „ ., ] ) . Hie 
statement ®5P'Vr+1 ( v W m ) )  *  (O.'Vm )  V p i t .
true for i -  q  , can be inductively verified for i £  q , and so holds , in particular , for 
i - 0 .  G
»4.8 VA RIATIO N OF p(* £ ) W ITH  $  .
PROPOSITION 4.8.1 : The map p(<X>£) from L  to R is continuous.
Proof. We first show the map is lower semi-continuous at any given point £ . If $ is 
of type (A) then this is clear since p(<&£) -  p (f^ ) -  1 . If $ is not o f type (A) then 
p(<I>£) equals ga the index-return growth-rate of the spectrally-essential index 
•  -  (0,vt) . For any e > 0  we can choose k such that (tt  *Ot)(^)Jl/k > ga(£) -  e . 
For any V the growth-rate ga(V) is bounded below by the number ta aOO(V) which is 
the coefficient of a in the vector ( a ) . This vector remains constant if we vary
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over the cylinder [ $ | . . .  5m«.(vt -*.vl* ,) )•
To prove upper-semi-continuity , take any c > 0  and we can find k i  1
satisfying
( ,up(m.n)1 ° $ k(m ’n) *1 ) , / k  < * /2
and also (4- k -  2 y ^  < ( p(<l>£) + C W  p(<D£) + e /2  ) .
Hence in particular we have (l<X>£k( l ,0 ) l i  < p(C>£) + e /2  . Now for
any in the cylinder [ ^ l - - ^ k + l ]  we have <X>£' * (1 ,0) -  <X>£k( l ,  0 ) .  For any r £ k  
we have , from Equation (4.1 J , that for all n 2 l ,
1 r(0,n) I, £  I r“1(l,0) ♦ . . .  +  (1,0) + (1,0) lj 1 + r
£  r- l<X>^k (1.0)l, + 1 +  r 
£ ( 2 r + l ) > l * l 'k (1.0)li.
Hence for all (m,n) we have
I <X>5' k(m.n) I , S  2- ( 2- ( k - l ) +  l )  I © $' k( l ,  0) I , .
It follows that
(  sup(m .n)1 k(m'n | '> )1 /k  *  P < ® y + *  
whence p(®£') < p(®£) + e . □
We can see from Equation (4.2j  that the map {;»-»p(<I>js) factors through the 
equivalence relation given in Chapter 2 ,  Example 3 to give a continuous map IR .
M onotonicity o f  p(<X>£) .
We now show that p(O^) increases monotonically as $ "radiates out "  along 
the "filaments" o f Z j  away from the central equivalence class -  "the continent molecule" 
-  o f type (A) sequences .
DEFINITION 4.8.1 : A cylinder [ y i-  • • yk] i* said to be principal if there exists 
i 2  0  such that V*(l) -  k . ( Here V -  Vy the nor.periodicity function for any sequence
y «  [ y i - y i j - )
Hence , by Theorem 2.2.2 , a cylinder [ y i *. .  y j , k 2  1 , is principal if and 
only if its branch b J  y j . . .  yv] ( in the glueing space (E, r£ )  ) does not contain the 
"root" -  the set { a ®  : a  s  L } of period one sequences .
LEMMA 4.8.2 : / /  [ y j . . .  yjJ is  a principal cylinder then the map !;»-* p(<I>£),
restricted to $ e  [ y 1 - • - Yk] • attains its m inim um  at the point £ -  ( y j . . .  y^)00 .
Proof. If the sequence 4 -  (yj . . .  yk)00 i* of type (A) then p(<&£) -  1 which is 
obviously the minimum v alue. Otherwise , by Prop 4.3.3 , the fact that v^(k) -  +oo and 
the hypothesis that k is a principal nonperiodity ( o f  $ ), we must have that k -  vi(l) 
where j i t + 1  and V<(1) is the first non-dividing principal nonperiodicity of t (  or any
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sequence in [ yj- - • yic] ) •
Let £ be in [ y j . . .  y j  . Write S : - { n e N :  ( 3 i £  l)(v»(n) -  k )}  . Thus 
S is a subset o f  {1, 2 , . . .  k-1} , contains V*(l) and is independent of We see that S 
is "almost invariant" under applications o f the maps p  and v  , and that the only "escape" 
from S is via {k} . If n e  S then either V(n) e S o r V(n) -  k . In either case 
V(n) £  k and s o , by Theorem 2.5.3 , the nonperiodicities o f  p(n) become principal on or 
before reaching k , and so p(n) c  S .
Now consider the symmetrised action o f fo r  any £ «  [ y j . . .  y jJ • Define 
a set o f vertices W { {m, n+m} : n e  S , m < p (n) } . Observe that this is 
independent of the choice o f £  in [ y j . . .  y j  since n + p ( n )£ k  for all n e S .  
Observe furthermore that if w €  W  then C>^(w) is independent of the choice of £ in 
[ y i - - - yk] and is either an element o f W or the sum of tw o vertices either both in W or 
one in W and the other equal to the vertex Ij -  {0, k} .
Writing a for the apex {O.vKl)} , we therefore have that the "restricted 
apex-return" power series j<Ta a(z) ( -  a a ^ *  ) remains constant as \
varies over [ y j . . .  y j .  (H ere j j ta a (0  denotes the num ber o f paths o f length i from 
a to a which avoid the vertex k . Any such path must remain entirely within W  ) . 
Clearly t a a(0  i  j t^ a a(0  for all i ( where t a a(>) denotes the full number of paths of 
length i from a to a ) .  Furthermore equality must occur when ( ■ ( y j . . .  y^)00 since 
in this case there are no paths from  k to a |  since {0, k} -  { ijc+i} for all i 2  0  ) .
We have therefore established that ga  -  lim. (t a a(0 ) l / i  is minimised , 
for £ in [ y j . . .  y j J , when £  -  ( y j . . .  yk)00 . The result follows as p(<I>£) -  ga( £ ) .
□
COROLLARY 4.8.2 : I f  [ y | .  . . y^] is a principal cylinder then the map  £»-» p(<I>J-), 
restricted to $ 6 BjJ y j . . .  yk]. attains its minimum at the po in t  £ -  ( y j . . .  y^)00 .
Proof. We prove this by induction on k .  By the recursive definition o f branch given 
in Definition 2.1.2 we have
® J y i - 7 k l - [ y i * - y k | ^
u{ b J  y i - . yr- i;p ] : lir < k . ( y j. . yr) °° « [ yi- • • yk] »nd p4yr ) .
By inductive hypothesis we have , for each r with l£r< k and ( y i . . yr)°° * [ y 1 • • ■ yk] 
and each p«t yr  . that inf{ ^ \ •  b J  y i . . yr_ i;p ] } -  p(<l>(yi ^  p)00 ) •
Observe that (y j.  . yr_ j P ) 0 0  -  [ y f. . yr- l  _  J •  ( P 0 0 )  and also that 
(yi- • yr-1 yr)00 ■ [ yi* • y r - l  —  ] •  (yr)00 ■ Equation (4.2) then shows the 
corresponding p-values to be equal . Now p(<!>^ J £  p ( ^ )  whenever
^ € ( yi- ■ • yk] and so , in particular , when \  -  ( y j . . yr _ j  yr)°° , and therefore when
t - < y i - * - i f t * .
The result follows since each cylinder [ y . yr_ 1 P ]  is principal. □
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THEOREM 4.8.3 : I f  x, y « £  and y €  r r -arc(x, (x i)“ ) then p(®x) 2  p(®y) .
Proof. If  y -  (x j)00 then p(*X>y) -  1 and result is obvious . Otherwise , by 
Proposition 2.3.3 , arbitrarily close to y , there exists a  gluepoint ( y j . . .  y^)00 such that 
B j J y j . . .  y j  contains the point x but not the point (xj)00 . Hence the cylinder 
[y 1 . . .  yk] is principal. It follows by the above Corollary that p(d>x) ^  p(<I>(y j y^)“ ) •
The (low er-sem i-) continuity o f Çh* p(C>£) at the point ^ -  y then gives the result.
□
NOTE : If the map X  -» , conjectured to exist at the end o f Chapter 1 , were
"monotone" in the sense th a t:
( c j  and 0  not in the same component o f  X\{c2>
implies W Cl)  «  r £ -arc( O00. ^(fC2>) )
for c j  and c j  , say , pre-periodic points of X  then it should follow that p($£(fc)) 
is "monotonic" in c along the filaments o f X  . W e conjecture that Douady and 
Hubbard's proof for the monotonicity o f  the kneading invariant for the real quadratic family 
( outlined in [ D ] )  can be generalised to the above sta tem ent.
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CHAPTER 5
In this chapter we are interested in the Perron-Frobenius theorem for infinite 
non-negative matrices from the point o f view of finding nonnegative eigenvectors . The 
basic approach comes from Vere-Jones however some modifications are required to relax 
the assumption of irreducibility. We restrict to a special class o f  matrices whose row sums 
are bounded.
15.1 ¿-SPACES :
Given an index set I we recall that ¿*(1) is the set o f formal C-linear 
combinations v -  Iv |- i ( i d  ) such that Ilvjl < oo . This is a Banach space under the 
f l-n o rm  I l j  given by Ivlj -  J jv jl. W e shall adopt the convention o f thinking of our 
typical element as a row vector (vj) which in the case I is countable we can write 
( v j ,  v2 , v3, . . . ) .  The dual space (¿*(0)* i* naturally isomorphic to ¿°°(I) the set of 
bounded functions b from I to C , equipped with the ¿“ -norm  I b l b  -  sup I b(i)l. 
We shall think of b as the column vector (bj)T ( o r , again , ( b j ,  l>2. b3, . . .  )T if I is 
countable) .
Note that (¿“ (D)* ?  I 1®  for I infinite. W e shall write V for ¿*(0-
Regarding "inner products" between row and column vectors , we have the 
following simple case of Holder's inequality:
I b(v)l £  I b Iqq IvI, for v •  V , b  « V* .
¿1-m atrices  :
Any bounded linear operator on V is determined by its action on the basis 
elements i , and is hence represented by a matrix whose rows are ( the co-ordinates o f ) 
the images o f these basis vectors . Conversely a matrix T  -  (ty) ( i j  « I) is said to be 
(row) ¿1 if  it represents such a bounded linear operator, via the equations : 
(T(v))j-((V 1).T)J - I | v1ty
( adopting the convention that the matrix acts by right-multiplication ). Thus T  is f 1 if 
and only i f :
•nd the operator norm I T  I defined formally u  tup ( rT(v)l| /lv l| ) (vdO) can be 
obtained a s :
I T I .  tu p jfL k y l) .
We have:
r r i v ^ S l T l . l v l ,  for all v fl V
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and rr*<b)l00* l T | . l b l 00 for all b «  V*
where T* is the dual operator on V* , represented by the action of the matrix T  on 
¿“ -colum n vectors:
(T*(b))j -  (T- (bj)T)i -  I j  tij bj .
For any two matrices S and T  , the product ST is a well-defined 
matrix a n d :
i S T l l l S M T l  .
We write the matrix iterates Tn -  ( t^ " ))  for n i  0  ( with the usual convention that 
tjj(0) ■ 8jj ) . The inequality :
I ym+n |  £  g Tm|  |  Tnl ( "  sub-multiplicativity" ) 
implies , by  a standard argum ent, that I Tn l ^ n has a limit G (T ), the spectral radius of 
T , as n -♦ oo which is also the infimum over n 2  1 .
It is clear that no complex number X with 1X1 > G(T) can be an eigenvalue 
corresponding to an f  * row eigenvector or to an f® column eigenvector of the matrix T .
»5.2 NONNEGATTVE MATRICES :
A  matrix T  is said to be nonnegadve if all its entries tjj are nonnegative . In 
this case w hen T is I* we can w rite:
IT "  I .  . UPi(Zj ty<">) -  I T*n( l )  1«, 
where 1 is  the f °  vector given by l(i) « 1  for all i e  I .
I f  T  has all entries 0 or 1 then it is best thought o f as a directed graph with 
vertex set I where t^ is the number of directed edges from i to j  . It follows that tjj(n) 
is the num ber of paths of length n from i to j  and G(T) is the growth-rate of the 
graph, that is  the growth-rate of the largest number o f paths of length n from a vertex .
Nonnegative matrices can be characterised by the fact that they preserve the 
partial o rder on row ( and colum n) vectors given by :
x 2 y  ( and xT 2  y ^ ) if  xj 2  yj for all i e I .
A row ( o r column ) vector is said to be nonnegadve if all its entries are nonnegative . The 
support o f  a  nonnegative row vector x ( or its transpose ) is the set of i for which
X |> 0 .
The following sections can be applied to nonnegative matrices T  which are not 
¿1, but we need to assume always that the iterates T0 have finite entries.
Action on supports o f  row vectors :
A nonnegative matrix T  acts on the collection o f sets J of indices via the ru le : 
Ic c  T(J) 4-4 tjjj > 0 for some j fi J .
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Given indices i, j  « I we say i lends to j  and write i -♦ j  if  there exists 
n -  n(i j )  £  1 such that j  6  T°{i} ( or equivalently such that > 0  ) .
We say i communicates with j and write i «-* j  if  i -* j  and j -♦ i .
We say an index i is recurrent if i - » i .
The index set I can now be decomposed into irreducible classes which are the 
equivalence classes ( "self-communicating" classes) induced by the relation «—♦ on 
recurrent indices , together with the remaining indices in singleton sets . The relation -» 
induces a corresponding relation on classes.
The period d o f  a  recurrent index i , which is defined to be the H.C.F. of 
those n for which > 0  , is common to indices in its irreducible class . The indices 
of such a class partition themselves into d subclasses permuted cyclically by the action of 
T .
If i -* j  for all i , j « I then we say the matrix T  is irreducible.
In d ex -re tu rn  g ro w th -ra tes
For any index i, the inequality :
j..(m+n) ^  ("super-multiplicativity")
im plies that (ty(n))*^n  has a limsup gj(T) as n-»oo which is also the supremum over 
n 2  1 . This limsup is actually a limit when taken over those n which are multiples of the 
period d(i) of the index i , ( t ^ 1*) being zero for all other n ) ( Seneta , Lemma A-4 of 
Appendix A 1.
We now observe that gj gives a lower bound to eigenvalues corresponding to 
nonnegative eigenvectors whose i1*1 entries are positive:
LEM M A 5.2.1: I f  either o f  the inequalities x-T £  Xx or T-x^ £  XxT has a
nonnegative solution (xj) with  xj > 0  then X £  gj .
Proof. If x>T $ Xx then X i  0  and it follows inductively that 
x-T**£Xnx
since T  is nonnegative . Taking i1*1 ordinates we obtain : 
xi tjj(n) S Xj xj tjj(n) £ Xn xj 
and the result follows as Xj > 0 .
( The dual result follows s im ilarly . )  □
Now gjCr)'1 is the radius Rj(T) of convergence of the power series 
Tjj(z) -  Xo£n<oo tjj(n) *n • Since the coefficients are nonnegative it follows that any 
analytic continuation o f this function must have a singularity at the point z -  Rj 
( Vivanti-Pringsheim theorem -  see [VJ3]) .  We introduce some definitions from Vere- 
Jones relating to the nature o f  this singularity :
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We say that an index i is R j-recurrent if  the series 
Hi(n) Rjn diverges
( or equivalently Ty(x) -* +oo as x S' Rj ) .
We say that i is Rj-positive i f , furthermore , 
tjj(n).R.n o  as n -» o o .
Given two indices i , j with i *—* j it follows from such inequalities as 
^(k+ro+n) ^  t^(k).|^(m ).
( letting m tend to in fin ity , keeping k and n fixed ) that gj -  gj .
Hence all the indices o f  an irreducible class have the same associated radius of convergence 
R and it is clear also t h a t :
all or none o f  them are R-recurrent; 
all or none o f  them are R-positive .
In particular if  T  is  an  irreducible matrix we have corresponding definitions for T  to  be 
R-recurrent and R -positive  .
We note some results o f  Vere-Jones [v jl] ( Theorem  4.1 and Criterion III with 
Lemma 5.2) regarding existence of nonnegative eigenvectors in the irreducible case:
THEOREM 5.2.2: L e t  T  be a nonnegative irreducible matrix.
(i) I f  T  is  R-recurrent then there ex is t unique nonnegative row and column 
eigenvectors (u p  to scalar multiples )  corresponding to  eigenvalue \ / R  .
(ii) A n y  pair o f  nonnegative row and colum n eigenvectors have finite inner 
product i f  and only i f  T  is  R-positive and the corresponding eigenvalues are both equal 
to \ /R .
F irst-return 'p robab ilities ' :
We now single out a 'special' index a ( which we assume to be recurrent) .  In 
order to analyse more closely the singularity z -  Ra o f the function Taa(z) we must 
introduce quantities analogous to "first-entrance" and 'last-ex it" probabilities:
We define fja^  -  0 ,  fja^  -  tfa and then recursively
fi«(n )- ^ t H j fJ*(n‘ t )  for 
Similarly we define -  0 ,1 ,^ ^  -  Igj and
( S . n )  l . j<n>- I i ^ a lai(n ' 1)lij 'o r
Clearly we have that fja n^  ^^  tja n^) anc  ^ l ^ n) ^  ■aj(n) •
Now the "first-return probabilities" faa(n) *nc* * a a ^  e<lual for all n 
and we can recover the t , , ^  by the rules : 
t ^ O )  -  1 and
*M(n ) - l 0 i k < n « « (k ) ' . . (n - k) for n - 1 . 2 . . . .
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( using the fact that any path of length n (2 1 )  from the vertex a to itse lf has a unique time 
k ( with 0  £  k < n ) for which there is a  'las t exit" from a ) .  It is worth noting at this 
stage that the H.C.F. of those n for w hich 1 ^ " )  > 0  is the same as the corresponding 
H.C.F. for the tM(n>.
Multiplying by zn and summing over n 2  0  we obtain the power series
identity:
holds initially over Izl < Ra but in fact extends over any region for which either side has 
analytic continuation.
Observe now that the positivity o f TM(x) implies via (5.2.3) that LM(x) < 1 
for x on the real interval 0 £  x < Ra . T he nature of the singularity o f  Taa(z) at the point 
z -  Ra can be ch a rac te rised ^  limiting behaviour of Lu (x) as x P  Ra .
The index a is Ra -recurrent if  and only i f
taa^n(^-Ran£* actually converge with lim it d /R a-Laa'(Ra - ) ( where d  ■ d(a) is the 
period o f a ) . Thus the index a is R a -positive if and only if L ^C R j - ) ■ 1 and the
M eromorphic continuation :
We now see that meromorphic continuation of T aa(z) beyond the point 
z -  Ra is a sufficient condition for Ra -positiv ity .
LEMMA 5.2.3: The complex function T aa(z) has a pole at z -  Ra i f  and only i f  the 
power series Laa(z) has radius o f  convergence strictly greater than R a . In this event 
Laa(Ra) -  1 . th e  pole is simple with residue - l / L aa'(Ra) and the index a is 
Ra - positive.
Proof. If T ^ fz )  has a pole at z -  R a then Lu (z) is certainly analytic ( taking the 
value 1 ) at that p oin t. That Laa(z) has strictly greater radius of convergence follows by 
the Vivanti-Pringsheim theorem as the coefficients laa^  »re nonnegative .
Conversely, if LM(z) has radius of convergence Ra' then the monotonicity of 
Laa(x) ( and its derivative ) with real x  in the range 0  $  x < Ra' together with the
T u W - ^ T u ^ L u U )
where the generating function Lu (z) (  -  F „ ( l ) ) -  I n j o  >M<n) *n *>«« radius of 
convergence at least Ra . Thus the fundamental equation
(j.2.3) Tu (i) -  l / ( l  -  L „ « j
In this case the Erdös-Feller-Pollard theorem
"mean recurrence-time" L n ^ l n-,a a ^ ' R an ( ■ Ra Laa’(Ra ~ )) *s •
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inequality
lL M(z)IS L M(W) for lz l< R a'
implies that either : I LM(z) I < 1 for all z ( with Izl < Ra ' ) in which case Ra -  Ra' ; 
or the function LM(x) -  1 has exactly one zero on the real interval 0 £ x < R a' and this 
zero x -  Ra is sim ple.
The remaining assertions follow as ^Lu (z) -  l ) / ( z  -  Ra) has a positive finite 
limit L ^ 'O ^ )  as z tends to Ra . □
Continuing the situation of the Lemma we observe that as T ^ z )  is a function 
of 2?  it also has simple poles at z -  Ra£ for £ the d til roots of unity . The function 
Taa(z) cannot have any other pole on the circle Izl -  Ra since this would entail 
Laa(z) -  1 -  Laa(lzl) which can only happen when the non-zero  terms laa n^  ^zn are all 
real and positive ( requiring z^ real and positive) .
For completeness , we give the geometric case of the Erdtts-Feller-Pollard
result.
LEMMA 5.2.4 : I f  LM(z) has radius o f  convergence strictly greater than Ra then 
laa^ni^  Ra0<* tends geometrically to the lim it d /R ^ L ^X R g ) .
Proof. Write e„  -  t ,,* “ 1) R ,nd -  tM«n-l)<i) R j( n - l ) d  for n i l  and pul 
Cq  -  1 . Form Ihe power series E(^) -  Xn£0 en Cn • So w e have 
E<;d) -  ( I -  cd } T „ (R aO
valid initially for KJ < 1 . but which . by hypothesis . extends meromorphically over a 
larger disk . Now the singularities on the circle IQ -  1 o f the right-hand side are 
removable . Consequently E(£d) has radius o f convergence greater than one and so e n 
tends to zero geometrically. Hence taa n^d) Rand converges geometrically with lim it: 
X n i O 'n - E ( l ) -  U n .^ ,  ( 1 -  Cd  > T „ ( R ,0
. |t a t 4 l ( ! - C d ) / ( , - L 1a(R, 0 )
-  d /R a Laa'(Ra) O
»5.3 RELATIONS BETWEEN VARIOUS GROWTH-RATES :
From now on T will be a nonnegative £* matrix . For any index i the 
obvious inequality
til<n>Ssupk< £ jtkj<n>)
implies
giCDSGCr).
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For finite matrices there is always an index i for which gj -  G (see  
Corollary 5 .3 .2 ) . However, this is not true in general for infinite l * , even irreducible , 
matrices . For instance , if I ■ Z and tjj -  1 whenever j  -  i «{ -1 ,2 }  and tjj ■ 0 
otherwise then G(T) -  HI -  2 whereas one can show ( by considering positive 
eigenvectors x of the form xj -  a* in conjunction with Lemma 5.2.1 } that the gj have 
a common value at most (in fact equal to) 3 /(22/ 3) . The essential reason for this , 
viewing the matrix as a graph , acting on "mass-distributions" over Z  , is that although 
the total mass is doubling on each iteration the "centre of mass" has a "drift" velocity in the 
direction o f the positive integers , and so it is to be expected that the m ass remaining near a 
fixed vertex should grow at a slower ra te .
If we replace {-1.2} by { -l ,l}  in the above example then there is no "drift" 
and gj -  G -  2 . However, as a proportion o f the total m ass, the m ass remaining near 
a given vertex i still decays to zero ( albeit not now exponentially) ,  so that 
t ..(n )/| j n |  o  as n -* oo .
The irreducible matrix here is /?-recurrent but not R-positive.
For a general nonnegative matrix T  and a given index i , we have the 
inequalities:
tjjin) £  gjn £  G(T)n £  IT "  I .
So in order for the proportion tjj(nVl Tnl to be eventually bounded aw ay from zero ( as 
n -* oo through multiples of the period d (i)) it is necessary and sufficient th a t :
(i) the index i is Rj-positive 
<ii) f i - O
(iii) the normalised operator T /G  has bounded iterates ( i.e.
I Tnl £  K Gn for some constant K }.
The relationship between these conditions and the existence of (nonnegative) row and 
£ "  column eigenvectors is investigated , for the case T is irreducible , by  Vere-Jones in 
[VJ2] ( Theorem 2.2 ) ,  where it is established that under assumption (iii) the existence of 
such eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalue G(T) is equivalent to conditions (i) and 
(U>.
Taboo grow th-rates :
We shall see that conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied in the special situation 
that removing the i1*1 row and ith column from the matrix T strictly decreases the spectral 
radius ( Lemma 5.4.1 }. In the graph context this means that removing the edges leading 
immediately to and from the vertex i reduces the £* growth-rate of the graph .
We specifically allow here the possibility that T  is not irreducible and so we 
have to be careful when applying the Vere-Jones theory .
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DEFINITIONS 5.3.1 : Given a nonnegative matrix T and a finite set H of indices we 
define HT  to be the m atrix obtained from T  by deleting the rows H and columns H ( i.e. 
replacing them by rows and columns o f zeros) .  We write the iterates (HT)n -  .
In the graph situation this corresponds to "nullifying” the vertices H , and 
Htjj(n) is the number paths length n from i to j  which avoid the "taboo" set H .
Clearly, we have the inequalities:
G (hT )S G (T )  
gi(HT) $ gj(T) .
Often H will be a single vertex {a} . To simplify notation we will write aT 
for { j jT , etc . We form the generating function
, T ( r ) - I n i oK»T)nl z n .
DEFINITION 5.3.2 : If T  is a nonnegative f '  matrix we say an index a (e I ) is
spectrally essential if G(aT )< G (T ) .
W e see from the following Lemma that this is equivalent to the condition G(aT) < ga(T) . 
This condition is 'stable' in the sense that it holds if and only if for some n , 
I (aT)nl < tM(n) . Thus , if  we are dealing with a matrix with a complicated structure ( for 
which the growth-rates G , etc. cannot be computed exactly and for which we may not 
even know the irreducible classes completely j , we still have a chance of verifying this 
property ( See Theorem 5.5.2 J .
Before entering into the proof o f Lemma 5.3.2 we introduce the quantities Tja(n) and 
1aj(n) which can be thought of as "first-occurrence" and "last-occurrence" probabilities , 
given b y :
T j a ^ - S i a  and Ti a ^  ■ Xj aHj*n” ^**ja ( n *  1 )
1 ^ ( ° ) -  6aj and -  l i  •at«(n ' , )  ( n i l )
These differ from the respective quantities fja(n) and laj(n) only when i -  a or j -  a . 
W e note the following technical result.
PROPOSITION 5.3.1 : The quantities w p j T j j^  and Xj1aj ^  are bounded above 
b y  the coefficient o f  zn in the power series 1 + B T  l-z- aT(z) .
Proof We have supj Tja(0) -  1 and for n i l :
s u p j j / " *  •  supi (X j,! ij<n- 1>-tjt )
s  l ( ,T )n - > I I T I .
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In a similar fashion Xj"laj ^  ■ 1 and  for n i l
W " )- w ( w n-,))
*  (Zi taiH*uPi a»y<n_1>)
S IT H (,T )n"Il ■ o
LEMMA 5.3.2: Given a nonnegative i 1 matrix T  and an index i f i  I then 
0 ( D  -  nux{ G(aT ) , g ,  } .
Proof. It is clear that we need only show the inequality 
G (T )S m « x { G (,T ),g > } .
For any pair o f indices i , j  and n i  0  any path of length n from i to j is either 
disjoint from {a} o r has unique "first-occurrence" time k and 'last-occurrence" time m 
( with 0 5 k £ m £ n ) .  So we have :
(5.3) ly<"> -  +  l o s k im s n
Summing over j and taking the supremum over i we obtain :
IT"* .  suPi I j  tj)<n> S l(.T )^l +  XOsk S m S „ “ PiTi.<k) t „ ( " > - » . I j1l0(n -n i).
Thus IT0! is less than or equal to the ntfl term Pn o f the power series 
P(r) -  ,T (I )  +  ( 1 + m  z ■ ,T (I)  )2 Tu (z) .
Now aT(z) and T aa(z) have radii of convergence respectively G(aT)4 and ga‘‘ , 
whence P(z) has radius of convergence m inj G ^ T )4, ga4 } . The result follows as
G ( D -  H m lT nl , / n  £  lim sup iP n)1/ "  . □
COROLLARY 5.3.2 : I f  T  is  a nonnegative i 1 matrix and H is a finite set o f  
indices then
G(T) -  max{ G(HT) , max{ gh(T) : h « H }} .
Proof. We proceed by induction on I H I . Again , we clearly need onlv show 
G(T) £  maxj 0 ( HT) , max{ gh(T) : h •  H }} .
Choose a e  H . By inductive hypothesis :
G(aT) -  max j  0 ( HT) . maxj gh(aT ) : h •  H\{*} J}
$  m axj 0 (hT) , m axj gh(T) : h •  H\{a) JJ
The result follows by the lem m a. □
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»5.4  M ATRICES W ITH A  SPECTRALLY-ESSENTIAL INDEX :
LEMMA 5.4.1 : I f  T is a nonnegative i '  matrix with a spectrally-essential index a 
then ga -  G , the index a is  R &-positive and the normalised operator T /G  has 
bounded iterates.
Proof. By assumption , we have G(aT) < ga(T) . We observe that the power series 
Laa(z) has radius of convergence at least G(aT)'’ and is therefore strictly greater than 
8 a ' “  Ra ,*ie radius of convergence o f Taa(z ) . This is because for n £  2 :
s  (S i ■»i)'(suPi Sj ,Mj(" ' 2))(supj Ij.) 
s i t i 2 H ( ,t )" - j i  .
It follows by Lemma 5.2.3 that the index a is Ra-positive.
It remains to show that I T nl /g an is bounded . Choose y  with 
G(aT ) < y < g a
So there exists C  1 such that for all n 2  1 , I T  l l ( aT)n~1H £  G y "  . From 
Proposition 5.3.1 and the proof o f Lemma 5.3.2 we have :
I T "l S K,T)”I ♦  lo s ic s m a ,  C *  C - r " - "
-  K,T)"l + Io Srs n (rM)lM<n-r> c V
S l(,T )"l +  C 2 , . " - ^  (r+1) ( y / t t f  .
and hence I T " l /g ,n S C  +  C2/ (  1 -  y /g ,  )2 . "0
W e now establish the main result of this chapter.
THEOREM 5.4.2 : L e t  T  be a nonnegative t  * matrix with spectrally-essential
index a . Then T  has unique nonnegative row eigenvector and £°° column 
eigenvector whose a** ordinates are 1 . The corresponding eigenvalue is G (T ). An 
index j is  the support o f  the row eigenvector i f  and only i f  a leads to j  . A n  index i 
is the support o f  the column eigenvector i f  and only i f  i leads a .
Proof W e reiterate that the hypothesis gives us G(aT) < ga(T) -  G (T ).
"Uniqueness"
It is clear from Lemma 5.2.1 that the eigenvalue corresponding to a nonr .gative 0  row 
eigenvector whose 8th ordinate is positive . must be G (T ) . Now Ir x and y be two 
such eigenvectors normalised so that xa  -  yt  -  1 . Thus x -  y is , 0  vector which is 
either zero o r an eigenvector o f T  with ath ordinate zero and so a t 1 eigenvector of the 
matrix aT . The latter case is not a possibility since the correspondi.ig eigenvalue G(T) is
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larger than the spectral radius o f  aT .
A similar argument works for £°° column vectors.
"Existence"
By Lemma 5.4.1 the index a is Ra-positive and so L M (Ra) -  Faa(Ra) -  1 . We now 
consider the off-diagonal generating functions:
W j < i > - W , / n ) i n
«nd Fiat*» -  I „ 2 0  f , , (n )«"
It is easily verified that these all have radius of convergence at least G(aT)'‘ . Recalling the 
defining equations (s .2 .l)  and (5.2.2) for and , multiplying by a" and
summing over n 2  1 we obtain the identities :
Fia(z) -  i - L  tjj Fja(z) + z tia ( l  -  F ^ z ) ]  for all i c  I 
and L^j(z) -  z-I- L ^U ) -ty ♦  ( l  -  L ^ t ) ]  for all j « I
which are valid for Izl < G(aT )'' ( absolute convergence o f the summations being 
guaranteed by the nonnegativity o f all but one o f the terms on the right for the case z £  0 ) .  
Substituting z -  Ra we obtain that the row vector a  given by a j  -  Laj(R a) is a left 
eigenvector o f  the matrix T  and also that the column vector jiT given by f t  -  Fja(Ra) is 
a right eigenvector of T  , both corresponding to eigenvalue ga . These vectors are 
nonnegative with ath ordinate 1 .
It remains now to show that a  and (5 lie in the appropriate tP spaces . We 
note from the technical Proposition 5.3.1 that for n i l :
*aj(n) *  l T H ( aT)n’ l |
*uP i4 a fia(n) *  l ( aT)n- 1H T l
and so Xj L^j(Ra) ^  1 + 1T  I- aT(Ra) < oo , whence a  is . Likewise
•uPi Fia(Ra) £  max{ 1 . I T l  aT(Ra) } < oo , so that 0  is  f00 . a
We now observe that the inner product a -(iT ( guaranteed finite ) of the 
eigenvectors obtained above is none other than the "mean recurrence-time" o f the index
LEMMA 5.4.3 : The equation
I j  l^iU > FU(l)  -  ■ Lu ,(l)  -  L „ ( z ) ( l  -  L „ ( i ) )  
i t  valid for  Izl <  G(aT)‘' .
ProoT We have l i d .  M * » Fi«<'> -  l i d .  ^  ( l o a a  V " ' k)}«"
■ ^ n i2 ( S o < l t< i i£ id . lr i(k>fi . (n‘ k>) in
-  Zn2l( n -I) l ,,< " > ."
-  r LM'(i) -  Laa(z) .
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Adding LjmizJ F ^ z )  to both sides gives the resu lt. 
Substituting z -  Ra gives Zi « i Pi ■ •
Lim iting behaviour o f  normalised iterates :
When the index a of a nonnegative matrix T  is spectrally-essential we 
have seen ( via the Erdds-Feller-Pollard theorem ) that the (a.a)1*1 entry of the 
normalised matrix iterates Tn/G (T)n has an asymptotic behaviour given by :
ta«(n> R ,"  -»  <•<*>• Pa“ a / I k  “ kPk
as n -* oo through multiples o f the period d(a) ( the entry being zero for all other values 
of n ) .  In general if the matrix T  is irreducible with period d and is R-positive then the 
behaviour o f the ( ij )1*1 entry is given by :
*ij(n) R"  -* *  P i« j / I k  OkPk
as n tends to infinity through the appropriate residue class (mod d) ( [ v j l ]  Corollary to 
Lemma 5.3 ) .  If T  fails to be irreducible then the asymptotic behaviour cannot be so 
easily described , owing to the varying possible periods among different irreducible classes 
of indices . However , if our spectrally essential index a is aperiodic, that is d(a) -  1 , 
then the normalised matrix iterates T11 Ran converge , not only elementwise but also in the 
operator norm topology, to the projection operator n  , represented by the matrix :
(Iljj) -  ( Pi Oj / I t  a tP k )  -  ( l /  a  pT) PT o  .
Note th a t : (T /G )-n  .  n (T /o ) -  I I  -  .
THEOREM 5.4.4: Let T be a nonnegative matrix with spectrally-essential
index a . Let a  and  PT be the eigenvectors o f  Theorem 5.4.2 with associated 
projection operator n  . I f  the index a is aperiodic then the t 1 operator T /O  -  n  
has spectral radius less than 1
( in other words, I T 'V G 11 -  n  I tends to zero exponentially in n j .
Proof. To simplify notation we will use R for Ra . From equation (5.3) we have for 
each ( i j ) :
Hi0 0  -  a, ij<n> + EoirS n ( Io s k S rTi«<k)',»j<r"k)}la»(n' r) •
We have a lso :
P i“ j •  Fi,(R>Lt j<R) -  ( I k * , ? ! . «  RkH T k * 0 V |W  Rk )
( even where one o f i and j coincides with a .)
So P i« j -  I r * o ( l o A S r Tia(k)V r~k7 Rr
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Hence
ly(">R" -  P j O j / I a ^  -  at,j(n)Rn
+XoSrSn (l0S kS rT i.» > llU(r-k))Rr.(tiii(n-r)R„ - ,  .
- ( l / I « k P k )■!,>„ (ZoskSrTi»(k )li j <r"k))Rr ■
Now we are in the geometric case of the Erdtts-Feller-Pollard theorem so there exists 
constants y , K and C  i  1 with G(aT)/G (T ) < y  < 1 such that
I !„<"> Rn -  l / I a ^ l  £  K y "  and
I T H ( ,T ) ” - 1I £  C-(rO )n for all n i l  .
Therefore on taking the absolute value , summing over j and taking the supremum over i 
we o b tain :
I Tn/G n -  n  I 1  Kt T)nl /G n
+I(>SrSn (r+1) C V - K / " r 
+ I r>„ W ) C V  
and so the result follows with
I Tn/G n - n i l  C  y "  + c V [  K (n+ l)(n+ 2)/2  + r (n + l ) / ( l - Y )  + Y /d-Y )2 ] .
§3.3 Q U A SI-FIN ITE MATRICES :
We say that a nonnegative f 1 matrix T is quMsi-finitc i f  there exists a finite 
set H o f indices such that G(HT) < G(T) . Note that this definition includes all finite 
nonnegative matrices ( with the exception o f  nilpotent m atrices, which have spectral radius 
zero ) .  We note also that HT  differs from T  by a compact operator and hence the 
normalised operator T /G  is "quasi-compact" in the sense o f Vere-Jones in [VJ4].
Defining the inner radius o f  a quasi-finite matrix to be the infimum of G(HT) 
over finite sets H of indices , it can be verified that the properties o f the spectrum outside 
the disk o f  inner radius are similar to the spectral properties o f compact operators . In 
particular the resolvent operator (XI -  T)-1 behaves meromorphically in X outside this 
disk.
LEMMA 3.5.1 : L et J be a finite set o f  indices and let i be another index with
the property that i ♦-* j for some j ■ J . I f  i is an RjijT)-recurrent index o f  the 
matrix ¡T  then t{(T) >  f |( jT ) .
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Proof. Comparing the first-return 'probabilities' for T  and jT  it is clear that 
lii(T)(n) £  lij(jT)(n) for all n ^ O .  The assumption i 4-* j  implies > 0  and
Tji(n) > 0  for some m  , n > 0 and so strict inequality occurs with 
lji(T)(m+n) 2  lii(JT)(m+n) +1ij(m).Tjl( " ) .
If the pow er series Ly(z) has radius o f convergence less than Rj(jT) then so 
does Tjj(r) . Otherwise limX/,'Ri(jT)'Lii(x) cxists and has value at least 
l + l ij(m)-Tji(n)-Ri(jT )m+n which is greater than 1 , forcing the function Tjj(i ) to have a 
pole at some positive value of z less than R j(jT ). Either way the result fo llow s. □
THEOREM 5.5.2 : I f  T is a quasi-finitc matrix with G(T) > G(HT) then an
index a is  spectrally-essential i f  and only i f  for each h 6 H either h «—» a or
« aC n > lh C r> .
Proof. If  the index a is spectrally-essential and i is any index for which i +-A a 
then since any path from  i to i cannot pass through a it follows that 
gi(T) -  gj(*T) *  G(aT) < ga(T) .
Conversely , if  the set K » { h e  H :h * -» a }  satisfies 
ghOD < g»(T) for all h « H \K
then by Corollary 5 .3 .2  we have G(KT) -  max{ G(HT ) , max{ gh(KT)} } < G(T) . By 
enlarging H if necessary , to include a , we may assume that a e  K . If G(aT) ■ G(KT) 
then certainly G(aT )  < G (T ). Otherwise choose J , in K , maxim al, containing a , such 
that G(aT) -  G (jT ) . So there exists i e K \J  such that G(jT) > G (ju {j}T). In other 
words i is a spcctrally-essendal index o f the matrix jT  . Thus certainly i is an 
Ri(jT)-recuiTent index o f jT  and since also i «-» a 6 J  , by Lemma 5.5.1 , we have that 
gi(T) > gj(jT) -  G (jT ) -  G(aT) . Hence G(T) > G(aT ) .
□
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